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Introduction to Membership
The Membership screen is a compendium of information available in an easy-to-view and quickly access-
ible layout.

Household and Individual Records

l View Household and Individual records simultaneously

l Track Household and Individual Alternate Addresses

l View all Household names (with option to display ages)

l Accommodate non-traditional and traditional family structures effortlessly

l Customize fields to meet your church's data needs

Connect with People!

l Access and send individual e-Mails with minimal mouse clicks

l Easily e-Mail a number of people, a group, or a committee

l Track Personal Attendance of events and worship

l Enter Personal Visitation, and make notations, including Follow-Up Date

Reporting

l Report Attendance and Visitation in summary or in detail

l Create Custom Reports based on criteria you choose

l Export information for viewing in a spreadsheet program or merging with a word processor

l Print a Church Directory in multiple, flexible formats

You are here: Membership > Installing Membership, with or without Donations
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Installing Membership, with or without Donations
Question: My computers are NOT networked. Can I install Membership on one computer and Donations
on the other?

Answer: Membership and Donations data are stored in the SAME data file – they cannot be sep-
arated. While we do not recommend using the two modules on two different computers, many
Church Windows clients do. You need to be very careful with backup and restore procedures so
that no one’s work gets erased. The two computers should have the same data all the time.

How to Resize and Reposition Member and Visitor Screens (Membership)

Many screens in Church Windows can be re-sized and re-positioned to your preference. For example, in
entering attendance, you can re-size and move the Attendance Entry to make it as large as you need for
easy visibility.

To re-size the screen, you can click the Maximize/Minimize button.

If you prefer to manually set the size of a screen, do the following:
l Hover the mouse on the one of the edge lines; a double-headed arrow will appear.

l Holding the left mouse button down, drag the edge line to the right or left to increase or decrease
the size of the screen.

l Continue with the other three sides of the screen until you have it at the desired size.

You may also position the screen to appear on your screen at a certain place:

l Click the blue bar at the top of the screen. Holding the left mouse button down, drag the screen to
the desired position on the screen.

When you open the screen again, it will appear in the size and position you set.

Later, if you wish to return just the Membership screens to their original size and position within the pro-
gram, clickMembership, Special Functions, Reset Screen Sizes/Positions. A screen will open asking
you to confirm that you wish to return all Membership screens to their original size and position. Answer
Yes to continue, click No to cancel the change.

Member/Visitor Background Color Choice

You can choose to color the Member File Household and Individual screens differently from the Visitor
File Household and Individual screens so that they are more easily distinguished. From the Membership
or Visitor file, CLick on Options and then click on Screen Display Options.
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You are here: Membership > Installing Membership, with or without Donations > Giver Number
Management (with unlicensed Donations module)

Giver Number Management (with Donations unlicensed)

Membership records for Visitors and Members also include an area where you can set up Giver #s. If
the license to use Donations is not activated on the computer where Church Windows is installed, the
Giver Numbers can be set up and managed by accessing them from the Membership menu under Spe-
cial Functions. If you decide to activate a license to use Donations at a later time, these options will
move to the menus accessed by opening Donations.

l Manage Giver #'s: The control panel where you can make changes to the Giver numbers. See
Manage Giver Numbers for further information.

l List Giver #'s: Opens the screen to run reports on Giver numbers.See List Giver #s for further
information.

l Auto Assign #: Accesses the screens to assign new Giver numbers or reassign existing ones. See
Auto Assign Giver Numbers for further information.

You are here: Membership > Settings Settings

Membership Settings

What used to be called the The Membership Profile screen is now called Settings. To reach the settings
screen, clickMembership, choose Special Functions, and select Settings.
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After you have finished making your changes to the Settings screen, either click OK to save your
changes and close the screen, or click Cancel to close this screen and cancel any changes that you have
made.

You are here: Membership > Settings > Attendance Settings - Communion, Year, and Absences

Attendance Settings - Communion, Year, and Absences

The Attendance section of the Membership Settings screen affects the Attendance area of Church Win-
dows.
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The Year box tells you the year for which you are recording attendance. The date primarily affects the
default date in attendance reporting. Be certain to come here at the start of each New Year and enter the
new date in the box.

The system defaults to a check mark in the box marked Track Communion so that you can track Com-
munion or a function similar to Communion in your attendance records. If you don't need to track Com-
munion participation (or anything like it), then clear the check mark from this box.

If you are tracking Communion, will you be tracking communion for events such as worship and/or for
classes such as Sunday School classes? Click to put a check mark in the appropriate box(es). In the
Label as: box, enter the name of the attendance function you wish to track: Some churches may wish to
name it "Eucharist" instead of "Communion, " for example. Or you may want to use this facet of Attend-
ance to mark something completely different, such as those who spoke or offered prayer requests at the
service.

In some cases, you may wish to track Excused Absences for events or classes. Put a check mark in the
Excused Absences box and mark whether you will track those for Events or Groups/Classes or both.

You are here: Membership > Settings > Membership File Options
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Settings

Display FLoating Help Message: For your convenience, especially as you first begin to use Church
Windows, we have included an optional "floating help message". If you activate this feature, then as you
move the mouse pointer over a button or icon in the button bar, a floating help message will appear,
describing the function of each button. To activate this help message feature: At the bottom of the Sys-
tem Profile dialog box, click in the Display floating help message box to mark it with a check mark.Click
on OK to close this dialog box.When you want to work without these floating help messages, return to
this dialog box and click in the Display floating help message box again to clear the check mark.

Confirm Changes to Information 

Confirm changes to information: On the Settings screen, if this box is cleared, then Church Windows
automatically saves any changes you have made to a person’s member or visitor record. If this box is
marked with a check mark, then the system will first ask you if you would like to save your changes
before continuing on.

Mass Edit - Backup Member File Before Mass Edit

Backup Member File and Visitor File before Mass Edit: For safety’s sake, if you would like the sys-
tem to back up its membership files before you perform a mass edit, mark this box on the Settings screen
with a check mark. That way, if you perform a mass edit in error, you could then click a Restore button
on the Mass Edit screen to effectively undo the mass edit. If this box is clear, you will not have this
option.

Age Display Option 

Age: On the Settings screen, this option controls the Household Members section at the bottom of the
Household Record. If you would like to display the age for everyone, then select Show All Ages. If you
would like the age to display for only those under a certain age, then select Show ages for those
younger than, and type the age into the field that follows. If you would not like the program to display
any ages, then select Do not show ages.

These selections do not affect any reporting based on ages. Keep in mind that in order to accurately dis-
play an age or create reports based on age, the system would require a complete birth date to be entered
into the Birth date field on the Individual Records.

You are here: Membership > Membership Profile > Membership Profile Groups/Classes Organ-
ization

Membership Settings Groups/Classes Organization

Your groups and classes may be set up in a hierarchical structure made up of four component levels:
Division, Department, Category, Groups/Classes. You do not have to have a hierarchical structure to
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your groups and classes. If you do not, all your groups and classes will be listed under Classes.

Church Windows defaults to the following structure:

l There is a Division. You may have as many divisions as you need.
l Within that division, there may be a Department. You may have as many Departments as you
need.

l Within a department, there may be a Category. You may have as many Categories as you need.
l Under each of these - Division, Department, and/or Category - you have specific Groups and
Classes. You may have as many groups and classes as you need.

If you elect to use a hierarchical structure to your groups and classes, note that you do not have to use all
three of the Division, Departments and Categories levels. Some churches may set up just divisions:
Sunday School, Committees, etc., and have their groups and classes under those divisions. Others will
need to be more complete in their breakdown.

You may rename Division, Department and Categories if you would like to do so. A church might do
this:

Division - change to Level 1
Department - change to Level 2
Categories - change to Level 3

See Setting up your Groups/Classes for more information.

You are here: Membership > Membership Profile > Reports / Labels / E-Mail

Reports / Labels / E-Mail

The following options are available in this section of the Settings screen:

Sort Dates 

Sort dates in year, month, day order: This field on the Membership Profile screen controls how date
information is sorted in reports, labels, and on the Find Grid. If this box is empty, Church Windows will
sort dates in month, day, year order, listing all January dates first, then all February dates, etc. with no
regard to the year. If you would like all dates sorted in true chronological order, listing the dates in the
earliest year first, then click this box to mark it with a check mark. For example, let’s say you are print-
ing a birthday list in order by birth date. Marking this box with a check mark will arrange the list so that
the older people appear first, down to the youngest people last, and people who were born in the same
year will be arranged by month, then in order by day within the month. If this box is cleared of the check
mark, then people born in January will appear first on the list, and those born in the same month will be
arranged by day.

Middle Names - Option to Print on Reports 

Print Middle Names on Reports: On the Membership Profile screen, this option controls how
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individuals’ names appear on reports in the Member File, the Visitor File and in Donations. If you would
like for people’s middle names to print on reports, then mark this box. If you would like them excluded,
then clear this box.

In Church Windows, you may copy a household or individual address to another software program where
you can print an envelope with the name on it. If you are copying the individual name and address, and
the Print Middle Names on Reports box is checked here in the Membership profile, then the middle
name will print in the mailing information. (See Copy Address to another software program for more
information on this feature.)

Your selection here does NOT affect the Directory. No middle names appear on the preformatted Multi-
column or Horizontal directories. If you would like middle names on a directory printed from Church
Windows, then you could design a custom directory that includes middle names.

Area Code - Printing on Reports 

Print area codes other than: In this box on the Membership Profile screen, type in your local area
code. In printing any reports or directories, Church Windows will then automatically print any area
codes that differ from the local. If you live in an area that includes many area codes and you would like
everyone’s area code to print on everything automatically, then leave this box blank.

You are here: Membership > Contact List > Contact List - Membership
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Contact List - Membership
In the bottom right corner of the Church Windows screen there is a Contact List button. Clicking on this
button will bring to the screen a list of all members and visitors in your system, their addresses, home
phone numbers, work phone numbers, other phone fields (if defined), and E-mail fields (if defined).

You can click this button to open the Contact List from any screen in Church Windows.

To scroll through the list of names, click the up and down arrows in the scroll bar on the right. You may
also begin typing a person's last name into the Name field above, and the list will highlight the best pos-
sible match to the name that you are typing.

When the Link to Member File box is marked with a check mark, then the Member File will display
the Household and Individual records of the person whose name and phone number is highlighted in the
Contact List. When this box is cleared, then the Member File will not be connected to the Contact List in
such a way. Click in this box to mark it with a check mark, or click again to clear it. This option is only
active when the Membership window is showing.

If you would like the contact list sorted by a single column, right click the column heading and choose
either ascending or descending.

For greater customization you may add, delete or rearrange the columns that appear on the Contact List,
then you may do so by clicking on the Options button.

l Add a field to the Fields to Display list by double-clicking on an item from the Available House-
hold fields or Available Individual fields lists or by clicking once on an item and clicking on the
Add button.

l To remove a field from the Fields to Display list, click that field name in the list to select it, then
click the Delete button.

l To rearrange the order in which fields appear on the Contact List, use the Order buttons (up and
down arrows) that appear at the right of the Fields to Display list.

l To change the sort order for the Contact List, click the Sort tab at the top of the Options screen,
delete the default sort fields and select the field to be sorted.

l Click OK to save your changes and return to the Contact List or click Cancel to discard your
changes.

To e-mail an individual in the Contact List, select their record and click the E-mail Individual button.
To e-mail multiple individuals, click to remove the check mark from the Link to Member File box, high-
light their records (using the Shift or CTRL keys) and click the Print button, and select SendE-mail on
the Report Format screen, and click Next. A screen will open up where you can compose your mes-
sage. Click Send or close the screen to discard. Click Close and then Cancel to get back to the Contact
List screen.
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To print all or selected records from the Contact List, click Print and the Report Format screen will
open. To print all or selected records from the Contact List in a grid style, click Print Grid.

When you are finished with the Contact List, click the Close button.

You are here: Membership > Contact List > Contact List - Membership
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Contact List - Membership
In the bottom right corner of the Church Windows screen there is a Contact List button. Clicking on this
button will bring to the screen a list of all members and visitors in your system, their addresses, home
phone numbers, work phone numbers, other phone fields (if defined), and E-mail fields (if defined).

You can click this button to open the Contact List from any screen in Church Windows.

To scroll through the list of names, click the up and down arrows in the scroll bar on the right. You may
also begin typing a person's last name into the Name field above, and the list will highlight the best pos-
sible match to the name that you are typing.

When the Link to Member File box is marked with a check mark, then the Member File will display
the Household and Individual records of the person whose name and phone number is highlighted in the
Contact List. When this box is cleared, then the Member File will not be connected to the Contact List in
such a way. Click in this box to mark it with a check mark, or click again to clear it. This option is only
active when the Membership window is showing.

If you would like the contact list sorted by a single column, right click the column heading and choose
either ascending or descending.

For greater customization you may add, delete or rearrange the columns that appear on the Contact List,
then you may do so by clicking on the Options button.

l Add a field to the Fields to Display list by double-clicking on an item from the Available House-
hold fields or Available Individual fields lists or by clicking once on an item and clicking on the
Add button.

l To remove a field from the Fields to Display list, click that field name in the list to select it, then
click the Delete button.

l To rearrange the order in which fields appear on the Contact List, use the Order buttons (up and
down arrows) that appear at the right of the Fields to Display list.

l To change the sort order for the Contact List, click the Sort tab at the top of the Options screen,
delete the default sort fields and select the field to be sorted.

l Click OK to save your changes and return to the Contact List or click Cancel to discard your
changes.

To e-mail an individual in the Contact List, select their record and click the E-mail Individual button.
To e-mail multiple individuals, click to remove the check mark from the Link to Member File box, high-
light their records (using the Shift or CTRL keys) and click the Print button, and select SendE-mail on
the Report Format screen, and click Next. A screen will open up where you can compose your mes-
sage. Click Send or close the screen to discard. Click Close and then Cancel to get back to the Contact
List screen.
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To print all or selected records from the Contact List, click Print and the Report Format screen will
open. To print all or selected records from the Contact List in a grid style, click Print Grid.

When you are finished with the Contact List, click the Close button.

You are here: Membership > Members > Membership Field Types

Membership Field Types
Church Windows fields can be one of seven field types:

Character - Will accept either letters or numbers and may be up to 50 characters long.

Date - Will accept only numbers and will default to the MM/DD/YYYY date format. Note that the
year section requires all four digits.

E-mail - This field is used for e-mail addresses and may be up to 50 characters long. It will accept
both characters and numbers.

List - A List field is one that will only accept predefined codes as entries. Church Windows comes
with many standard fields defined as List fields; examples of these fields areMailing Code, Geo-
graphic Area, and Family Relation. You may add your own new codes, as well as edit or delete
existing codes at any time. (See List Fields - Entering Codes for more information.) List fields
ensure continuity throughout your Church Windows records because they standardize entries. Con-
veniently, no one needs to memorize any codes, because each code's definition will always appear
next to the code.The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open
the list field so you see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column
heading - Description. The codes will revert to being sorted by code when you close the box. The
Zip Code and City/State fields are List Fields, but they are a bit different. When you type in a
City/State or a Zip code, that entry is automatically added to the list of all City/States or Zip codes.
There are no codes in these fields, just the entries themselves. For more information about main-
taining the lists for these two fields, see List Maintenance - City, State and Zip Code lists.

Numeric - Will accept only numbers and may be up to 50 characters.

Phone - Will accept only numbers and will default to the ###/###-#### phone number format.

Phone Extension - Will accept either letters or numbers.

You are here: Membership > Members > Membership Field Types

Membership Field Types
Church Windows fields can be one of seven field types:
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Character - Will accept either letters or numbers and may be up to 50 characters long.

Date - Will accept only numbers and will default to the MM/DD/YYYY date format. Note that the
year section requires all four digits.

E-mail - This field is used for e-mail addresses and may be up to 50 characters long. It will accept
both characters and numbers.

List - A List field is one that will only accept predefined codes as entries. Church Windows comes
with many standard fields defined as List fields; examples of these fields areMailing Code, Geo-
graphic Area, and Family Relation. You may add your own new codes, as well as edit or delete
existing codes at any time. (See List Fields - Entering Codes for more information.) List fields
ensure continuity throughout your Church Windows records because they standardize entries. Con-
veniently, no one needs to memorize any codes, because each code's definition will always appear
next to the code.The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open
the list field so you see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column
heading - Description. The codes will revert to being sorted by code when you close the box. The
Zip Code and City/State fields are List Fields, but they are a bit different. When you type in a
City/State or a Zip code, that entry is automatically added to the list of all City/States or Zip codes.
There are no codes in these fields, just the entries themselves. For more information about main-
taining the lists for these two fields, see List Maintenance - City, State and Zip Code lists.

Numeric - Will accept only numbers and may be up to 50 characters.

Phone - Will accept only numbers and will default to the ###/###-#### phone number format.

Phone Extension - Will accept either letters or numbers.

You are here: Membership > Members > List Fields - Entering Codes / Sorting Codes

List Fields - Entering Codes / Sorting Codes

The primary advantage in using List fields is that they ensure continuity within the entries. List fields
will only accept codes that have been entered into that field's code list. Any information entered into a
List field must have a code. Codes may be added to the code list as you go, but it may be helpful to begin
with a few codes already entered. (The codes and meanings in the Include on Directory and Dir-
ectory/Report Order fields may not be edited, and you may not add or delete existing codes. These are
the only fields whose entries are a standard set by Church Windows.)

To add codes to a field's code list:

l Click the List field for which you would like to enter codes.
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l Click the down arrow that appears at the right side of the field. This field's dialog box will appear.

l Click Add items. The Add Item dialog box will appear.

l Enter the new code in the Code box. (If you type the maximum number of characters for the new
code, the cursor will automatically advance to the Description box.)

l Press Tab to advance to the Description box, where you will type in the description or meaning
of that code. The maximum number of characters you can use for Description is 30.

l Press TAB to Add and press Enter, or click the Add button.

l Continue to enter more codes and definitions in this same manner, or click Close to return to that
field's dialog box.

l Click on Close to exit that field’s dialog box and return to the Member record screen.

Sort List Field Codes by Code or by Description 

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

You are here: Membership > Members > Membership Item Maintenance

Membership ItemMaintenance

The following options are available:

Add Item to Record.
There are a few different ways to enter data into List fields on a person’s record. If you already know
the code you wish to enter, simply type it into the field, and the description will automatically appear at
the right. If you need to see the list to make your choice, or if you need to add another code to the list:

l Bring the cursor to the field either by clicking on it, or by pressing TAB.

l Click the down arrow that appears at the right side of the field. That field's dialog box will
appear.

l Either double-click the code you wish to enter into that person's record, or click on the code to
select it, and click Add item to record.

Edit Items 
If you would like to edit a definition, click the Edit Items button, then click the definition you would like
to edit, and make your changes. When you have finished editing that item, click the OK button, and your
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changes will be saved.

Print Items
To print a list of all codes and definitions for this List field, click Print Items. The Printer Selection
dialog box will appear, make the appropriate selections on that screen, click OK, and your list will com-
pile on the Print Preview screen. You may then click Print All to send the list to the printer. Then
when you click Close you will return to the List field dialog box.

Delete Items
To delete an item from the list of codes and definitions, click that item to highlight it, and click the
Delete Items button. A confirmation screen will appear to make sure that you want to delete this code
from all records. Click Yes to continue, or click No to cancel this action.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Custom Fields

Custom Fields

Church Windows comes to you with quite a few fields already defined for you to track plenty of inform-
ation about your people. You may also create additional fields in the Personal Information area of the
individual or visitor record to track whatever you’d like to track.

You may rename a few existing fields as well.

You accomplish all of these tasks on the Customize Fields screen. From the Church Windows Initial
Button Bar, clickMembership and choose Members, or from the Church Windows Initial Button Bar,
clickMembership and choose Visitors. Click Options and choose Customize fields.
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You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Custom Fields

Custom Fields

Church Windows comes to you with quite a few fields already defined for you to track plenty of inform-
ation about your people. You may also create additional fields in the Personal Information area of the
individual or visitor record to track whatever you’d like to track.

You may rename a few existing fields as well.

You accomplish all of these tasks on the Customize Fields screen. From the Church Windows Initial
Button Bar, clickMembership and choose Members, or from the Church Windows Initial Button Bar,
clickMembership and choose Visitors. Click Options and choose Customize fields.
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You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Relabeling Assigned Fields

Relabeling Assigned Fields

In the Member/Visitor record, some fields can be renamed. These fields are City State, Zip Code, Car-
rier Route, Geographic Area, Groups/Classes, and Skills/Interests.

To relabel these fields:

With the Members screen open, click Options, and click Customize Fields.
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On the screen appears a list of the assigned fields in the Household record. You can
rename these fields, for example, you may wish to change Skills/Interests to Spiritual
Gifts, or, if you are in Canada, you could change City, State to City, Province and Zip
Code to Postal Code. See System Profile and Canada Settings for more information.

To change these field names:

l In the column titled Label Field as . . ., click the field name that you would like to change.

l Delete the name that is in the column using the delete or backspace keys.

l Enter the new name. The changes will be saved when you move the cursor to another area of the
screen or when you click on OK.

l Click OK to implement your changes and close the Customize Fields screen.

These are global changes: it does not matter whether you re-label the fields in the Members File or in
the Visitors File. The changes will affect both databases.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Rename a Household Assigned Field

Rename a Household Assigned Field

See "Relabeling Assigned Fields".
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You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Add a Custom Field

Add a Custom Field

Fields can be created in either the Member screen or the Visitor screen. Fields can be visible in both
the Member screen and the Visitor screen or only in one. From the Member screen, you decide which
fields will be visible inMembership and from the Visitors screen which fields will be visible in Vis-
itors. Visitors and Members can have different orders of fields.

To add a custom field to the Personal Information area of your Member or Visitor Individual records:

l To create a new field from the Member file, from the Church Windows Initial Button Bar, click
Membership, Members. To create a new field from the Visitor file, from the Church Windows
Initial Button Bar, click onMembership, Visitors.

l Click the word Options, and choose Customize Fields. The Customize Fields screen will appear.

l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fieldsfor Member file or on the Add/Delete/Rearrange
Fields for Visitor file tab at the top. This will bring up a screen that lists of all of the fields in the
Personal Information section of the member individual record and the visitor individual record.

l Click the Add Field button. This will bring up the Define New Field box.

l Enter the name of your new field.

l Press Tab to advance to the field type box.

l Click the down arrow to see the options for field type. (See "Field Types ")

l Click one of the field types to select it.
l Press Tab to advance to the box to define field length. (If you have selected a Phone or Date field
as the field type, then the field length will default to the correct length for that type.)

l Enter the number of characters you would like this field to hold. (1-50)

l Click OK.
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l If you would like to enter more fields, continue in this manner. If you are finished adding fields,
click Close to return to the Customize Fields screen.

l Click OK to return to the Members screen.

Note: A field created from the Member screen will default to being visible on the Member screen under
the Personal Information fields. If you have created a field in Members that you would also like to use in
Visitors, open the Visitor screen, click Options and then on Customize Fields. Click the tab Add/De-
lete/Rearrange fields in the Visitor file. Highlight the name of the field and click Use In Visitor File.

A field created from the Visitor screen will default to being visible on the Visitor screen under the Vis-
itor Personal Information screen. If you have created a field in Visitors that you would like to use in
Members, open the Member screen, click Options and then on Customize Fields. Click the tab
Add/Delete/Rearrange fields in the Member file. Highlight the name of the field and click Use in
Member File.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Field Order

Field Order

The order in which fields appear on the screen can be changed. Visitors and Members can have dif-
ferent orders of fields.

To change the order in which the Individual fields appear on the screen:

l From the Members screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields.
l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File tab at the top.

Or,
l From the Visitors screen. Click Options and choose Customize Fields.
l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File tab at the top.
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The order that fields appear in this list is the order that they appear on the Individual record.

To change a field’s position on the screen, you would simply move it up or down in this list.

Click the field you would like to move. At the right side of this list is the word "order" that appears with
an up arrow above it and a down arrow below it. To move the field up toward the top of the list, click the
up arrow until the field appears where you would like it. To move the field down, click the down arrow.

Changing field order in Visitors works exactly the same way. Use the "order" arrows up or down to
move field as desired.

Once the field appears where you would like it, either continue on with your work on this screen, or
click OK to make your changes final and return to the Members screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Field lengths

Field lengths

A Character or a Numeric Custom field can have a length of up to 50 characters. A List field can be up
to 3 characters. If you have designated a field to be a phone field, the system will automatically assign a
field length of 10, and a date field will automatically have a field length of 8.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Delete a Custom Field
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Delete a Custom Field

A custom field created and used only in Members must be deleted from the Member screen (click
Membership, Members, Options, Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File).

A field created and used only in Visitors must be deleted from the Visitor screen (click Mem-
bership, Visitors, Options, Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File).

A field created to be used in BOTH the Member and the Visitor file may be deleted in either
Members or Visitors.

To delete a field from all Individual records:

l From the Members or Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields.

l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File or Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for
Visitor File tab at the top of the screen.

l In the column Field Name, highlight the name of the field you would like to delete.
l Click Delete Field.

l A confirmation box will appear on the screen, confirming that you would like to delete that field
from all records.

l Click Yes to delete that field, or click No to cancel the deletion.

Church Windows was shipped to your organization with some standard fields already entered in Personal
information. (Examples would be "Include on Directory," "Directory/Report Order", "Family Relation",
"Birth Date", or "Work Phone".) For operational reasons, you may not delete or rename these fields.
You may hide some of them. If you hide the “Include on Directory” field in both the Member File and
the Visitor File, the Directory function will not be available. The Directory/Report Order field may
not be hidden or deleted.

To hide a standard field:

l From the Members or Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields.

l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File or Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for
Visitor File tab at the top of the screen.

l In the column Field Name, highlight the name of the field you would like to hide.

l Click Hide Field. That field will then move to the top of the list of fields, and the Use in Mem-
ber [Visitor] box will then be cleared.

Fields must be hidden in the file in which they are used:

l You must go to Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File to hide a custom field that was cre-
ated and used only in the Member file.
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l You must go to Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File to hide a custom field that was cre-
ated and used only in Visitors.

l A field created to be used in BOTH the Member and the Visitor file must be hidden in each file,
so you must go to the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File and the Add/De-
lete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Delete an Individual Assigned Field

Delete an Individual Assigned Field

In the Church Windows Member and Visitor Individual record, there are fields that may not be deleted
for operational reasons. These fields are those that were installed into Church Windows when you
received the program. (Include on Directory, Status, and Work Phone are examples.) For operational
reasons, you may not delete or rename these fields, but you may cause them not to appear by "hiding"
them.

To hide a standard field:

l From the Members or Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields.

l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File or Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for
Visitor File tab at the top of the screen.

l In the column Field Name, highlight the name of the field you would like to hide.

l Click Hide Field. That field will then move to the top of the list of fields, and the Use in Mem-
ber [Visitor] box will then be cleared.

l Click OK to save the changes and exit the screen.

When you are hiding a field,

l You must go to Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File to hide a custom field that was
created and used only in the Member file.

l You must go to Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File to hide a custom field that was
created and used only in Visitors.

l A field created to be used in BOTH the Member and the Visitor file must be hidden in each file,
so you must go to the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File and the Add/De-
lete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File.

Note:
l The Directory/Report Order field may not be hidden or deleted.
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l If the Include on Directory field is hidden in both the Member File and the Visitor
File, then the Directory function will not be available.

You are here: Membership > Members > Customize Fields > Editing/Changing existing fields

Editing/Changing existing fields

If you would like to change an existing field, you may. You can edit the field’s name, change the field’s
type, and edit the length of the field as well. Before you change the type or length, be sure to consider
the effect the change will have on any existing data on anyone’s record in this field. (For example, chan-
ging the length of a character field from 25 to 50 shouldn’t be a problem for existing data, but changing a
character field to a phone field might.)

Fields that are used in both the Visitor and the Member file may be changed from either the Member file
or the Visitor file. The changes will be reflected in both files.

Fields that are used only in the Member file may only be edited from the Member file (click Mem-
bership, Members, Options, Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File).

Fields that are used only in the Visitor file may only be edited from the Visitor file: (click Membership,
Visitors, Options, Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File).

To change an existing field:

l From the Members or Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields.

l If you entered from the Member screen, click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member
File tab. If you entered from the Visitor screen, click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Vis-
itor File tab.

l On the list of all field names, click the part of the field you would like to change, delete the exist-
ing information, and make your changes. If you are changing the field’s type, there will be cues at
the bottom of the screen to guide you in choosing what to type in.

l Your changes will be saved when you click OK to exit this screen.

Church Windows was shipped to your organization with some standard fields already entered in Personal
information. (Examples would be "Include on Directory", "Directory/Report Order," "Family Relation",
"Birth Date", or "Work Phone".) For operational reasons, you may not delete or rename these fields, but
you may cause some of them not to appear by "hiding" them.

To hide a standard field:

l From the Members or Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields.

l Click the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File or click the Add/Delete/Rearrange
Fields for Visitor File tab at the top of the screen.
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l In the column Field Name, highlight the name of the field you would like to hide.

l Click Hide Field. That field will then move to the top of the list of fields, and the Use in Mem-
ber [Visitor] File box will then be cleared.

l Click OK to save your changes and exit the screen.

When you are hiding a field,
l You must go to Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File to hide a custom field that was
created and used only in the Member file.

l You must go to Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File to hide a custom field that was
created and used only in Visitors.

l A field created to be used in BOTH the Member and the Visitor file must be hidden in each file,
so you must go to the Add/Delete/Rearrange Fields for Member File and the Add/De-
lete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File.

Note:

l The Directory/Report Order field may not be hidden or deleted.

l If the Include on Directory field is hidden in both the Member File and the Visitor
File, then the Directory function will not be available.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > The Household
Record

The Household Record

In the Church Windows Member file, the Household record contains all of the information that pertains
to all members of that household.

Add a household record 
To add a household record:

l Either click anywhere on the left side of the screen, or click the Household record button to high-
light the left side of the screen.

l Click Add.

l In the Mailing Label field, enter the household name as you would like it to appear on mailing
labels, for example, "Mr. and Mrs. William Sample and Family" or "Mr. William Sample and
Mrs. Wanda Weaver-Sample."
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l Enter the rest of the household information. Press TAB to advance through the fields. (See System
Profile for more information on changing this setting to accept ENTER to advance through fields.)

l For more information about the fields in the Household record, see Household Record -
Assigned fields.

l When you have finished entering the household information, either click the Individual record to
begin entering information for the first individual in that household, or click Save to save this new
household.

Delete a Household
Caution: Deleting a household permanently removes that family’s records from your database. Once you
delete a household, there is no way to recover the information it contained. If the individuals in the house-
hold have left your organization, you may want to mark them as terminated instead. See information
about the Reason for Termination field.

To delete a household and all individuals within the household:

l Make sure that the correct household record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Household Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen:

l If you would like more information about using "Reason for Termination" instead of deleting,
click the Click here to see more information concerning Reason For Termination button.
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l If you are sure you'd like to delete this household, click to mark the Check here to confirm the
deletion, then click OK box, then click OK.

Church Windows will not allow you to delete a household that contains an individual who has made a
donation during the current Donations year. The software will let you delete the household when all its
individuals have no Giving associated with their record in the Donations module.

Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-the-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See Terminating an Individual for more information.

Household Print (Current Household Only)
If you would like to print information for this household only, for example you'd like just one quick label,
then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the household number. Clicking this Print
button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the procedure is identical
to the print process everywhere else in Church Windows. See "Report Format" to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > The Household
Record

The Household Record

In the Church Windows Member file, the Household record contains all of the information that pertains
to all members of that household.

Add a household record 
To add a household record:

l Either click anywhere on the left side of the screen, or click the Household record button to high-
light the left side of the screen.

l Click Add.

l In the Mailing Label field, enter the household name as you would like it to appear on mailing
labels, for example, "Mr. and Mrs. William Sample and Family" or "Mr. William Sample and
Mrs. Wanda Weaver-Sample."

l Enter the rest of the household information. Press TAB to advance through the fields. (See System
Profile for more information on changing this setting to accept ENTER to advance through fields.)

l For more information about the fields in the Household record, see Household Record -
Assigned fields.
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l When you have finished entering the household information, either click the Individual record to
begin entering information for the first individual in that household, or click Save to save this new
household.

Delete a Household
Caution: Deleting a household permanently removes that family’s records from your database. Once you
delete a household, there is no way to recover the information it contained. If the individuals in the house-
hold have left your organization, you may want to mark them as terminated instead. See information
about the Reason for Termination field.

To delete a household and all individuals within the household:

l Make sure that the correct household record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Household Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen:

l If you would like more information about using "Reason for Termination" instead of deleting,
click the Click here to see more information concerning Reason For Termination button.

l If you are sure you'd like to delete this household, click to mark the Check here to confirm the
deletion, then click OK box, then click OK.

Church Windows will not allow you to delete a household that contains an individual who has made a
donation during the current Donations year. The software will let you delete the household when all its
individuals have no Giving associated with their record in the Donations module.
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Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-the-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See Terminating an Individual for more information.

Household Print (Current Household Only)
If you would like to print information for this household only, for example you'd like just one quick label,
then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the household number. Clicking this Print
button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the procedure is identical
to the print process everywhere else in Church Windows. See "Report Format" to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > Household Record
Fields

Household Record Fields

The following topics detail the contents of the fields in the Member Household record...

Household Number 
This is a system-assigned number. After you add a new household and click Save, the household
number is assigned. It may not be deleted or changed. If a household record is deleted, that number
will not be reassigned.

Mailing Label 
This field holds the name of the person or household as they would like it to appear on mailing
labels and reports. (Mr. and Mrs. William Sample, Ms. Joan Thomas, The Jones Family, etc.) This
field will hold up to 100 characters.

Address
Addresses of up to 30 characters can be placed in each of the lines of this field. The second address
line would typically be used for PO boxes or any extra address information. The second address
line may be left blank.

City State 
This field has a maximum of 40 characters, and is to hold the city and state information. When
entering new households,you have the option of having this field default to the city and state that
has been entered for your organization's address. (See "System Profile" for more information about
entering your organization’s address.) You may accept this city and state or enter new ones. This
field will not accept commas in between the city and state, since the Post Office requires no punc-
tuation on mailing labels. This field is a List field; every new entry that you make here will be
added to the list of options for this field. This field may be renamed - see "Relabeling Assigned
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fields".

If a city/state entry needs to be edited or deleted, you may do so by clicking on the small box to the right
of the City State field. To delete an incorrect or unwanted entry, scroll to find the entry, click the entry
to highlight it, and click the OK button. The next time you enter a household using that City/State, it will
be re-entered into the drop-down list. Note, however, that correcting an entry on the CityState list does
not correct it on the records that were entered using the incorrect form of the city and state. You will
need to edit those records and that can easily be done using a mass edit. See “Mass Edit” for more
information.

For more information on list maintenance, see "List Maintenance - City, State, and Zip Code lists."

Zip Code 
This will handle "Zip plus 4" codes. (The system can use Zip+4+2 for creating barcodes for bulk
mail, but the last 2 digits are not stored in the Zip code field, they are calculated elsewhere.) When
entering new households, you have the option of having this field default to the Zip code that has
been entered into the System Profile for your organization's address. (See System Profile for more
information about entering your organization’s address.)
This is a List field, so clicking on the down arrow at the right will display a list of all of the Zip codes
that have been entered for this field. When entering information, you may either press Enter to accept
the default Zip code, click the down arrow to choose from the list, or type in a new Zip code.

This field is a List field; every new entry that you make here will be added to the list of options for this
field. If a Zip code entry needs to be edited or deleted, you may do so by clicking on the small box to the
right of the Zip code field. To delete an incorrect or unwanted entry, scroll to find the entry, and click
the OK button. The next time you enter a household using that Zip code, it will be re-entered into the
drop-down list. Note, however, that correcting an entry on the Zip Code list does not correct it on the
records that were entered using the incorrect form of the Zip code. You will need to edit those records
and that can easily be done using a mass edit. See Mass Edit for more information.

See List Maintenance - City, State, and Zip Code lists.. This field may be renamed - see Relabeling
Assigned fields.

Carrier Route
Using a Carrier Route will help reduce the cost of bulk mailings. This field will hold up to 4 characters.
This field may be renamed - see "Relabeling Assigned fields". Contact your local post office for more
information.

Home Phone/Unlisted 
This field has space for the three-digit area code and seven-digit phone number. Church Windows will
enter the punctuation for you, you can just enter the numbers.
Beside the phone number is the Unlisted Box. If this box is marked with a check mark, then this home
phone number will not print on any directories (using the "Directory" option under the Membership,
Reports menu). Unlisted phone numbers will print on all other Church Windows reports with an asterisk
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(*) next to the phone number to indicate that it is unlisted.

You may Tab to this box and press the space bar to check or clear it, or you may click this box with the
mouse to check or clear it.

Mailing Code 
This field is a list field; a one, two, or three-character code may be entered here to designate this house-
hold's mailing code. The meaning will appear next to the code. You create these codes to best suit your
organization's needs; "All Mailings," "Newsletter Only," and "No Mailings" are examples. Since Mail-
ing code is a household field, keep in mind that the entry here pertains to everyone in the household. See
"List Fields - Entering Codes" for more information.
The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Geographic Area 
This field is a list field; a one, two, or three-character code may be entered here to designate this house-
hold's geographic area. The code's definition will appear beside it. You create these codes to best suit
your organization's needs. See "List Fields - Entering Codes" for more information.

This field may be renamed and used for something else if you wish - see "Relabeling Assigned fields".
Keep in mind, though, that this is a household field, so whatever you use this field for should be some-
thing that pertains to everyone in that household.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Last Update 
This field is automatically updated by the system each time a change is made to this record. No entries
are necessary here, but you may easily search and report on this field.

Household Members 
This field is compiled by the program to list all of the members of that household, their family relation
(as entered in the Family Relation field), and their ages if you have selected to display them. To quickly
view a family member's individual record, just click on that person's name here in the Household Mem-
bers field; their Individual record will appear on the right.

If a Preferred First Name has been entered and the Use on Reports box has been marked with a
check mark – as in a person named William, who goes by Bill, the Preferred First Name will appear
in the Household Members box.
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The age display is controlled by a setting on the Membership Profile screen. (From the main Church Win-
dows screen, click Membership, Special Functions, Membership Profile. The Age section of that screen
controls the display in the Household Members. See Age Display Option for more information.) In order
for the system to display a person’s age, then the person’s complete birth date must be entered into the
Birth date field on that person’s Individual Record.

Household members appear here in order by their individual numbers.
To rearrange household members, click the Reorder button on the Household Members bar (located on
the Household side of the screen). The Reorder Individuals screen opens up showing the names of the
individuals in that household. At the right side of this list is the word order that appears with an up
arrow above it and a down arrow below it.

To move an individual, highlight the name of the individual by clicking on the name in the list. To move
the individual up toward the top of the list, click the up arrow until the name appears where you would
like it. To move the individual down on the list, click the down arrow. Click the OK button to close the
box. The individuals in the household will be re-ordered and will have new Individual numbers.

For example, if you’d like the person whose individual number is "xxxxx-5" to appear first, then you
must click the up arrow and move him into the first position on the list. When you close the Reorder
box, his individual number will now be "xxxxx-1". Everyone else will have been moved down one pos-
ition and their individual number will reflect the change.

Household Comments 
l Highlight the Household side of the screen.

l Click the Comments button at the top right side of the screen to bring the Household Comments
section to the screen. (The Comments button is a hand writing in a book. If comments exist for
the current Household record, then the button will show an "H" in the book.)
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l Type in the information you wish to store in this section. Delete information using the delete or
backspace keys. Just as in a word processing program, the text will wrap around or you can use
ENTER to advance to the next line.

There is no limit to the amount of information that this field will hold. If you have entered more inform-
ation than will display on the screen, then use the up or down arrows on the scroll bar to view the rest of
the information.

To return the household record to normal, click the Household button at the top of the screen. (The
house and car.)

Keep in mind that whatever information you store here would pertain to the entire household. For com-
ments about an individual person, see "Individual Comments".

Household Alternate Address 
This area is to store an alternate address for a household, to be used in cases where everyone in the
household moves to a different address for a time each year. The alternate address is date-sensitive.
When an alternate address exists for a household, then any labels you print during the dates that the
address is in effect will have the alternate address printed on them. Also, while a household alternate
address is in effect, the household’s regular address appears on the screen in red.

To view, enter, or edit the household alternate address:

l Highlight the Household Record side of the screen.

l Click the Alternate Address button. (The mailbox.)

l Enter the date range that this address is to be effective: MM/DD to MM/DD. No year is required
here, since people tend to have the same habits year to year.

l Enter the alternate address and phone information.

Note: The Mailing Label field does not have to be re-entered in the Alternate Address.

l To return the household record to normal, click on the Household button at the top of the screen.
(The house and car.)

l Once an alternate address exists for the household displayed, then the button will change from an
empty mailbox to a mailbox with its flag raised, a letter in the box, and an "H" next to it.

Note: If the address for that household is copied over to another software in order to print an envelope
with the address on it and the alternate address is in effect, the alternate address is the one that will
print.
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You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > Create Maps from
Addresses in Membership

Create Maps from Addresses in Membership

Next to the printer button on the Members and Visitors Household Record and Members and Visitors
Individual Record is the button N/S/E/W.

Clicking this button will allow you to create maps or driving instructions to that house by a direct link to
Mapquest.com. You may create maps/directions to both American and Canadian addresses. There must
be a valid working Internet connection on the computer.

l Click the N/S/E/W icon
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l The Map and Driving Directions screen opens up:

l Create: choose to create a set of driving instructions or a map.

l From: choose to begin at the church or at an "alternate start address." If you select alternate
start address, you will be prompted to enter a Street address, a City, State and Zip Code.

l To: Choose the destination: Household Address will be the default choice. If an Alternate House-
hold Address and/or an Individual Alternate Address exist on that record, those addresses will be
available to choose. Click to place the radio dot by the address to which you are traveling.

l Click Next. The MapQuest program will open. Both the From and the To addresses from Church
Windows will be automatically filled in. Follow the MapQuest directions to get the map or driv-
ing directions needed.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > Copy Address to
another software program

Copy Address to another software program

Next to the N/S/E/W button on the Members and Visitors Household Record and Members and Visitors
Individual Record is the Clipboard button. This allows you to copy an active address in Church Win-
dows into other software such as a word processing document. It enables you, for example, to print an
envelope with an address on it rather than creating a label for an address.
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If the button on the household screen is clicked,

1. The first line in the address will be the “Mailing Label” field. In many cases, this
will read something similar to this: “Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones.”

2. The household address is copied.

3. If the household has an alternate address that is active - the From Date and the To
Date include the current date - then the Alternate Household Address will be the
one copied.

If the button on the individual screen is clicked,

1. The first line will be “Title, First/Preferred Name, Middle Name, Last Name and
Suffix or whichever of those fields have data in them.

a. If only the first and last name have data, the line might read, “Mr. Robert
Jones.”

b. If all the fields have data, the line might read, “Mr. Bob Allen Jones, III.”

c. Preferred First Name will be used if “Use on Reports” is checked and Pre-
ferred First Name is filled in. See “Individual Record – assigned fields” and
“Pref. First Name.”

d. Inclusion of Middle Name is dependent upon the setting of the option in the
Membership Profile. See “Membership Profile.”

e. Title and Suffix will only be included if something is entered into the fields.

2. If the individual has an Individual Alternate Address that is active – the From Date
and the To Date include the current date – then the Individual Alternate Address
will be copied.
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3. If the Individual Alternate Address is empty or not active, then the Household
Address (or Household Alternate Address if active) will be copied.

To copy an address,

l Go to the member’s or visitor’s Household and Individual Record screen.

l Click the Copy Address to the Clipboard button on either the Household or the
Individual side of the screen.

l Open the software program you wish to use and click Edit and Paste. Now you can
use the address in the manner you need.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > Edit Household
Information

Edit Household Information

The Church Windows Household and Individual Record screens are always in Edit mode. To edit a
record:

l Click the field you would like to change.

l Make your changes.

l Click Save, or click Cancel to cancel these changes.

You may set Church Windows to automatically save any changes you have made without having to click
the Save button. See "Confirm Changes to Member File" on the Membership Profile screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Household Record > List Maintenance -
City, State, and Zip Code lists

List Maintenance - City, State, and Zip Code lists

Each time you enter a household record with a different city-state or Zip code, this new data is auto-
matically added to the lists for the city-state or Zip code fields. These lists appear when you begin to
type information into these fields, or when you click the arrow to the right of the field.

You may wish to delete duplications of the same city-state or Zip code, since every new item that you
type into these two fields is automatically added to the lists. Deletions may be made from either the
Member File or the Visitor File.

To delete a city-state or Zip code from the lists:

l Click the small button to the right of the city-state or zip code field.
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l The following dialog box appears:

l Using the mouse, click the item you wish to delete.

l Continue to tag all of your deletions.

l You may delete all entries by clicking the "Tag all" button or cancel the choices by clicking the
"Un-tag all" button.

l Click OK to save your changes or Cancel to cancel your changes.

Note: Correcting an entry on the Maintain CityState List does not correct the records that were entered
with the incorrect form of the city and state. You will need to edit those records and that may easily be
done using the Mass Edit. See “Mass Edit” for more information.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > The Individual Record

The Individual Record

In the Church Windows Member file, the Individual record contains all of the information that pertains to
one person.

Add an individual 
To add an individual to an existing Household:

l Make sure that the appropriate Household Record appears on the left side of the screen. (Using
Find or Prior and Next.)
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l Highlight the Individual Record side of the screen by either clicking on the Individual button or
clicking anywhere on the right side of the screen.

l Click Add.

l Enter the person's information. For more information about fields in the Individual record, see Indi-
vidual Record - assigned fields in the Getting Started book of this Help system/manual.

l Click Save, and that person will be assigned an individual number that consists of the household
number plus an extension.

l The system will then ask you how you’d like to continue: Add another individual to this household,
Add another household, or Exit the add mode.

l To add another individual to this household, select Add Individual, or select Add Household to
add another household, or select Exit Add to exit the add mode.

It is also possible to transfer an existing individual record into another household. See Transfer an indi-
vidual to another household for more information.

Delete an individual 
To delete an individual's record from Church Windows:

l Make sure that the person's record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Individual Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen; click Yes to delete that record, No to cancel
the deletion.

Church Windows will not allow you to delete an individual who has Giving listed on the Giver record in
the Donations module.

Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-the-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See "Terminating an Individual" for more information.

Individual Print (Current Person Only) 
If you would like to print information for this person only, for example you'd like just one quick label,
then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the individual number. Clicking this Print
button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the procedure is identical
to the print process everywhere else in Church Windows. See "Report Format" to continue.
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You may also copy the mailing information for this person to another software program where you can
print envelopes. See “Copy Address to another software program” for more information.

Edit Individual Information 
The Church Windows Household and Individual Record screens are always in Edit mode. To edit a
record:

l Click the field you would like to change.

l Make your changes.

l Click Save, or click Cancel to cancel these changes.

You may set Church Windows to automatically save any changes you have made without having to click
the Save button. See "Confirm Changes to Member File" on the Membership Profile screen.

Transfer an individual to another household 
There may be times when an individual record should be moved from one household to another.
Examples of this situation might be a young adult moving from the parents' house and into their own
household, or a young couple who gets married and begins a new household.

l Bring the individual's member record to the screen, either using Prior and Next or the Find button.

l Click Options.

l Click Transfer individual. The Transfer individual dialog box will appear. A list on the left
side of the screen will contain all of the individuals in the household that appeared on the screen
in the Member File. If you are transferring only selected individuals, click on the names of the
people you wish to transfer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then
click again to deselect it.

l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a new
household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing Household will
bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you choose to transfer
the person/people into a NewHousehold, you may enter the information for the new household by
clicking on Enter New HouseholdInformation or bring over the information from the existing
household by selecting Paste Current Household Information.

l Click OK to transfer the individuals, or click Cancel to cancel these changes and return to the
Member file screen.

l If you transfer someone out of a household and there are no members left in the household, a
screen will appear asking if you wish to delete the household. Click Yes to delete the household;
click No to leave it.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > The Individual Record
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The Individual Record

In the Church Windows Member file, the Individual record contains all of the information that pertains to
one person.

Add an individual 
To add an individual to an existing Household:

l Make sure that the appropriate Household Record appears on the left side of the screen. (Using
Find or Prior and Next.)

l Highlight the Individual Record side of the screen by either clicking on the Individual button or
clicking anywhere on the right side of the screen.

l Click Add.

l Enter the person's information. For more information about fields in the Individual record, see Indi-
vidual Record - assigned fields in the Getting Started book of this Help system/manual.

l Click Save, and that person will be assigned an individual number that consists of the household
number plus an extension.

l The system will then ask you how you’d like to continue: Add another individual to this household,
Add another household, or Exit the add mode.

l To add another individual to this household, select Add Individual, or select Add Household to
add another household, or select Exit Add to exit the add mode.

It is also possible to transfer an existing individual record into another household. See Transfer an indi-
vidual to another household for more information.

Delete an individual 
To delete an individual's record from Church Windows:

l Make sure that the person's record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Individual Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen; click Yes to delete that record, No to cancel
the deletion.

Church Windows will not allow you to delete an individual who has Giving listed on the Giver record in
the Donations module.
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Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-the-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See "Terminating an Individual" for more information.

Individual Print (Current Person Only) 
If you would like to print information for this person only, for example you'd like just one quick label,
then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the individual number. Clicking this Print
button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the procedure is identical
to the print process everywhere else in Church Windows. See "Report Format" to continue.

You may also copy the mailing information for this person to another software program where you can
print envelopes. See “Copy Address to another software program” for more information.

Edit Individual Information 
The Church Windows Household and Individual Record screens are always in Edit mode. To edit a
record:

l Click the field you would like to change.

l Make your changes.

l Click Save, or click Cancel to cancel these changes.

You may set Church Windows to automatically save any changes you have made without having to click
the Save button. See "Confirm Changes to Member File" on the Membership Profile screen.

Transfer an individual to another household 
There may be times when an individual record should be moved from one household to another.
Examples of this situation might be a young adult moving from the parents' house and into their own
household, or a young couple who gets married and begins a new household.

l Bring the individual's member record to the screen, either using Prior and Next or the Find button.

l Click Options.

l Click Transfer individual. The Transfer individual dialog box will appear. A list on the left
side of the screen will contain all of the individuals in the household that appeared on the screen
in the Member File. If you are transferring only selected individuals, click on the names of the
people you wish to transfer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then
click again to deselect it.
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l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a new
household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing Household will
bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you choose to transfer
the person/people into a NewHousehold, you may enter the information for the new household by
clicking on Enter New HouseholdInformation or bring over the information from the existing
household by selecting Paste Current Household Information.

l Click OK to transfer the individuals, or click Cancel to cancel these changes and return to the
Member file screen.

l If you transfer someone out of a household and there are no members left in the household, a
screen will appear asking if you wish to delete the household. Click Yes to delete the household;
click No to leave it.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Member Information
Fields

Member Individual Information Fields

The Member Record contains the following fields...

Individual Number 
This field is a system-assigned number, comprised of the household number and an extension. Household
members appear in the "Household Members" area in order by their individual numbers.

Name Fields
First Name 
This field will hold up to 30 characters of the person’s first name.

Title
This field will hold up to 12 characters to store this person's title, i.e. Mr., Mrs., Rev., Dr., etc.

Preferred First Name 
This area is to store the preferred first name, or nickname. This field will hold up to 30 characters. You
would mark the Use on Reports box if this person would like their nickname to be used on reports and dir-
ectories. If the Use on Reports box is checked, then the Preferred First Name will be the name showing
in the Household Members box.

Middle Name 
This field will hold up to 30 characters.

Middle names may be displayed on reports, excluding the church directory. See "Membership Profile "
to tell the system to print middle names on reports.
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Last Name 
Maximum characters for this field is 30. When you are entering a new individual, this field defaults to
the last word in the Mailing Label field. When you click Find, this field becomes a List field called
Name, from which you may select a person's name to Find.

If a person has a suffix after their last name, it is very important that the suffix be entered into the Suffix
field. It is important that the Last Name field contain only the last name with no commas or suffixes.
The system will insert a comma in between the last name and the suffix automatically on reports.

Suffix 
Maximum characters for this field is 5. This field is for suffixes like Jr., II, etc. If a person has a suffix
after their last name, it is very important that the suffix be entered into the Suffix field. It is important
that the Last Name field contain only the last name with no commas or suffixes. The system will insert a
comma in between the last name and the suffix automatically on reports.

Giver #
The number that is placed is kept track of in the Donations module. If you wish to make changes to the
number, click the # sign next to the field, and use the Manage #s screen to make your changes. View the
Giving associate with the Giver # by clicking the button with the envelope on it. To View and Enter
Pledges for the Giver #, click the button with the blue ribbon on it.

Personal Information Fields
All of the fields in the lower section of the Member File Individual record are used to track additional
information about each person. Church Windows was shipped to you with some fields already entered
here; you may enter more of your own completely customized fields. The fields you create may be used
to track any additional information that your organization may need. For more information about adding
your own customized fields, see "Add a Custom Field".

Birth Date
In Church Windows, all date fields require 8 characters. (You must enter a 4-digit year.) If you do not
know a part of the date, you may enter question marks, i.e. 05/??/19??. Church Windows uses the birth
date to calculate ages both for reporting purposes and to display in the Household Members section of
the Household Record. When entering dates, just enter the numbers; Church Windows will add the
slashes for you.

Family Relation 
Each person in your Member File should have a code in the Family Relation field to indicate their pos-
ition in the household. Their entry in this field will display next to their name in the list of Household
Members at the bottom of the Household Record. This field comes to you with some sample codes
entered for you to choose from; you may add your own codes and definitions to this list if you wish.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
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Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

School Grade
This is a two-character field to track a person's year in school. (Always use two digits for first through
ninth grades. If a person is in first grade, it is important to enter "01" here instead of "1".) It may be used
to track preschool and post-high school grades as well as K through 12. The system can automatically
advance everyone’s school grade for you, see Advance School Grade for more information.

Gender
This field is a List field, accepting "M" or "F" to indicate a person's gender.

Work Phone 
This is a telephone number field used to track an individual's work phone number.

Individual Comments 

l Click the Individual side of the screen to highlight it, or click the Member Individual Record
button in the button bar.

l Click the Comments button (a hand writing in a book) to bring the Individual Comments section
to the screen.

l Type in the information you wish to store in this section. Delete information using the delete or
backspace keys. The text will wrap around to the next line or you may use ENTER to advance to
the next line.

l Click Save, then click the Individual Record button at the top to return the screen to normal.

l Once Comments exist for the Individual displayed, then the Comments button will show an "I" in
the book.

There is no limit to the amount of information that this field will hold. If you have entered more inform-
ation than will display on the screen, then use the up or down arrows on the scroll bar to view the rest of
the information.

Individual Alternate Address 
To store an alternate address for an individual (a college student, for example):
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l Highlight the Individual Record side of the screen or click the individual icon.

l Click the Member Alternate Address button. (The mailbox.)

l Enter the date range that this address is to be effective: MM/DD to MM/DD. (No year is required
here, since people usually have the same patterns from year to year.)

l Enter the alternate address and phone information.

l Click Save, then click the Individual Record button at the top to return the screen to normal.

l Once an alternate address exists for the individual displayed, then the button will change from an
empty mailbox to a mailbox with its flag raised, a letter in the box, and an "I" next to it.

When an Individual alternate address is in effect, then all labels printed for that person will use the
alternate address. In addition, if the address for that person is copied over to another software in order to
print an envelope with the address on it and the alternate address is in effect, the alternate address is the
one that will print.

Show in Schedule
This box determines whether the individual will be available for use in the Church Windows Scheduler
module. All individuals in the Membership Database (Member file or Visitor file) will be listed on the
Edit People screen in the Scheduler module. In addition, their address and phone number information
will be the information on the Household Record. A check mark in the Show in Schedule box means
that the person will have a check mark in the box to the left of their name on the Edit People screen in
the Scheduler module. This permits them to be selected as a contact for an event, location or piece of
equipment or to be assigned a duty for a specific event. If the Show in Schedule box is blank, then the
box beside their name on the Edit People screen in the Scheduler module will be blank and the person
cannot be used in the Scheduler program as a contact or assigned a duty.

Note: If you are a user upgrading to Church Windows 2007 from a previous version (2005 or earlier),
you will need to check the Show in Schedule field for those people who should be available in Sched-
uler.

An individual can be marked as available for use in the Scheduler module in either the Membership mod-
ule or the Scheduler module.

From the Membership module:

There are two methods of marking individuals as available for use in the Scheduler module:
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l If you are changing the status in the Scheduler module of just a few people, in the
Members (Visitors) file, bring to the screen the person whose individual record
you’d like to add to the Scheduler module (Using Find or Prior and Next). Click the
box Show in Schedule to mark it with a check mark. The person will now also have
a check mark beside their name on the Edit People screen in the Scheduler module.
Removing the check mark from the box Show in Schedule will also remove it from
the person’s name on the Edit People screen the Scheduler module.

l If you have a large group to include/exclude in the Scheduler module, you can use
the Mass Edit feature to change all the records at once. See the Mass Edit topic in
the Help to continue. Keep in mind that there is a limit of 1000 people who may be
marked as "Show in Schedule."

Note: If an individual is currently assigned a duty or as a contact for an event, location or piece of equip-
ment in the Scheduler module, you will get a warning that the individual is currently assigned if you
attempt to remove the check mark from the Show in Schedule box. If you answer Yes that you want to
remove the person from the schedule, then the person will also be removed from all events, equipment,
or locations to which he is currently assigned. If you answer No, the check mark will remain in the
Show in Schedule box.

From the Scheduler module:

From the Church Windows initial button bar, click Scheduler, Edit and People. The Edit
People screen will appear. To activate an individual, find the individual in the list on the
left, highlight the name and click to put a check mark in the box beside the name. To de-
activate the individual, uncheck the box beside their name.

Click Check All if you want everyone in your Membership database (Member file and Visitor file) to be
available. You can click Uncheck All to clear the check marks in the boxes of all of the names shown.

Status Code
This field is a List Field designed to indicate a person’s relationship to the church. You may create your
own categories with this List Field. Some examples for members might be – active, inactive, baptized,
child, associate. Visitor codes might be - active visitor, potential, other, etc. This field is unique in that
not only can you create your own status categories, but also you can tell the system whether or not this
particular status code is regarded as a "member" status code.

You indicate whether a status code is a member status or not on the list of available codes for this field.
Click the down arrow next to the Status Code field to see a list of all codes. You will see that this list
has an extra column calledMember, and each code has a box in this column that may be checked. For
each code in your list that indicates a status of a member of the church, click in its corresponding box to
place a check mark there. For each code in your Status box that indicates a non-member, be certain to
leave the Member column unchecked. For reporting purposes later, you can then limit searches only to
"visitors" and then it would automatically print only those who have a "visitor" status code in their indi-
vidual records. Correspondingly, if you limited a search to "members," no visitors would appear on the
list.
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The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The items will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Include on Directory
This field is a List field, which means that it will only accept predefined codes as entries. In most other
fields in Church Windows, you may add, edit, and delete these codes, but the codes in Include on Dir-
ectory may not be changed. For a person to appear on any directories that you print, there must be a code
entered in their Include on Directory field.

l A Yes code means the person is to be included on the directory.

l A No code means the person is NOT to be included on the directory.

Each person who is to be included on the directory must also have the Directory/Report Order field filled
in. The Directory/Report Order field tells the computer how members of the family relate to one another.

Most list fields may be hidden so they do not appear on the screen. If you hide the Include on Directory
field in both the Member File and the Visitor File, the Directory function will not be available.

Note: If you are a user updating to Church Windows 2007 from a previous version (2004 or
earlier), the existing Include on Directory field data will be transferred to the Directory/Report Order
field and the Include on Directory field will be automatically populated based on whether or not there
was data in the old Include on Directory field.

Directory/Report Order
This field is a List field, which means that it will only accept predefined codes as entries. In most fields
in Church Windows, you may add, edit, and delete these codes, but the codes in Directory/Report
Order may not be changed.

This field tells the computer how members of the family relate to one another. In directories and reports,
it defines the way people will be listed.

These codes are:

Primary - This denotes the person whose name should appear first in the directory listing. (The
husband, for example.) One and only one person in each household must be designated as
Primary.

Secondary - This denotes the person whose name should appear second in the directory listing. (The
wife, for example.) Only one person in each family may be designated as Secondary, but it is not
required to have a Secondary person in every household.

Child (w/family) - This denotes a child's name that should appear with the family in the listing.
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Give all children in each household a code of 3 for Child. If any children have a different last name
from the Primary person, that last name will also be printed in the directory.

Secondary/primary separately - This listing would be used when a couple has two different last
names. In this case, one person in the couple would get a code of 1 for Primary and the other would get a
code of 4 for Secondary/Primary separately. The listing will appear twice - once under one last name
and again under the other. For example, if a wife has retained her maiden name, then the husband would
be designated as 1 for Primary, and the wife would have a 4 in her record. Then, the family would be lis-
ted under "Jones, John/Adams, Mary", and also "Adams, Mary/Jones, John" and people can find them in
the directory no matter which last name they know them by.

Individual separately - This means that particular person lives in a household with other people, but
would appear by themselves in their own entry on the directory. This might be used for children who are
over eighteen but still living with their parents, for roommates, or for older parents living with their adult
children.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.
Also, in creating custom report formats, Church Windows uses the Directory/Report Order field to
place family members on reports correctly. The system will not know how members of the family relate
to one another unless this field is filled in.

If you choose to print a church directory from Church Windows, each person on the directory must
have a ‘Yes’ in the Include on Directory field and must have the Directory/Report Order field filled
in. Some organizations choose to print a character such as an asterisk after some people’s names in
the directory. This character might indicate that they are a member, a certain kind of member, or a
non-member. An example might be to print an asterisk next to a member's non-member spouse. If
you would like a character such as this to be printed after the first name, then in that person's Dir-
ectory/Report Order field, enter the code number (1-5) to indicate how they should appear, then
enter an asterisk (or other character) after the code number in that field. That character will appear
after the first name in the directory

Reason for Termination 
This field is a List field. A one, two, or three-character code which you have designed may be entered
here and the definition will appear beside it. Some choices might be transfer, death, etc. (If you have a
denominational version of Church Windows, then the codes and definitions may already exist based on
your denomination’s annual reporting requirements.)

Anyone who has a code in their Reason for Termination field will be automatically removed from all
reports, lists, and Finds. They effectively "disappear" from your system. After a person has a reason for
termination, then the only way to include this person on a report or Find is by specifically asking for ter-
minated people. For more information, see "Terminating an Individual" or "Printing Reports to Include
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Terminated People".

Keep in mind that when someone has a Reason for Termination, their Household record will still be act-
ive and will show up on reports or labels that are limited to "All Households". To avoid this, base your
household reports or labels on "All Persons" and a certain Mailing Code or range of Mailing Codes
instead.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Termination Date 
This is a date field used to track the date an individual left your organization. When entering a date into
a date field, you need only enter the numbers; Church Windows will add the punctuation. Note that the
year is four digits, not two. If you are unsure of part of a date, enter question marks.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Membership_Field_
Controls

Membership Field Controls

These handy buttons give you more control over the information fields.

Order of Fields (Individual Record) 

To change the order in which the Individual fields appear on the screen:
l From the Members screen, click Options, and choose Customize Fields. Click on the Add/De-
lete/Rearrange Fields for Member File tab at the top.
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l Or, From the Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields. Click on the Add/De-
lete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File tab at the top.

The order in which fields appear in this list is the order that they appear on the Individual record. To
change a field’s position on the screen, you would simply move it up or down in this list.

Click the field you would like to move. At the right side of this list is the word "order" that appears with
an up arrow above it and a down arrow below it. To move the field up toward the top of the list, click the
up arrow until the field appears where you would like it. To move the field down, click the down arrow.

Changing field order in Visitors works exactly the same way. Use the "order" arrows up or down to
move the field as desired.

Once the field appears where you would like it, either continue on with your work on this screen, or
click OK to make your changes final and return to the Members or the Visitors screen.

E-mail Button (Members) 
Next to the printer and directions buttons on the Member/Visitor Individual Record is the E-mail
button.

Clicking this button will allow you to create and send an e-mail directly to that person using your default
E-mail program.
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Clicking on an individual's e-mail icon immediately opens the e-mail service to a new message. Church
Windows will automatically place the e-mail address in the To box. All you need do is write the mes-
sage and click Send.
If an individual has more than one e-mail address, CW will provide both e-mail addresses in the TO box.
You may send the e-mail to both addresses or delete the one you do not wish to use.

For more information, see
l "Getting Ready to Use the E-mail Feature in Church Windows;"
l "E-mail a Message to One Person;"
l "E-mail a Message to Several People;"
l "Sending Reports Through E-mail."

Copy Address Button 
Next to the printer and directions buttons on the Member/Visitor Individual Record is the Copy
Address button.
Clicking this button will allow you to copy the address for this person to another software program where
you can print the name and address directly on an envelope. See “Copy address to another software pro-
gram” for more information.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Groups and Classes

Groups and Classes

To view the Groups/Classes area of the Member File, click the Groups/Classes button in the button bar.
(This button appears as an empty conference table when the individual record being displayed does not
have any groups/classes. Once the person displayed has groups/classes on the individual record, then the
button changes to show people sitting around a conference table.) When you click the button, the
Groups/Classes section will appear in the bottom half of the Individual record. (You may rename
Groups/Classes and call it something else if you like. See "Relabeling Assigned Fields" for more inform-
ation.)

In this area, you may record information about each person’s membership in groups, classes, or organ-
izations within your church. (You create your own list of groups to choose from. See "Setting up your
Groups/Classes" and "Entering your list of Groups/Classes" for more information.)

Each group/class will have a code and a description identifying it.

For each group/class, you may also record the following information about the person's membership in
that group/class:

l Start and End Date of membership in the group: for example, trustees with term limits.
The Start and End Dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format - 09/01/2004. Enter the dates without
slashes.
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l Role of the person's membership in the group/class, such as "Chair." This is a List field. You may
create the codes (up to 5 letters, numbers or a combination of the two) needed to describe the vari-
ous roles a person may have in a group. You will see that this list has an extra column called
Teacher, and each code has a box in this column that may be checked. For each code in your list
that indicates a teacher, click in its corresponding box to place a check mark there. For reporting
purposes later, you can then limit searches only to "Teacher" and it would automatically print only
those who have a "Teacher" role on their individual records.

l Comments is a character field. There is no other standardization to the Comments area. You may
use this for whatever comments you wish.

l Transfer Daterecords the date that person was moved into another group or class. This is par-
ticularly useful for Sunday School classes when you have created a new class. Use a
MM/DD/YYYY format for transfer dates. Note: the Transfer Date is NOT the date the class was
ADVANCED a level. (See "Advancing Classes in Groups/Classes" for information.)

l Transfer Reasonrecords the reason a member was transferred into another group. This is a list
field, and you create the codes (up to 5 letters, numbers or a combination of the two) and the reas-
ons for transferring people into other groups or classes. For example, you might have as a reason
for transfer: New Class Created. This would mean that your Sunday School classes have grown
so large that you created a new class and moved some of the children into the new class.

You may then create reports limited to only "present group members," "past group members," or "future
group members" based on their dates, or limited to only those with a certain role. You may find everyone
who was transferred to a new group on a given Transfer Date. You may find everyone who was trans-
ferred to a new class. Or, you may ask for a report of the "Teachers."

After viewing the Groups/Classes section, you may return the Individual record to the Personal inform-
ation fields by clicking on the Individual button in the button bar.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Groups and Classes

Groups and Classes

To view the Groups/Classes area of the Member File, click the Groups/Classes button in the button bar.
(This button appears as an empty conference table when the individual record being displayed does not
have any groups/classes. Once the person displayed has groups/classes on the individual record, then the
button changes to show people sitting around a conference table.) When you click the button, the
Groups/Classes section will appear in the bottom half of the Individual record. (You may rename
Groups/Classes and call it something else if you like. See "Relabeling Assigned Fields" for more inform-
ation.)

In this area, you may record information about each person’s membership in groups, classes, or organ-
izations within your church. (You create your own list of groups to choose from. See "Setting up your
Groups/Classes" and "Entering your list of Groups/Classes" for more information.)

Each group/class will have a code and a description identifying it.
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For each group/class, you may also record the following information about the person's membership in
that group/class:

l Start and End Date of membership in the group: for example, trustees with term limits.
The Start and End Dates are in MM/DD/YYYY format - 09/01/2004. Enter the dates without
slashes.

l Role of the person's membership in the group/class, such as "Chair." This is a List field. You may
create the codes (up to 5 letters, numbers or a combination of the two) needed to describe the vari-
ous roles a person may have in a group. You will see that this list has an extra column called
Teacher, and each code has a box in this column that may be checked. For each code in your list
that indicates a teacher, click in its corresponding box to place a check mark there. For reporting
purposes later, you can then limit searches only to "Teacher" and it would automatically print only
those who have a "Teacher" role on their individual records.

l Comments is a character field. There is no other standardization to the Comments area. You may
use this for whatever comments you wish.

l Transfer Daterecords the date that person was moved into another group or class. This is par-
ticularly useful for Sunday School classes when you have created a new class. Use a
MM/DD/YYYY format for transfer dates. Note: the Transfer Date is NOT the date the class was
ADVANCED a level. (See "Advancing Classes in Groups/Classes" for information.)

l Transfer Reasonrecords the reason a member was transferred into another group. This is a list
field, and you create the codes (up to 5 letters, numbers or a combination of the two) and the reas-
ons for transferring people into other groups or classes. For example, you might have as a reason
for transfer: New Class Created. This would mean that your Sunday School classes have grown
so large that you created a new class and moved some of the children into the new class.

You may then create reports limited to only "present group members," "past group members," or "future
group members" based on their dates, or limited to only those with a certain role. You may find everyone
who was transferred to a new group on a given Transfer Date. You may find everyone who was trans-
ferred to a new class. Or, you may ask for a report of the "Teachers."

After viewing the Groups/Classes section, you may return the Individual record to the Personal inform-
ation fields by clicking on the Individual button in the button bar.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Setting up your
Groups/Classes

Setting up your Groups/Classes

Your groups and classes may be set up in a hierarchical structure made up of four component levels:
Division, Department, Category, Group/Class.

Church Windows defaults to the following structure:
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l There is a Division. You may have as many divisions as you need.

l Within that division, there are Departments. You may have as many Departments as you need.

l Within those departments, there are Categories. You may have as many Categories as you need.

l Under any of the three levels - Divisions, Departments or Categories - you have specific Groups
and Classes. You may have as many groups and classes as you need.

You do not have to have a hierarchical structure to your groups and classes. When you open Setup
Groups/Classes (clickMembership, Attendance, Setup Groups/Classes) there will be three divisions
listed: Classes, Committees, andMusical Groups. You may rename those divisions to whatever title
you want. (See Membership Profile and Entering your Groups/Classes for changing these names.)

You do not have to use Departments and Categories. If you like these division titles, your groups/classes
would be listed under their appropriate division: Trustees and other committees under Committees, your
Sunday School classes under Classes, and your choirs under Musical Groups.

However, by setting up your group and classes in Divisions, Departments or Categories, you will find it
very easy to get reports about certain areas of the church's ministry. For example, since you have a Divi-
sion called Musical Groups, you might set up a Children's Department and an Adult Department. You
need to send a mailing to all adults about singing in the holiday presentation of The Messiah. You
would click the Division - Musical Groups, Adult Department and the system would automatically call
up all the groups/classes in that division.

Here's how a church might use these components.

Example 1:
l Division: Mission
l Department: Mission Projects
l Categories: International, USA, Local
l Groups and Classes:

l International: African Missions, Heifer Project, Crop Walk
l USA: Habitat for Humanity
l Local: Food Pantry

Example 2:
l Division: Musical Groups
l Department: Vocal
l Groups/Classes: Junior Choir, Swinging Teens, Adult Choir
l Department: Instrumental
l Groups/Classes: Bell Choir, Wings & Strings Rejoice

In setting up the structure, you do not have to use all components. Example 1 above uses all four com-
ponents, while Example 2 above uses 3.

It is best if you begin the Groups/Classes component of Church Windows by designing on paper the
groups and classes and how they fit into the hierarchical structure.
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Begin by doing a brainstorm with appropriate church personnel and listing on slips of paper all the groups
and classes your church has.

OPTION 1: hierarchical structure

l Once you have all the groups and classes listed on slips of paper, arrange the papers in logical
sequences. You might place all your Sunday School classes in order by grade level. You might
list all the musical groups first by vocal groups second by instrumental groups. Within those two
groupings, you would have elementary choirs or bands, young adults, and adult groups. List com-
mittees in order considering what reports you will want. Putting the items needed on a report in
sequential order makes calling up the reports much easier. Once the order is set, tape the items
together in sequential order.

l Design the hierarchy for the groups and classes. See above for examples of a hierarchical struc-
ture. Enter the names of the divisions, departments and categories for your structure.

l ClickMembership, Attendance, Setup Groups/Classes. Enter in the codes and descriptions for
the groups and classes. See Entering your list of Groups/Classes for more information.

Note: If you are upgrading to Church Windows 2007 from a previous version (2003 or earlier) and
have groups/classes already entered, they will be found in the division called Classes. See Entering
your list of Groups/Classes for information on moving the classes into the Divisions, Departments and
Categories you want to use.

OPTION 2: no hierarchical structure

l Once you have all the groups and classes listed on slips of paper, arrange the papers in logical
sequences. You might place all your Sunday School classes in order by grade level. You might
list all the musical groups in order. List committees in order. Consider what reports you will want;
putting the items needed on a report in sequential order makes calling up the report much easier.
Once the order is set, tape the items together in sequential order.

l Design codes for the groups and classes. Codes may be up to 5 digits long, and may be numbers,
letters, or a combination of the two. Write the code on the slip of paper with its corresponding
group or class.

l Click Attendance, Setup Groups/Classes. Enter the classes into Church Windows, using the
three divisions that exist: Classes, Committees, and Musical Groups. For information on entering
the groups and classes, see Entering your list of Groups/Classes.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Entering your list of
Groups/Classes
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Entering your list of Groups/Classes

In Church Windows, you can add new items to the list of Groups/Classes from the Setup
Groups/Classes dialog box. There are three ways to access this dialog box:

1) From the Church Windows Initial Button Bar,

l ClickMembership.

l Click Attendance.
l Choose Setup Groups/Classes.

2) Or, from the Members screen,
l Click Options at the top of the screen.

l Click Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment.

l Click Add Groups/Classes.

3) Or, from the Members screen,

l Click the Groups/Classes button (either an empty table or people sitting around a table). That indi-
vidual's group/class membership information grid will display.

l Click Add to Record.

l The Groups/Classes dialog box will appear which lists all existing groups and classes.

l Click Add/Edit/Delete.
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If you want to use Divisions, Departments and Categories:

l The name of your church appears beside the Church Windows icon. If you wish to set up divi-
sions, notice that underneath the church name you will see three, pre-set divisions: Classes, Com-
mittees, andMusical Groups. If these divisions are sufficient for your needs, begin adding the
departments and categories you need within them.

l Highlight the name of your church and at the bottom of the screen, click Add Division. Add the
names of the other divisions you need, such as Mission Outreach.

l Click the first division. Click Add Department and enter the names of the departments within
that division; for example, you might want to add a department called Sunday School to your
Classes division, or a department for Vocal Groups and one for Instrumental Groups to the
Musical Groups division.
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l Select the first Department. Click Add Category and enter the names of the categories within
that Department. You might have an Elementary, Middle School and High School category within
the Sunday School Department.

l Do the same for the remaining Divisions, Departments and Categories.

l Remember, you do not have to use all of the levels available. (See Setting up your Groups/Classes
for more information.)

To add your groups or classes,

l Select the Division, Department and Category into which you want to add a group or class.

l Click Add Groups/Classes.

l In the Code box, type in the code you would like to assign to this group or class (up to five letters
or numbers or a combination of the two). If you have typed a 5 digit code, the cursor will auto-
matically move to the Description box,

or

l Press TAB to advance to the Description box, where you will type in the actual name of the
group.

l Click Add.
l If you wish to enter more groups or classes and their codes to this Department/Category, continue
in the same manner. When you have finished adding these codes, click Close to return to the
Setup Groups/Classes dialog box.

l Continue setting up the remaining new classes within all the other Divisions, Departments and
Categories.

See below for additional information you can track for the groups/classes you have set up.

Note: If you are upgrading to Church Windows 2007 from a previous version (2003 or earlier) and have
groups/classes already entered, they will be found in the division called Classes. Follow the above
instructions to add one or more Divisions, Departments or Categories as desired. To move the existing
groups/classes to the appropriate spot in the hierarchy you have created:

l Begin by opening up all the folders on the screen

l In the Classes folder are all the groups and classes you have in the system. To move a group/class
to its appropriate spot in the hierarchy, click it, hold the left mouse down, and drag it so that the
name is on top of the correct division, department or category. Letting go of the mouse, you will
see the name of that class move into position.
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l Continue dragging and dropping the groups/classes until they are all in their correct division,
department and/or category. If all classes have been moved out of the division Classes, you may
rename that division or delete it.

l Click Save to save the arrangement of groups/classes.

You may track attendance and additional information about the groups/classes:

l Select the first class for which you wish to track additional information.

l The system defaults to a check mark in Track Attendance; leave the check mark there if you
plan to track attendance for this group/class. Remove the check mark if you do not plan to track
attendance for this group/class.

l The system defaults to a check mark in Show on 'Advance Classes' screen. If the members in
this class will be advancing to a predetermined new class, leave the check mark in. You will tell
the system which class these class members advance to on the Advance Groups/Classes screen.

l If you are tracking attendance for the group/class, you can also track additional information by
using the Additional Information boxes. You can track whatever you like: perhaps you will want
to track if the group members brought their Bibles to the class.

To identify items you wish to track,

l Click the down-arrow on the first Additional Information box. The Additional Information dia-
log box will open.

l Click Add Items.
l Enter a one-digit code and a description for the item you wish to track - for example, "B" for
"Brought Bible." Click Add to add it to the list. You may continue adding other items that will be
tracked in groups or classes.

l When finished, click Close, to close the Add Items box. Click Close again to close the Addi-
tional Information dialog box

Note: you are able to track six different additional items about each group/class. These codes and
descriptions will be available in the six Additional Information boxes for that class. Enter as many as
you wish to track, putting one code in each Additional Information box.

To select the codes to track, click the down arrow in an Additional Information box. The Additional
Information dialog box opens, showing the codes and descriptions you created. Select the item you wish
to track: click to highlight it and then click Add Item to Record or you may double-click on the item.
Click Close to close the Additional Information dialog box. Click Save to save the information on this
group/class.

Note: The system defaults to sorting the groups/classes list by Description, but they can be sorted either
by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the radio dot titled Code. To sort by the description,
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click the radio dot titled Description. The list will default to being sorted by description when you close
the screen.

If you are looking for a particular group/class, enter the name of that group/class in the Enter text to
find box. Click Find Next and the system will open the Groups/Classes listing to that particular class.
What a quick way to find a group or class!

Note: It doesn't matter whether you add groups/classes through the Member File or the Visitor File.
Groups/Classes will be visible in both the Member File and the Visitor File.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Setup Groups/Classes
Report

Setup Groups/Classes Report

After you have completed setting up your groups and classes, you may print a report of them.

At the top of the Setup Groups/Classes screen, click Report.

If you would like the report to include columns giving the additional information being tracked, place a
check mark in the appropriate box to tell it what information to include:

l Track Attendance
l Show on 'Advance Groups/Classes' screen
l Additional Information

The report will list the groups/classes you set up by division, department and category. For each /group/-
class it will indicate whether attendance is being tracked, whether that class is to show on the Advance
Groups/Classes screen and what additional items are being tracked in that class.

Mark a check mark in the Preview box if you would like to see a print preview before the information is
sent to the printer. Using the preview option allows you to actually see what the report format will look
like, so that you can go back and make changes or correct errors before the information is printed.

l To change the left margin on this report, click the Options button and change the measurement in
the Left margin field.

l To change the fonts for this report, click the Font button. On the Fonts screen, you will be able to
change fonts for the report heading lines and the text.

l To change from your default printer to a different printer for this report, click the Select Printer
button. The Printer Selection screen will also give you the opportunity to change other format
options for this report, such as page orientation and printing style.
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l Click Next to compile your report on the Print Preview screen, where you may view or print it.
See "The Print Preview Screen" for more information.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Editing a Group/Class
name

Editing a Group/Class name

In Church Windows, you may edit the name of a group or class. You may not edit the code. Instead of
"editing" a code, you would delete the group with the incorrect code and add it again with the correct
code.
Note: If you delete a group for which attendance has been recorded, those attendance records will also
be deleted since that group will no longer exist. Before deleting the old group, you can copy the attend-
ance from the old group to the new group using the Copy Attendance function. It will be necessary to
copy the attendance one date at a time. See Copy Attendance for more information.

Users upgrading to Church Windows 2007 from previous versions (2003 or earlier) may have already set
up codes and descriptions for events/groups/classes that had a maximum of 3 digits. New codes may
have up to 5 digits. You cannot change the codes on your existing events/groups/classes without deleting
the code and creating a new one. However, if you do that and have attendance for that existing code you
will lose all the attendance history when you delete the code. One work around for this is to decide to
no longer use the existing code but to NOT delete it. Create a new 5 digit code and new description and
use that one for new attendance. For reports, you would look at both codes.

To edit a group or class name:

l From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, SetupGroups/Classes.
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l The Setup Groups/Classes screen opens.

l Select the Division, Department and/or Category under which that class is listed.

l Click the name of the class and click Edit Group/Classes. Enter the new name for that group or
class.

l If you wish to edit more groups or classes, continue in the same manner. When you have finished
editing, click Save to save your changes. Click Close to close the Setup Groups/Classes dialog
box.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting a Group or
Class from the list of Groups
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Deleting a Group or Class from the list of Groups

In Church Windows, you may easily remove items from the list of all Groups/Classes. You delete these
items from the Setup Groups/Classes dialog box.

To access this dialog box:

l From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, SetupGroups/Classes.

l Click the Division, Department and/or Category under which the groups/class is listed.

l Highlight the item you would like to delete by clicking on the name of the class.

The groups and classes may be sorted by code or description. To the right of the list of groups/classes
you will see Sort by.

Click to put the radio dot in Code to sort by code; click to put the radio dot in Description to sort by
description.

l Then click Delete Groups/Classes items.

If no one is enrolled in the group/class, a confirmation screen will appear. Click Yes to delete the group/-
class; click No to cancel the deletion.

If people are enrolled in the group/class, a warning box will appear telling you how many records that
group/class will be removed from; it will ask if you still want to delete it. Answer Yes to continue, or No
to cancel the deletion.

If you answer Yes, then the group will be permanently removed. If you click No on this message, then
the group will NOT be deleted.

l Click Save and Close to close the Setup Groups/Classes screen.

NOTE:

1. If you delete a group or class, you will also delete all attendance information associated with that
group or class.

2. It doesn't matter whether you delete groups/classes from the Member File or from the Visitor File;
deleting a group/class from one area also deletes it from the other.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Groups Or
Classes To An Individual Record
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Adding Groups Or Classes To An Individual Record

There are three methods of assigning groups and classes to a member's record.

1. If you are entering just a few people into a group or class, or if you are entering membership
information for the first time, then see "Adding Group Members to Groups/Classes on the Mem-
ber File" for the most convenient method to use. Note that this is the only method that will allow
you to enter role information about people's group membership at the time you are placing the
group on the individual's personal information.

2. If you have a paper list of group members to enter into Church Windows, or have a large amount
of people to enter into groups, then the quickest way to do this entry is using the Group/Skill
Assignment feature. See "Adding Group Members using Group/Skill Assignment" to continue.

3. If you would like to enter group membership quickly from a list of a certain group of people
instead of from a list of every member in your records, then see "Adding Group Members using
"Assign" from the Member Find Grid" to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Groups Or
Classes To An Individual Record

Adding Groups Or Classes To An Individual Record

There are three methods of assigning groups and classes to a member's record.

1. If you are entering just a few people into a group or class, or if you are entering membership
information for the first time, then see "Adding Group Members to Groups/Classes on the Mem-
ber File" for the most convenient method to use. Note that this is the only method that will allow
you to enter role information about people's group membership at the time you are placing the
group on the individual's personal information.

2. If you have a paper list of group members to enter into Church Windows, or have a large amount
of people to enter into groups, then the quickest way to do this entry is using the Group/Skill
Assignment feature. See "Adding Group Members using Group/Skill Assignment" to continue.

3. If you would like to enter group membership quickly from a list of a certain group of people
instead of from a list of every member in your records, then see "Adding Group Members using
"Assign" from the Member Find Grid" to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Group Mem-
bers to Groups/Classes on the Member File

Adding Group Members to Groups/Classes on the Member File

In the Member File, bring to the screen the person whose individual record you'd like to add groups to.
(Using Find or Prior and Next.)

There are two ways to enter a group/class onto someone's Individual record.
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Option 1:

l Click the Groups/Classes button to view that individual's group membership inform-
ation.

l Click the Code box to get the drop-down arrow. Click the drop-down arrow to see a
list of all the groups/classes set up in your system.

l Click the group/class you wish to place on the individual's record and click Add
Item to Record. You can also double-click the name of the group/class. Then click
Close to close the Groups/Classes list box.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code,
click the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the cor-
responding column heading - Description.

Option 2:

l Click the Groups/Classes button to view that individual's group membership inform-
ation.

l To enter a group into this person's record, click Add to record. The
Groups/Classes list box will appear.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code,
click the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the cor-
responding column heading - Description.

l Click the group you wish to enter, and click Add Item to Record. Then click Close
to close the Groups/Classes list box.

Other group information:

Start/End Dates

If you wish to enter more detail about this person's group membership, press TAB to advance to the
Start Date column.

l Enter the month, day and year this person began membership in this group (MMDDYYYY - NO
slash between month, day and year).

l Enter the ending date in the same way: the month, day and year this person will terminate mem-
bership in this group.

l Leave these fields blank if you do not wish to track this information.
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Role Information

Role is the person's level of membership in the group, such as C = Chair.

l Press TAB to advance to the Role field.

l This is a list field; you create the codes (up to five characters or numbers) and descriptions to
describe the role a person can have in a group. See "Entering your list of Groups/Classes" for
more information on this field.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Comments

Comments is a thirty-two character field. You may use this field for whatever comments you wish.

Transfer Date

Transfer Date records the date that person was moved into another group or class. This is particularly
useful for Sunday School classes. Use a MM/DD/YYYY format for transfer dates. Note: The Transfer
Date is NOT the date the class was ADVANCED a level. (See "Advancing Classes in Groups/Classes"
for information.)

Transfer Reason
Transfer Reason records the reason a member was transferred into another group. This is a list field and
you create the codes (up to 5 characters or numbers or a combination of the two) for the list of reasons
for transferring people into other groups or classes. For example, you might have as a reason for trans-
fer: New Class Created. This would mean that your Sunday School classes have grown so large that
you created a new class and moved some of the children into the new class.
When you have finished entering groups onto this person's record, click Save to save the changes you
have made.

Click the Individual Record button at the top to return to the normal Individual Record screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Group Mem-
bers using Group/Skill Assignment
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Adding Group Members using Group/Skill Assignment

From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes /Skills/InterestsAssign-
ment,

or

From the Members screen (Membership, Members), click Options, choose Groups/Classes / Skill-
s/Interests Assignment.

The Groups/Classes Skills/Interest Assignment dialog box opens.

l On the left, click the radio button to select Groups/Classes.

l  In the Level box to the right of Groups/Classes, click the down arrow and choose the Division,
Department and Category that class is listed under. If you have not set up Departments and Divi-
sions, select AllGroups/Classes. Click the Select box and choose the class to which the people
are being assigned.
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l Or, to add a new group, click the Add Groups/Classes button, then create the new group's code
and definition. Add that new group, and then close the list of all groups. See Entering your list of
Groups/Classes for information on adding classes.

l On the left side of the screen, there will be a list of all individuals in your database (this list will
include people from both Members and Visitors). At the right of the screen, there will be a blank
list of group members for you to fill. (If there are already people who are members of this group,
their names will appear in the list on the right.)

l To add a person to this group, either double-click on that person's name or click the gray box to
the left of the name to highlight it, and then click the Add button.

l That person's name will appear in the list on the right; this is now the list of members of this
group.

l You may also select people from the list using the keyboard. In the field above Select from Fol-
lowing, begin typing a person's last name, first name. The list will scroll to highlight the closest
match to the name you are typing. Continue typing until the correct name is highlighted or scroll
and click to highlight the correct person. Press ENTER to add that person to the list.

l If you wish to add every member in the left column to this group or class, click the Add All but-
ton.

l Continue in this manner until you have entered as many group members as you wish.

l To remove one name from the list of group members, click the little gray box to the left of the
name in the right column to highlight it, and then click the Delete button.

l To remove all group members from this group (i.e., to empty the list on the right), click the Clear
button.

l Role: You may assign a Role in the class to that person. Possible roles might be that of T -
Teacher, C - Chair, or P - Participant. Click the Role box and click the down-arrow that appears.
From the available roles, select the one that best describes each person's role in that group or
class. See Groups and Classes for more information on this field; see Entering your list of
Groups/Classes for information on creating the roles.

l Comments: You may also enter any Comments you wish to. This is a character field and will
accept up to 32 characters. You may track whatever information you choose to in this field.

l Transfer Date/Transfer Reason: Transfer Date and Transfer Reason are fields that will prob-
ably be filled in later. See Groups and Classes for information on these two fields.

l Click Save to save the new names in the class.
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l Start/End Dates: You will be asked if you would like to enter a date range that would indicate
the valid dates of membership for these people in this group. Use month, day and year and enter
the dates WITHOUT the slashes. If you enter a date range here, it will be entered on all of the
records of the individuals you just added to this group in this session. You are not required to enter
dates here.

Note: you may assign those dates one-by-one on the grid in the Groups/Classes/Skills/Interest Assign-
ment screen. If you do, then do not enter another date on the Groups/Classes Dates box. Just click OK
on that message and the information for this group will be saved, and this group will now appear on all of
the new group members' individual records.

You may select another group and continue to add members, or you may select a "skill" or "interest" and
add people to these categories.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Report from
Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment
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Report from Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment
On the Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment screen, you can easily create a report, mailing
labels, or an export file for the members of a certain group or skill.

l From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes /Skills/Interests
Assignment,

or

l Open the Member file (Membership, Members) or the Visitors File (Membership, Visitors),
and then select Options, Groups/Classes / Skills/interests Assignment.

l On the left, click radio button to select Groups/Classes or Skills/Interests.

l If you are choosing to report on a group/class, in the Level box, select the Division, Department
and Category in which that class exists. If you have not set up divisions, department and cat-
egories, click All Groups/Classes.

l You may limit the selection to any combination of Past, Present, or Future members by checking
or unchecking the labeled boxes.

l If you are choosing to report on an skill/interest, the Level box will be grayed out.

l In the Select box, click the down arrow to see the list of all possible groups/classes or skill-
s/interests. Select a group by clicking on it, and then all current members of this group will appear
in the list at the right of the screen.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

l Click the Report button at the top of the screen. The Report Format screen will appear, and you
will then be able to create a report, mailing labels, or a mail-merge file for the list of group or
skill members. See Report Format to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Group Mem-
bers using "Assign" from the Member Find Grid

Adding Group Members using "Assign" from the Member Find Grid

l First perform a Find to bring to the grid the group of members with whom you want to work. (See
Find and the Results of a Find - The Find Grid for more information.)
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l Click the Assign button. (This button will not be available if the Find you performed included only
household information. If only households appear on the Member Find Grid, then there are no
individuals available to add to a group or class. Individuals can be members of groups or classes,
households cannot.) To add Visitors to a group, do the Find in the Visitors File.

l At the left, click the radio button to select Groups/Classes.

l In the Level box to the right of Groups/Classes, click the down arrow and choose the Division,
Department and Category that class is listed under. If you have not set up Departments and Cat-
egories, click All Groups/ Classes.

l Click the Select box and choose the class to which the people are being assigned.

l Or, to add a new group, click the Add Groups/Classes button, then create the new group's code
and definition. Add that new group, and then close the list of all groups. See Setting up your
Groups/Classes for information on adding classes.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.
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l On the left side of the screen, there will be a list of all individuals who appear on the Member
Find Grid. At the right of the screen, there will be a blank list of group members for you to fill.
(If there are already people who are members of this group, their names will appear in the list on
the right.)

l To add a person to this group, either double-click on that person's name or click the gray box to
the left of the name to highlight it and then click the Add button.

l You may also select people from the list using the keyboard. In the field above Select from Fol-
lowing, begin typing a person's last name, first name. The list will scroll to highlight the closest
match to the name you are typing. Continue typing until the correct name is highlighted or scroll
and click the correct one. Press ENTER to add that person to the list.

l Continue in this manner until you have entered as many group members as you wish.

l If you wish to add every member in the left column to this group or class, click the Add All but-
ton.

l To remove one name from the list of group members, click the little gray box to the left of the
name in the right column to highlight it, and then click the Delete button.

l To remove all group members from this group (i.e., to empty the list on the right), click the Clear
button.

l Role: You may assign a Role in the class to that person. Possible roles might be that of T -
Teacher, C - Chair, or P - Participant. Click the Role box and click the down-arrow that appears.
From the available roles, select the one that best describes each person's role in that group or
class. See Groups and Classes for more information on this field; see Entering your list of
Groups/Classes for information on creating the roles.

l Comments: You may also enter any Comments you wish to. This is a character field and will
accept up to 32 characters. You may track whatever information you choose to in this field.

l Transfer Date/Transfer Reason: Transfer Date and Transfer Reason are fields that will prob-
ably be filled in later. See Groups and Classes for information on these two fields.

l Click Save.

l Start/End Dates: You will be asked if you would like to enter a date range that would indicate
the valid dates of membership for these people in this group. Use month, day and year and enter
the dates WITHOUT the slashes. If you enter a date range here, it will be entered on all of the
records of the individuals you just added to this group in this session. You are not required to enter
dates here.

Note: you may assign those dates one-by-one on the grid in the Groups/Classes/Skills/Interest Assign-
ment screen. If you do, then do not enter another date on the Groups/Classes Dates box. Just click OK
on that message and the information for this group will be saved, and this group will now appear on all of
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the new group members' individual records.

l You may select another Group and continue to add members, or you may select a "skill" or
"interest" and add people to these categories.

l Once you are finished, click Close to return to the Find Grid, and then click Close on the Mem-
ber Find Grid to return to the Member file.

l This method will make group entry much quicker, since you are only dealing with selected mem-
bers, not your entire membership list. For an even more select group, perform a Find, and then
select certain people on the Member Find Grid. Only the people you have highlighted will then
appear in the Group/Skill Assignment list.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Groups or
Classes from a Member's Individual Record

Deleting Groups or Classes from a Member's Individual Record

There are three ways you can delete a group or class from an Individual record. These methods are
essentially the same methods you use to add groups or classes:

1. From the Members screen (see "Deleting Group Members using the Member Individual Record
screen"),

2. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Members screen (See "Deleting Group
Members using Group/Skill Assignment" , and

3. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Member Find Grid. (See "Deleting Group
Members using 'Assign' from the Member Find Grid.")

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Groups or
Classes from a Member's Individual Record

Deleting Groups or Classes from a Member's Individual Record

There are three ways you can delete a group or class from an Individual record. These methods are
essentially the same methods you use to add groups or classes:

1. From the Members screen (see "Deleting Group Members using the Member Individual Record
screen"),

2. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Members screen (See "Deleting Group
Members using Group/Skill Assignment" , and
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3. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Member Find Grid. (See "Deleting Group
Members using 'Assign' from the Member Find Grid.")

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Group Mem-
bers using the Member Individual Record screen

Deleting Group Members using the Member Individual Record screen

If you have only a few members to delete from groups, then you may want to just delete from the Indi-
vidual records directly.

l Bring to the screen the Individual record that you want to edit.

l Click the Groups/Classes button to display this person's group membership record.

l Click the group that you wish to delete from this person's record so that the group code is high-
lighted or the cursor is in the row you wish to delete.

l Click the Delete from Record button. That group will no longer appear on that person's record,
nor will that person appear on the group list.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Group Mem-
bers using Group/Skill Assignment

Deleting Group Members using Group/Skill Assignment

This is a quick way to remove many people from a group all at once:

From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes /Skills/Interest Assign-
ment,

or

From the Members screen (Membership, Members), click Options.

Choose Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment.

l Click the Groups/Classes radio button to select it.

l In the Level box, select the Division, Department, and Category in which that class exists. If you
have not set up divisions, department and categories, click on All Groups/Classes.

l In the Select box, click the down arrow to see the list of all possible groups. Select a group by
clicking on it, and then all current members of this group will appear in the list at the right of the
screen.
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The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

l In the list of group members, click the gray box to the left of the name for the person you would
like to delete from this group, and then click the Delete button.

l If you would like to delete all members of this group, click the Clear button.

l Click Save to save your changes.

l Click Close to exit this screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Group Mem-
bers using " Assign" from the Member Find Grid

Deleting Group Members using " Assign" from the Member Find Grid

This feature is considerably more useful when adding new group members, but you may also use it to
remove group members as well:

l Perform a Find to bring your selected group of members to the Member Find Grid.

l Click the Assign button.

l In the Level box, select the Division, Department and Category in which that class exists. If you
have not set up divisions, department and categories, click on AllGroups/Classes.

l In the Select box, click the down arrow to see the list of all possible groups. Select a group by
clicking on it, and then all current members of this group will appear in the list at the right of the
screen.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

l Click the gray box to the left of the name of the person you would like to delete from this group.

l Click the Delete button.

l If you would like to delete all members from this group, click the Clear button.

l Click Save.
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l Click Close to exit this screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Skills and Interests

Skills and Interests

To view the Skills/interests area of the Members screen, click on the Skills/Interests button in the but-
ton bar (the hammer and saw). The Skills/Interests section will appear in the bottom half of the Indi-
vidual record. (You may rename Skills/Interests and call it something else if you like. See "Relabeling
Assigned Fields" for more information.)

In this area, you may record information about each person’s skills, interests, gifts, or talents. (You cre-
ate your own list of skills to choose from. See "Entering your list of Skills/Interests" for more inform-
ation.)

For each skill/interest, you may also record a Level of the person’s interest. Level is a list field that you
can use to indicate any additional information about this person’s skill or interest. (For example, if the
skill/interest is "Vocal Music", you could use the Level column to indicate what choir part they sing: S
for Soprano, A for Alto, etc.) You may then later create reports limited to only those with a certain
level.

Comments is a character field. There is no other standardization to the Comments area. You may use
this for whatever comments you wish.

After viewing the Skills/Interests section, you may return the Individual record to the Personal inform-
ation fields by clicking on the Individual button in the button bar.

Once the individual record displayed has skills/interests entered, then the hammer and saw button will
also have an exclamation point.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Skills and Interests

Skills and Interests

To view the Skills/interests area of the Members screen, click on the Skills/Interests button in the but-
ton bar (the hammer and saw). The Skills/Interests section will appear in the bottom half of the Indi-
vidual record. (You may rename Skills/Interests and call it something else if you like. See "Relabeling
Assigned Fields" for more information.)

In this area, you may record information about each person’s skills, interests, gifts, or talents. (You cre-
ate your own list of skills to choose from. See "Entering your list of Skills/Interests" for more inform-
ation.)

For each skill/interest, you may also record a Level of the person’s interest. Level is a list field that you
can use to indicate any additional information about this person’s skill or interest. (For example, if the
skill/interest is "Vocal Music", you could use the Level column to indicate what choir part they sing: S
for Soprano, A for Alto, etc.) You may then later create reports limited to only those with a certain
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level.

Comments is a character field. There is no other standardization to the Comments area. You may use
this for whatever comments you wish.

After viewing the Skills/Interests section, you may return the Individual record to the Personal inform-
ation fields by clicking on the Individual button in the button bar.

Once the individual record displayed has skills/interests entered, then the hammer and saw button will
also have an exclamation point.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Entering your list of
Skills/Interests

Entering your list of Skills/Interests

In Church Windows, you can add new items to the list of Skills/Interests from the Skills/Interests dialog
box. To access this dialog box:

1. From the Members screen (Membership, Members) or from the Visitors screen
(Membership, Visitors), click the Skills/Interests button. That individual's skill/interest inform-
ation grid will display.

2. Click Add to Record.

3. The Skills/Interests dialog box will appear.

4. In the Skills/Interests dialog box, click Add items.

5. In the code box, type in the code you would like to assign this skill (up to five characters). If a 5-
character code is entered, the cursor will automatically move on to the next field.

6. Press TAB to advance to the Description box, where you will type in the actual name of the skill.

7. Click Add.

8. If you wish to enter more skills and skill codes, continue in the same manner.

9. When you have finished adding these codes, click on Close, then Close again to close the list of
Skills/Interests and return to the Members screen.

Note: The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so
you see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description.
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You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Editing a Skill/Interest
name

Editing a Skill/Interest name

In Church Windows, you may edit the name of a skill or interest. You may not edit the code. Instead of
"editing" a code, you would delete the skill with the incorrect code and add it again with the correct
code.

To edit a skill or interest name:

1. From the Members screen (Membership, Members), or from the Visitors screen (Mem-
bership, Visitors) click the Skills/Interests button (a hammer and a saw). That individual's skill-
s/interest information grid will display.

2. Click Add to record. This will bring up the list of all Skills/Interests.

3. Click Edit items.

4. Click the skill name you would like to edit, and make your changes.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding
column heading - Description.

5. If you wish to edit more skills or interests, continue in the same manner. When you have finished
editing, click OK to save your changes. Click Close to close the Skills/Interests dialog box.

6. Click the Individual Record button to return the screen to the Personal Information fields.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting a Skill or
Interest from the list of Skills

Deleting a Skill or Interest from the list of Skills

In Church Windows, you may easily remove items from the list of all Skills/Interests. You delete these
items from the Skills/Interests dialog box. To access this dialog box:

1. From the Members screen, click the Skills/Interests button (a hammer and saw). That indi-
vidual's skill/interest membership information grid will display.

2. Click Add to Record.

3. The Skills/Interests dialog box will appear which lists all existing skills and interests.
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4. In the Skills/Interests dialog box, highlight the item you would like to delete by clicking on the
gray record selector button at left of the skill code. Holding down the CTRL key, you may select
more than one skill to be deleted.

l The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code,
click the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the cor-
responding column heading - Description.

5. Then click Delete items. A confirmation box will appear, asking you if you really would like to
delete the skill from the list as well as from all individual records. Answer YES to continue or
NO to cancel the Delete.

If you answer Yes, then the skill or skills will be deleted, and the system will give you a message that
lists how many individual records each skill was removed from. If you say OK to this message, then the
skill or skills will be permanently removed. If you click Cancel on this message, then the skills will
NOT be deleted.

Note: You may NOT delete skills or interests from the list on the Group/Skill Assignment screen. If
you would like to remove a skill or interest from the list of all skills, then you must do it from the Indi-
vidual record in the Member file as described above.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Skills Or
Interests To A Member's Individual Record

Adding Skills Or Interests To A Member's Individual Record

There are three methods of assigning skills and interests to a member's record.

1. If you are assigning a skill or interest to just a few people, or if you are entering membership
information for the first time, then see Adding Skills/Interests on the Member File for the most
convenient method to use.

2. If you have a paper list of people who have certain skills and that list is grouped by skill, or if you
have a large amount of people to record certain skills for, then the quickest way to do this entry is
using the Group/Skill Assignment feature. See Adding Skills using Group/Skill Assignment to con-
tinue.

3. If you would like to enter skill information quickly from a list of a certain group of people instead
of from a list of every member in your records, then see Adding Skills using "Assign" from the
Member Find Grid to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Skills Or
Interests To A Member's Individual Record
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Adding Skills Or Interests To A Member's Individual Record

There are three methods of assigning skills and interests to a member's record.

1. If you are assigning a skill or interest to just a few people, or if you are entering membership
information for the first time, then see Adding Skills/Interests on the Member File for the most
convenient method to use.

2. If you have a paper list of people who have certain skills and that list is grouped by skill, or if you
have a large amount of people to record certain skills for, then the quickest way to do this entry is
using the Group/Skill Assignment feature. See Adding Skills using Group/Skill Assignment to con-
tinue.

3. If you would like to enter skill information quickly from a list of a certain group of people instead
of from a list of every member in your records, then see Adding Skills using "Assign" from the
Member Find Grid to continue.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Skills/Interests
on the Member File

Adding Skills/Interests on the Member File

l Bring to the screen the person whose individual record you’d like to add skills to. (Using Find or
Prior and Next.)

l Click the Skills/Interests button to view that individual's group membership information.

There are two ways to enter a group/class onto someone's Individual record.

Click for Code box option
Click the Code box to get the drop-down arrow. Click the drop-down arrow to see a list of all the skill-
s/interests set up in your system.

Click the skill/interest you wish to place on the individual's record and click Add Item to Record. You
can also double-click the name of the skill/interest.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding
column heading - Description.

Click for no Code box option
To enter a skill/interest onto this person's record, click Add to record. The Skills/Interests list box will
appear.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding
column heading - Description.
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Click the skill/interest you wish to enter, and click Add Item to Record. Then click Close to close the
Skills/Interest list box.

l Press TAB to advance to the Level field. Level Is a list field. You create the codes and descrip-
tions that best describe a person's level in this skill/interest. You might have "P" for Professional.
If the skill/interest is "Vocal Music," you could use the Level column to indicate what choir part
they sing: S for Soprano, A for Alto, etc.)

l Comments is a thirty-two character field. There is no other standardization to the Comments
area. You may use this for whatever comments you wish.

l When you have finished entering skills into this person's record, click Save to save the changes
you have made.

l Click the Individual Record button at the top to return to the normal Individual Record screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Skill Members
using Group/Skill Assignment

Adding Skill Members using Group/Skill Assignment

From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes / Skills/Interest
Assignment,

or

From the Members screen (Membership, Members), click Options, choose Groups/Classes/Skill-
s/Interests Assignment.
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1. At the top right, click the radio button to select Skills/Interests.

2. To add a new skill/interest, click the Add Skills/Interest button. The Add Item for Skill-
s/Interest box opens.

3. Create the new skill's code and description. Click Add. Continue to add more codes and descrip-
tions for other skills/interests if you need to do so. When finished, click Close to close the Add
Item for Skills/Interests box.

4. In the Skills/ Interests dialog box, you will see the new skill/skills you entered.

5. Click the drop-down arrow in Select, and choose the specific skill/ interest for which you are
adding group names.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

6. On the left side of the screen, there will be a list of all individuals in your database (this list will
include people from both Members and Visitors). At the right of the screen, there will be a blank
list of group members for you to fill. (If there are already people who are members of this
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skill/interest, their names will appear in the list on the right.)

7. To add this person to this skill/interest group, either double-click that person's name or click the
gray box to the left of the name to select it, and then click the Add button. That person's name
will appear in the list on the right.

You may also select people from the list using the keyboard. In the field above Select from Following,
begin typing a person's last name, first name. The list will scroll to highlight the closest match to the
name you are typing. Continue typing until the correct name is highlighted, or scroll to the correct name
and click it. Press ENTER to add that person to the list.

Continue in this manner until you have entered as many members to the skill/interest as you wish.

l If you wish to add every member in the left column to this skill/interest, click the Add All button.

l To remove one single name from the list of group members, click that name in the right column to
highlight it, and then click the Delete button.

l To remove all group members from this group (i.e., to empty the list on the right), click the Clear
button.

l Level Is a list field. You create the codes and descriptions that best describe a person's level in
this group. You might have "P" for Professional. If the skill/interest is "Vocal Music," you could
use the Level column to indicate what choir part they sing: S for Soprano, A for Alto, etc. You
may then later create reports limited to only those with a certain level.

l You may also enter any Comments you wish to. This is a character field and will accept up to 32
characters. You may track whatever information you choose to in this field.

l Click Save and the information for this skill/interest will be saved, and this skill/interest will now
appear on all of these members' individual records.

You may select another Skill/Interest and continue to add members, or you may select a "group/class"
and add people to these categories.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Skills using "
Assign" from the Member Find Grid

Adding Skills using " Assign" from the Member Find Grid

First perform a Find to bring the group of members with whom you want to work to the grid. (See "Find"
and the "Results of a Find - The Member Find Grid" for more information.)

l Click the Assign button. (This button will not be available if the Find you performed included only
household information. If only households appear on the Member Find Grid, then there are no
individuals available to add to a skill or interest. Individuals can have skills or interests, house-
holds cannot.)
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l At the top left, click the radio button to select Skills/Interests.

Or, to add a new skill, click the Add Skills/Interests button, then create the new
skill's code and description. Add that new skill, and then close the list of all the
skills. The new skill will show in the list of Skills/Interests. Click Close to close
the Skills/Interests box.

l In the Select box, click the down arrow and choose the specific skill that you wish to enter people
into.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

l On the left side of the screen, there will be a list of all individuals who appear on the Member
Find Grid. At the right of the screen, there will be a blank list of skill members for you to fill. (If
there are already people who are members of this skill, their names will appear in the list on the
right.)
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l To add this person to this group, either double-click on that person's name, or click it once to
select it, and then click on the Add button. That person's name will appear in the list on the right.

You may also select people from the list using the keyboard. In the field above Select from Following,
begin typing a person's last name, first name. The list will scroll to highlight the closest match to the
name you are typing. When the correct person is highlighted, press ENTER to add that person to the list.
Then continue typing the next last name, first name.

l Continue in this manner until you have entered as many members to the skill as you wish.

l If you wish to add every member in the left column to this skill, click the Add All button.

l To remove one single name from the list of skill members, click that name in the right column to
highlight it, and then click the Delete button.

l To remove all members from this skill (i.e., to empty the list on the right), click the Clear button.

l When the list is complete, click Save, and the information for this skill will be saved, and this
skill will now appear on all of these new group members' individual records.

l You may select another skill and continue to add members, or you may select a "group" or "class"
and add people to these categories.

l Once you are finished, click Close to return to the Find Grid, and then click Close on the Mem-
ber Find Grid to return to the Member file.

This method will make skill entry much quicker, since you are only dealing with selected members, not
your entire membership list. For an even more select list, perform a Find, and then select certain people
on the Member Find Grid. Only the people you have highlighted will then appear in the Assign list.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Skills or
Interests from a Member's Individual Record

Deleting Skills or Interests from a Member's Individual Record

There are three ways you can delete a skill or interest from an Individual record. These methods are
essentially the same methods you use to add skills or interests:

1. From the Members screen (see Deleting Skill Members using the individual record screen),

2. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Members screen (see Deleting Skill Mem-
bers using Group/Skill Assignment), and

3. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Member Find Grid (see Deleting Skill
Members using “Assign” from the Member Find Grid).
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You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Skills or
Interests from a Member's Individual Record

Deleting Skills or Interests from a Member's Individual Record

There are three ways you can delete a skill or interest from an Individual record. These methods are
essentially the same methods you use to add skills or interests:

1. From the Members screen (see Deleting Skill Members using the individual record screen),

2. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Members screen (see Deleting Skill Mem-
bers using Group/Skill Assignment), and

3. Using the Group/Skill Assignment feature from the Member Find Grid (see Deleting Skill
Members using “Assign” from the Member Find Grid).

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Skill Mem-
bers using the Individual record screen

Deleting Skill Members using the Individual record screen

If you have only a few members to delete from skills, then you may want to just delete from the Indi-
vidual records directly.

1. Bring to the screen the Individual record that you want to edit.

2. Click the Skills/Interests button to display this person's skill membership record.

3. Click the skill that you wish to delete from this person's record so that the skill is highlighted.

4. Click the Delete from Record button. That skill will no longer appear on that person's record,
and that person will not appear on lists for that skill.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Skill Mem-
bers using Group/Skill Assignment

Deleting Skill Members using Group/Skill Assignment

This is a quick way to remove many people from a skill or interest all at once:

From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes / Skills/Interests
Assignment,

or

From the Members file (Membership, Members), click Options and choose Groups/Classes / Skill-
s/Interests Assignment.
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l Click the Skills/Interests radio button to select it.

l In the Select list box, click the down arrow to see the list of all possible skills/interests.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

l Select a skill by clicking on it, and then all current members of this skill will appear in the list at
the right of the screen.

l In the list of skill members, click the gray box to the left of the name to highlight the person you
would like to delete from this skill, and click the Delete button.

l If you would like to delete all members of this skill, click the Clear button.

l Click Save to save your changes.

l Click Close to exit this screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Deleting Skill Mem-
bers using"Assign" from the Member Find Grid

Deleting Skill Members using"Assign" from the Member Find Grid

This feature is considerably more useful when adding new skill members, but you may also use it to
remove skill members as well:

1. Perform a Find to bring your selected group of members to the Member Find Grid.

2. Click the Assign button.

3. Click the Skills/Interests radio button to select it.

4. In the Select box, click the down arrow to see a list of all possible skills/interests.

The items in a list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the cor-
responding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading -
Description.

5. Select a skill by clicking on it, and then all members of this skill will appear in the list to the right
of the screen.
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6. In the list of skill members, click the gray box to the left of the name to highlight the person you
would like to delete from this skill, and click the Delete button.

7. Click the Delete button.

8. If you would like to delete all members from this skill, click the Clear button.

9. Click Save.

10. Click Close to exit this screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Storing Pictures of
Individuals

Storing Pictures of Individuals

The Church Windows installation process loads a directory for storing pictures of individuals. The path
is CW\pictures (where "CW" represents the folder where Church Windows is installed). Pictures may
be stored in this directory from any source such as a digital camera or a scanner or a video board with a
video camera attached. When you have a professional company take pictures of your members and cre-
ate a pictorial directory for you, sometimes the company can give you the digitized photos. Supported file
types are the following formats: BMP, JPG, TGA, or PCX.

Storing these images in Church Windows is quite easy. Church Windows has a function that will allow
you to move through your individual records and preview your pictures and connect them to the correct
people. This routine saves the photos in the CW\Pictures directory with the correct file names for you.
See Adding Pictures to Church Windows for more information.

If you will have one photo for each family, we recommend that you save that photo to the individual
record of the Primary person in each household. (The person whose Directory/Report Order code is 1-
Primary.)

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Storing Pictures of
Individuals

Storing Pictures of Individuals

The Church Windows installation process loads a directory for storing pictures of individuals. The path
is CW\pictures (where "CW" represents the folder where Church Windows is installed). Pictures may
be stored in this directory from any source such as a digital camera or a scanner or a video board with a
video camera attached. When you have a professional company take pictures of your members and cre-
ate a pictorial directory for you, sometimes the company can give you the digitized photos. Supported file
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types are the following formats: BMP, JPG, TGA, or PCX.

Storing these images in Church Windows is quite easy. Church Windows has a function that will allow
you to move through your individual records and preview your pictures and connect them to the correct
people. This routine saves the photos in the CW\Pictures directory with the correct file names for you.
See Adding Pictures to Church Windows for more information.

If you will have one photo for each family, we recommend that you save that photo to the individual
record of the Primary person in each household. (The person whose Directory/Report Order code is 1-
Primary.)

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Adding Pictures to
Church Windows

Adding Pictures to Church Windows

To use Church Windows to link up your pictures with the correct individuals:

Note: If you will be adding one picture per household, then we recommend that you associate that pic-
ture with the person in the household whose Directory/Report Order code is 1-Primary.

1. Use the Find button or Next and Previous to bring to the screen the Individual record of the per-
son whose picture you’d like to add to Church Windows.

2. Click the Individual’s Picture button, which appears above the Individual record as either a cam-
era (if no picture exists in Church Windows for this person yet) or as a framed picture (if a pic-
ture does currently exist for this person). Clicking this button will change the bottom section of the
Individual Record to the area where the pictures are displayed.

3. To find this person or family’s existing photo, click the Browse for Pictures button. This will
bring up a file screen similar to Windows Explorer.

4. In that file screen, in the left column, navigate to the drive and directory where your digital pic-
tures are currently stored. The right column will display a list of all pictures stored in that dir-
ectory. Select a file by clicking the file name. That picture will then display in the Individual’s
Picture area.

5. If this is the correct image to associate with this individual, then click the Add to record button.
This copies that image to your CW\Pictures folder and gives it the appropriate file name to link it
to that individual.

6. You may then either click Next or Find to move to the next individual record to associate another
picture.
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You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Changing an Indi-
vidual's Picture

Changing an Individual's Picture

Once a picture is associated with an Individual in Church Windows, you may change the picture to
another picture if necessary. (Church Windows is not capable of editing the picture image itself. Use an
image-editing program to make changes to the pictures.)

To change the picture associated with an individual record:

l Return to the original source for your pictures – this could be the CD or disk then pictures are on
or a file on your hard drive.

l In Church Windows, use the Find button or Next and Previous to bring to the screen the Indi-
vidual record of the person whose picture you’d like to remove from Church Windows.

l Click the Individual’s Picture button, which appears above the Individual record as either a cam-
era (if no picture exists in Church Windows for this person yet) or as a framed picture (if a pic-
ture does currently exist for this person). Clicking this button will change the bottom section of the
Individual Record to the area where the pictures are displayed.

l Click the Browse for Picture button, navigate to the drive or directory where the correct picture
for this individual is stored, and click the file name of the correct picture. That new picture will
display. Click Add to record to associate the new picture with this Individual Record.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Removing a Picture
from an Individual Record

Removing a Picture from an Individual Record

Once a picture is associated with an Individual in Church Windows, you may remove that picture using
the function within Church Windows:

l Use the Find button or Next and Previous to bring to the screen the Individual record of the per-
son whose picture you’d like to remove from Church Windows.

l Click the Individual’s Picture button, which appears above the Individual record as either a cam-
era (if no picture exists in Church Windows for this person yet) or as a framed picture (if a pic-
ture does currently exist for this person). Clicking this button will change the bottom section of the
Individual Record to the area where the pictures are displayed.
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l If you’d like to remove the picture completely and not associate another, click the Delete Picture
button. The system will warn you that this will remove this picture from the CW\pictures folder.
Click OK to continue, or click Cancel to cancel the deletion.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Screen Display
Options (Membership)

Screen Display Options (Membership)

In Church Windows, it is possible to change the area on the screen where other information screens
appear, such as Groups/classes, Alternate Address, Individual's picture, etc. Instead of having them
appear at the bottom of the Individual side of the screen, you can have them appear in the lower half of
the Household record side. To change this setting:

l On the Members file, (Membership, Members) click Options.

l Choose Screen DisplayOptions. A dialog box will appear, showing a list of each of the features
that you may choose to "display in a separate window".

l To have one of these features display on the left side of the screen instead of on the right, click its
box to mark it with a check mark. This allows you to see both the individual record and the selec-
ted feature at the same time. The feature will appear in a window that hovers over the Household
record side of the screen.

l At the top, there is a box called "Left-justify field labels". Marking this box will make the names
of all of your data fields in membership line up on the left side of the screens. If this box is blank,
then the field names will line up next to the fields themselves.
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l Click OK to return to the Member Record screen, or click Cancel to ignore the changes you just
made and to return to the Member Record screen.

Member/Visitor Background Color Choice
You can choose to color the Member File Household and Individual screens differently from the Visitor
File Household and Individual screens so that they are more easily distinguished. See “Member/Visitor
Background Color Choice” for more information.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Screen Display
Options (Membership)

Screen Display Options (Membership)

In Church Windows, it is possible to change the area on the screen where other information screens
appear, such as Groups/classes, Alternate Address, Individual's picture, etc. Instead of having them
appear at the bottom of the Individual side of the screen, you can have them appear in the lower half of
the Household record side. To change this setting:

l On the Members file, (Membership, Members) click Options.

l Choose Screen DisplayOptions. A dialog box will appear, showing a list of each of the features
that you may choose to "display in a separate window".

l To have one of these features display on the left side of the screen instead of on the right, click its
box to mark it with a check mark. This allows you to see both the individual record and the selec-
ted feature at the same time. The feature will appear in a window that hovers over the Household
record side of the screen.
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l At the top, there is a box called "Left-justify field labels". Marking this box will make the names
of all of your data fields in membership line up on the left side of the screens. If this box is blank,
then the field names will line up next to the fields themselves.

l Click OK to return to the Member Record screen, or click Cancel to ignore the changes you just
made and to return to the Member Record screen.

Member/Visitor Background Color Choice
You can choose to color the Member File Household and Individual screens differently from the Visitor
File Household and Individual screens so that they are more easily distinguished. See “Member/Visitor
Background Color Choice” for more information.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Advance School
Grade

Advance School Grade

Church Windows has a utility that will change people’s entry in their School Grade field to the next
higher grade. This routine will advance all grade numbers between 01 and 11 in both the Member File
and the Visitor File. Also, all people who have a "K" in their School Grade field will be moved to grade
01, and everyone who is in grade 12 will be changed to a "G" for Graduated. Typically, summer is the
best time to run this utility.

You may store other characters in this field, possibly to indicate Preschool or Nursery or codes for col-
lege - 13, 14, 15, 16. These codes will not be affected by the "Advance School Grade" routine. You
may change them either by hand or by using Mass Edit. See Mass Edit for more information.

To run the Advance School Grade routine, you may not have the Members or the Visitors file open. If
your computers are networked, then everyone must be closed out of Membership.

From the Church Windows Initial Button Bar:

l ClickMembership to view the Membership menu, select Special Functions, and choose
Advance School Grade.

l A confirmation screen will appear; click OK to continue, or select Cancel to exit this screen.
When you click OK, all appropriate grade levels will be advanced. Any children with a "K" in
this field will be advanced to "01", and "12"’s will become "G"’s.

l The next time you go to the Advance School Grade screen, the screen will display the date the
records were last advanced. If passwords exist, the message will also identify who last advanced
the school year. This should prevent inadvertently advancing the school grade more than once in a
given school year.
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If you inadvertently click OK to tell the system to advance the school grade again, a message will
appear telling you that less than nine months have gone by since you last advanced the school grades.
You have the option of canceling the process.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Advance School
Grade

Advance School Grade

Church Windows has a utility that will change people’s entry in their School Grade field to the next
higher grade. This routine will advance all grade numbers between 01 and 11 in both the Member File
and the Visitor File. Also, all people who have a "K" in their School Grade field will be moved to grade
01, and everyone who is in grade 12 will be changed to a "G" for Graduated. Typically, summer is the
best time to run this utility.

You may store other characters in this field, possibly to indicate Preschool or Nursery or codes for col-
lege - 13, 14, 15, 16. These codes will not be affected by the "Advance School Grade" routine. You
may change them either by hand or by using Mass Edit. See Mass Edit for more information.

To run the Advance School Grade routine, you may not have the Members or the Visitors file open. If
your computers are networked, then everyone must be closed out of Membership.

From the Church Windows Initial Button Bar:

l ClickMembership to view the Membership menu, select Special Functions, and choose
Advance School Grade.

l A confirmation screen will appear; click OK to continue, or select Cancel to exit this screen.
When you click OK, all appropriate grade levels will be advanced. Any children with a "K" in
this field will be advanced to "01", and "12"’s will become "G"’s.

l The next time you go to the Advance School Grade screen, the screen will display the date the
records were last advanced. If passwords exist, the message will also identify who last advanced
the school year. This should prevent inadvertently advancing the school grade more than once in a
given school year.

If you inadvertently click OK to tell the system to advance the school grade again, a message will
appear telling you that less than nine months have gone by since you last advanced the school grades.
You have the option of canceling the process.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Advance Classes in
Groups/Classes
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Advance Classes in Groups/Classes

Church Windows has a utility that will change people's entry in their Groups/Classes field to the next
higher group or class. This routine will allow you to advance the total membership of a group or selected
members in the group.

To run the Advance Groups/Classes routine, you may not have the Members or the Visitors file
open. If your computers are networked, everyone must be closed out of Membership.

From the Church Windows Initial Button Bar
ClickMembership, select Special Functions, and choose Advance Groups/Classes.

A message box will open encouraging you to make a backup of the data before advancing the
groups/classes. Do so. See "Backing up Church Windows" for information. After backing up the
data, re-enter Church Windows, come to Advance Groups/Classes and click OK. The Advance
Groups/Classes dialog screen will open.

On the left, in the These Groups/Classes section will be a list of all the codes and descriptions for the
groups/classes that were marked with a check mark in "Show on 'Advance Groups/Classes' screen" on
the Setup Groups/Classes screen. See "Entering your list of groups/classes" for information on this box.

On the right, in the Advance To section, you will identify the next group/class to which each group/class
will advance. In the Advance To section, click the Code box for the group/class on the first line to get a
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drop-down arrow. From the list that appears, click the Code or Description (name) of the group/class to
which that group/class will advance. So a 1st grade Sunday School class would logically advance to a
2nd grade Sunday School class.

If you would like to have the old group/class removed from the member's screen upon advancement,
click to place a check mark in the Remove history box. If you would like to leave the group/class on the
member's record to keep a history of that person's involvement in groups/classes, leave the Remove his-
tory box blank.

Continue with the setup of advancement for all the groups/classes. You do not have to advance them all
at the same time, although you may.

Click Save to save the advancement setup.

To advance the groups/classes:
Click the gray box to the left of a group/class name to highlight it. If you want to advance several groups/-
classes at once, hold the Control (Crtl) key down as you highlight the names of groups/classes.

Click Advance. The Advance Groups/Classes dialog box will appear.

Because there may be classes where some individuals will not advance, clicking on Advance will bring
up the first group/class to be advanced.
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The system will provide From/To information: From will identify the group/class the people are cur-
rently in; To will identify the group/class to which they are being advanced. If this information is not cor-
rect, click Cancel to return to the setup screen.

Below the From/To information will be a date box and the list of names of people in the class. The date
defaults to the current date. If you need to adjust the date, click the box to change the date to what is
needed.

All the group/class members' names will be highlighted, ready to be advanced. To identify those who
should NOT be advanced, click to un-highlight the name. After un-highlighting the names of those not
advancing, you will see a Count of the number of people on the list and the number of people Selected
to advance.

If you would like to enter Start and End dates for the people's membership in the NEW group, enter the
dates in the Start Date and End Date boxes. Use MM/DD/YYYY format, typing in the date without the
slashes.

Click OK. A message box appears telling you how many students from that class have been advanced to
the new class.

Click OK.

The next group to be advanced will be shown. Continue on advancing each class as it shows on
the screen. Remember, you have to advance each group/class as there may be some members in
the group/class who will not advance.

If you decide to cancel the advancing process, click Cancel on the screen of one of the classes
ready to be advanced. A message will ask you to confirm that you wish to cancel the advancement
of any more classes. The classes already advanced will remain advanced; no more classes will be
advanced. Click Yes to confirm the cancellation, No to continue advancing classes.

After advancing classes, if you scroll to the right on the Advance Groups/Classes screen, you will
see the column Last Advanced on (by) telling you when each class was last advanced, and, if you
use passwords in Church Windows, by whom.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Terminating an indi-
vidual (death, transfer out, etc.)
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Terminating an individual (death, transfer out, etc.)

In Church Windows, any member or visitor who has an entry in the Reason for Termination field will
not appear on reports or attendance information. Some churches’ policy is to keep records of people who
have terminated their membership so that they may accurately and easily fill out denominational reports
that require this information at the end of the year. If you have a denominational version of Church Win-
dows, then your Reason for Termination field will most likely already come with codes and definitions
that correspond to your denomination’s annual reporting requirements.

If a family transfers and you would like to keep their information in your database, then give each house-
hold member or visitor a Termination Date and a Reason for Termination. You may also wish to
change their status codes to a non-member code. You may also wish to change the household mailing
code as well. (Keep in mind that the Household record will still be active and will show up on reports or
labels that include "All Households". To avoid this, either base your household reports or labels on a cer-
tain Mailing Code or range of Mailing Codes, or ask for "All Persons" instead.)

If a family member dies, then there are a few extra steps that you should take:

l Give the deceased person a Termination Date and a Reason for Termination.

l  Check the HouseholdMailing Label field and make any relevant changes. (For example, change
"Mr. and Mrs. John Jones" to "Mrs. Mary Jones")

l If the deceased person’s Directory/Report Order field was “1 – Primary”, and there are other
surviving members of the household, change the surviving spouse (or another household member)
to "1 - Primary".

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Terminating an indi-
vidual (death, transfer out, etc.)

Terminating an individual (death, transfer out, etc.)

In Church Windows, any member or visitor who has an entry in the Reason for Termination field will
not appear on reports or attendance information. Some churches’ policy is to keep records of people who
have terminated their membership so that they may accurately and easily fill out denominational reports
that require this information at the end of the year. If you have a denominational version of Church Win-
dows, then your Reason for Termination field will most likely already come with codes and definitions
that correspond to your denomination’s annual reporting requirements.

If a family transfers and you would like to keep their information in your database, then give each house-
hold member or visitor a Termination Date and a Reason for Termination. You may also wish to
change their status codes to a non-member code. You may also wish to change the household mailing
code as well. (Keep in mind that the Household record will still be active and will show up on reports or
labels that include "All Households". To avoid this, either base your household reports or labels on a cer-
tain Mailing Code or range of Mailing Codes, or ask for "All Persons" instead.)

If a family member dies, then there are a few extra steps that you should take:

l Give the deceased person a Termination Date and a Reason for Termination.
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l  Check the HouseholdMailing Label field and make any relevant changes. (For example, change
"Mr. and Mrs. John Jones" to "Mrs. Mary Jones")

l If the deceased person’s Directory/Report Order field was “1 – Primary”, and there are other
surviving members of the household, change the surviving spouse (or another household member)
to "1 - Primary".

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Printing Reports or
"Finding" to include terminated people

Printing Reports or "Finding" to include terminated people

When a member or visitor has been terminated with a Reason for Termination code, they will not be
included on any normal reports, labels, or "Finds" that you perform. If you would like to "Find" ter-
minated people, or create a report to include terminated people, then you must use Reason for Ter-
mination as a criteria of your Find or report selection.

After you click Find in either the Member file or the Visitor file, then bring the cursor to the Reason for
Termination field and type in the person’s termination code, then click Go. (You could also click Find
and type an asterisk (*) into the Reason for Termination field to find everyone who has any code here.)
A find of terminated people in the Member file will find only those members who are terminated; a find
of terminated people in the Visitor file will find only those visitors who are terminated.

You can also use Report/Label Selection screen to find terminated people. First decide if you want
your report to include members only, visitors only, or both members and visitors. Then choose All Per-
sons whose Reason for Termination is equal to the person’s termination code.

You are here: Membership > Members > The Member Individual Record > Re-activating a ter-
minated person

Re-activating a terminated person

If you would like to re-activate a person who has been terminated, then delete their reason for ter-
mination code from their record. (You may "Find" this person if you use Reason for Termination as a cri-
teria of your Find. See Printing Reports or "Finding" to Include Terminated People for more information.)

You are here: Membership > Members > Transfer from the Member File to the Visitor File > Trans-
ferring a Household/Individual from the Member File to the Visitor File

Transferring a Household/Individual from the Member File to the Visitor File

You can transfer someone from the Member File to the Visitor File at any time. When you transfer
someone to the Visitor File, all of their attendance and personal visit history transfers with them, so no
information is lost.

When you would like to move someone from the Member File to the Visitor File:
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1. First, bring the appropriate member record to the screen either by using the Prior and Next but-
tons, or by using the Find.
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2. Click Options at the top of the screen. Click Transfer to Visitor File. The Transfer to Visitor
File screen will appear. Any information that existed in that person's member record will appear
in this transfer screen.

l If you would like to transfer the entire household of people to the Visitor File, click the
radio button beside Transfer Household and all individual(s) to the Visitor File. If you
would like to transfer only selected people into the Visitor File, click the radio button
beside Transfer only selected individual(s) to the visitor file.

l If you are transferring only selected individuals, click the names of the people you wish to
transfer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then click again to
deselect it.

l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a
new household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing House-
hold will bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you
choose to transfer the person/people into a New Household, you may enter the information
for the new household by clicking on Enter New Household Information or bring over
information from the existing household by selecting Paste Current Household Inform-
ation. The personal information will automatically transfer over.

l Click OK to complete the transfer to the Visitor file.
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Once a person is transferred into the Visitor file, you may continue adding or editing information on the
visitor individual record screen.

You are here: Membership > Members > Transfer from the Member File to the Visitor File > Trans-
ferring a Household/Individual from the Member File to the Visitor File

Transferring a Household/Individual from the Member File to the Visitor File

You can transfer someone from the Member File to the Visitor File at any time. When you transfer
someone to the Visitor File, all of their attendance and personal visit history transfers with them, so no
information is lost.

When you would like to move someone from the Member File to the Visitor File:

1. First, bring the appropriate member record to the screen either by using the Prior and Next but-
tons, or by using the Find.
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2. Click Options at the top of the screen. Click Transfer to Visitor File. The Transfer to Visitor
File screen will appear. Any information that existed in that person's member record will appear
in this transfer screen.

l If you would like to transfer the entire household of people to the Visitor File, click the
radio button beside Transfer Household and all individual(s) to the Visitor File. If you
would like to transfer only selected people into the Visitor File, click the radio button
beside Transfer only selected individual(s) to the visitor file.

l If you are transferring only selected individuals, click the names of the people you wish to
transfer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then click again to
deselect it.

l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a
new household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing House-
hold will bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you
choose to transfer the person/people into a New Household, you may enter the information
for the new household by clicking on Enter New Household Information or bring over
information from the existing household by selecting Paste Current Household Inform-
ation. The personal information will automatically transfer over.

l Click OK to complete the transfer to the Visitor file.
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Once a person is transferred into the Visitor file, you may continue adding or editing information on the
visitor individual record screen.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor File

The Visitor File

In Church Windows, information about your people may be stored in either the Member file or the Vis-
itor file. In each file, a household is created and individuals are put into the household record.

Both files function exactly alike.
l You can do finds to pull up a certain set of people,
l you can create a directory that includes one file but not the other,
l you can create a directory that includes both files.
l Reports can be written to include both groups and reports can be created for just one group.

You can also transfer households and individuals from one file to another. So when a family begins
attending your church, you can create their household and individual records in the Visitor File. When
they join the church as members, that household and all of its members can be transferred to the Member
File.

Likewise, a family can belong to your church and thus be entered into the Member File. They move
away but would like to continue getting mail about the church. You can easily transfer that household
and all its members from the Member File to the Visitor File.

It is possible to use Church Windows and never use the Visitor File. (Although some churches do use it
quite extensively.) The flexibility of Church Windows allows you to decide how you will use each file.
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You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor File

The Visitor File

In Church Windows, information about your people may be stored in either the Member file or the Vis-
itor file. In each file, a household is created and individuals are put into the household record.

Both files function exactly alike.
l You can do finds to pull up a certain set of people,
l you can create a directory that includes one file but not the other,
l you can create a directory that includes both files.
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l Reports can be written to include both groups and reports can be created for just one group.

You can also transfer households and individuals from one file to another. So when a family begins
attending your church, you can create their household and individual records in the Visitor File. When
they join the church as members, that household and all of its members can be transferred to the Member
File.

Likewise, a family can belong to your church and thus be entered into the Member File. They move
away but would like to continue getting mail about the church. You can easily transfer that household
and all its members from the Member File to the Visitor File.

It is possible to use Church Windows and never use the Visitor File. (Although some churches do use it
quite extensively.) The flexibility of Church Windows allows you to decide how you will use each file.
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You are here: Membership > Visitors > Custom Fields (Visitors File)

Custom Fields (Visitors File)

Church Windows comes to you with quite a few fields already defined for you in the Visitor file to track
plenty of information about your people. You may also create additional fields in the Personal Inform-
ation area of the Visitor Individual Record to track whatever you’d like to track.

You may rename a few existing fields as well.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > Screen Display Options (Visitors File)
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Screen Display Options (Visitors File)

In Church Windows, it is possible to change the area on the screen where other information screens
appear, such as Groups/classes, Alternate Address, Individual's picture, etc. Instead of having them
appear at the bottom of the Individual side of the screen, you can have them appear in the lower half of
the Household record side. To change this setting:

l On the Visitors file, (Membership, Visitors) click Options.

l Choose Screen Display Options. A dialog box will appear, showing a list of each of the features
that you may choose to "display in a separate window".

l To have one of these features display on the left side of the screen instead of on the right, click its
box to mark it with a check mark. This allows you to see both the individual record and the selec-
ted feature at the same time. The feature will appear in a window that hovers over the Household
record side of the screen.

l At the top, there is a box called "Left-justify field labels". Marking this box will make the names
of all of your data fields in membership line up on the left side of the screens. If this box is blank,
then the field names will line up next to the fields themselves.

l Click OK to return to the Visitor Record screen, or click Cancel to ignore the changes you just
made and to return to the Visitor Record screen.

Member/Visitor Background Color Choice
You can choose to color the Member File Household and Individual screens differently from the Visitor
File Household and Individual screens so that they are more easily distinguished. See “Member/Visitor
Background Color Choice” for more information.
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You are here: Membership > Visitors > Member/Visitor Background Color Choice (Visitors)

Member/Visitor Background Color Choice (Visitors)

You can choose to color the Member File Household and Individual screens differently from the Visitor
File Household and Individual screens so that they are more easily distinguished.

See “Member/Visitor Background Color Choice” for more information on this option.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > The Visitor Household
Record

The Visitor Household Record

In the Church Windows Visitor file, the Visitor Household record contains all of the information that per-
tains to all members of that household.

There are a number of activities that can be performed with the Visitor Household record...

Adding a new visitor household
Delete a visitor household
Edit Visitor Household Information

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > Visitor Household Fields

Visitor Household Fields

The following topics detail the contents of the fields in the Visitor Household record...

Visitor Household Number 
This is a system-assigned number. After you add a new visitor household and click Save, the visitor
household number is assigned. It may not be deleted or changed. If a visitor household record is deleted,
that number will not be reassigned.
The household numbers assigned to visitor households will begin with a 9.

Mailing Label 
This field holds the name of the person or household as they would like it to appear on mailing labels and
reports. (Mr. and Mrs. William Sample, Ms. Joan Thomas, The Jones Family, etc.) This field will hold
up to 100 characters.

Address
Addresses of up to 30 characters can be placed in each of the lines of this field. The second address line
would typically be used for PO boxes or any extra address information. The second address line may be
left blank.
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City State 
This field has a maximum of 40 characters, and is to hold the city and state information. When entering
new visitor households,you have the option of having this field default to the city and state that has been
entered for your organization's address. (See "System Profile" for more information about entering your
organization’s address.) You may accept this city and state or enter new ones. This field will not accept
commas in between the city and state, since the Post Office requires no punctuation on mailing labels.
This field is a List field; every new entry that you make here will be added to the list of options for this
field. This field may be renamed - see "Relabeling Assigned fields".

If a city/state entry needs to be edited or deleted, you may do so by clicking on the small box to the right
of the City State field. To delete an incorrect or unwanted entry, scroll to find the entry, click the entry
to highlight it, and click the OK button. The next time you enter a household using that City/State, it will
be re-entered into the drop-down list. Note, however, that correcting an entry on the CityState list does
not correct it on the records that were entered using the incorrect form of the city and state. You will
need to edit those records and that can easily be done using a mass edit. See “Mass Edit” for more
information.

Zip Code 
This will handle "Zip plus 4" codes. (The system can use Zip+4+2 for creating barcodes for bulk mail,
but the last 2 digits are not stored in the Zip code field, they are calculated elsewhere.) When entering
new households, you have the option of having this field default to the Zip code that has been entered
into the System Profile for your organization's address. (See System Profile for more information about
entering your organization’s address.)
This is a List field, so clicking on the down arrow at the right will display a list of all of the Zip codes
that have been entered for this field. When entering information, you may either press Enter to accept
the default Zip code, click the down arrow to choose from the list, or type in a new Zip code.

This field is a List field; every new entry that you make here will be added to the list of options for this
field. If a Zip code entry needs to be edited or deleted, you may do so by clicking on the small box to the
right of the Zip code field. To delete an incorrect or unwanted entry, scroll to find the entry, and click
the OK button. The next time you enter a household using that Zip code, it will be re-entered into the
drop-down list. Note, however, that correcting an entry on the Zip Code list does not correct it on the
records that were entered using the incorrect form of the Zip code. You will need to edit those records
and that can easily be done using a mass edit. See Mass Edit for more information.

See List Maintenance - City, State, and Zip Code lists.. This field may be renamed - see Relabeling
Assigned fields.

Carrier Route
Using a Carrier Route will help reduce the cost of bulk mailings. This field will hold up to 4 characters.
This field may be renamed - see "Relabeling Assigned fields". Contact your local post office for more
information.

Home Phone/Unlisted 
This field has space for the three-digit area code and seven-digit phone number. Church Windows will
enter the punctuation for you, you can just enter the numbers.
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Beside the phone number is the Unlisted Box. If this box is marked with a check mark, then this home
phone number will not print on any directories (using the "Directory" option under the Membership,
Reports menu). Unlisted phone numbers will print on all other Church Windows reports with an asterisk
(*) next to the phone number to indicate that it is unlisted.

You may Tab to this box and press the space bar to check or clear it, or you may click this box with the
mouse to check or clear it.

Mailing Code 
This field is a list field; a one, two, or three-character code may be entered here to designate this visitor
household's mailing code. The meaning will appear next to the code. You create these codes to best suit
your organization's needs; "All Mailings," "Newsletter Only," and "No Mailings" are examples. Since
Mailing code is a household field, keep in mind that the entry here pertains to everyone in the household.
See "List Fields - Entering Codes" for more information.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Geographic Area 
This field is a list field; a one, two, or three-character code may be entered here to designate this visitor
household's geographic area. The code's definition will appear beside it. You create these codes to best
suit your organization's needs. See "List Fields - Entering Codes" for more information.

This field may be renamed and used for something else if you wish - see "Relabeling Assigned fields".
Keep in mind, though, that this is a household field, so whatever you use this field for should be some-
thing that pertains to everyone in that household.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Last Update 
This field is automatically updated by the system each time a change is made to this record. No entries
are necessary here, but you may easily search and report on this field.

Household Members 
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This field is compiled by the program to list all of the members of the visitor household, their family rela-
tion (as entered in the Family Relation field), and their ages if you have selected to display them. To
quickly view a family member's individual record, just click on that person's name here in the Household
Members field; their Individual record will appear on the right.

If a Preferred First Name has been entered and the Use on Reports box has been marked with a
check mark – as in a person named William, who goes by Bill, the Preferred First Name will appear
in the Household Members box.

The age display is controlled by a setting on the Membership Profile screen. (From the main Church Win-
dows screen, click Membership, Special Functions, Membership Profile. The Age section of that screen
controls the display in the Household Members. See Age Display Option for more information.) In order
for the system to display a person’s age, then the person’s complete birth date must be entered into the
Birth date field on that person’s Individual Record.

Household members appear here in order by their individual numbers.

To rearrange household members, click the Reorder button on the Household Members bar (located on
the Household side of the screen). The Reorder Individuals screen opens up showing the names of the
individuals in that household. At the right side of this list is the word order that appears with an up
arrow above it and a down arrow below it.

To move an individual, highlight the name of the individual by clicking on the name in the list. To move
the individual up toward the top of the list, click the up arrow until the name appears where you would
like it. To move the individual down on the list, click the down arrow. Click the OK button to close the
box. The individuals in the household will be re-ordered and will have new Individual numbers.

For example, if you’d like the person whose individual number is "xxxxx-5" to appear first, then you
must click the up arrow and move him into the first position on the list. When you close the Reorder
box, his individual number will now be "xxxxx-1". Everyone else will have been moved down one pos-
ition and their individual number will reflect the change.
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Household Comments 
l Highlight the Visitor Household side of the screen.

l Click the Comments button at the top right side of the screen to bring the Household Comments
section to the screen. (The Comments button is a hand writing in a book. If comments exist for
the current Household record, then the button will show an "H" in the book.)

l Type in the information you wish to store in this section. Delete information using the delete or
backspace keys. Just as in a word processing program, the text will wrap around or you can use
ENTER to advance to the next line.

There is no limit to the amount of information that this field will hold. If you have entered more inform-
ation than will display on the screen, then use the up or down arrows on the scroll bar to view the rest of
the information.

To return the household record to normal, click the Household button at the top of the screen. (The
house and car.)

Keep in mind that whatever information you store here would pertain to the entire household. For com-
ments about an individual person, see "Individual Comments".

Household Alternate Address 
This area is to store an alternate address for a visitor household, to be used in cases where everyone in
the household moves to a different address for a time each year. The alternate address is date-sensitive.
When an alternate address exists for a household, then any labels you print during the dates that the
address is in effect will have the alternate address printed on them. Also, while a household alternate
address is in effect, the household’s regular address appears on the screen in red.

To view, enter, or edit the household alternate address:

l Highlight the Visitor Household Record side of the screen.

l Click the Alternate Address button. (The mailbox.)

l Enter the date range that this address is to be effective: MM/DD to MM/DD. No year is required
here, since people tend to have the same habits year to year.

l Enter the alternate address and phone information.

l Note: The Mailing Label field does not have to be re-entered in the Alternate Address.

l To return the household record to normal, click on the Household button at the top of the screen.
(The house and car.)

javascript:void(0);
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l Once an alternate address exists for the household displayed, then the button will change from an
empty mailbox to a mailbox with its flag raised, a letter in the box, and an "H" next to it.

Note: If the address for that household is copied over to another software in order to print an envelope
with the address on it and the alternate address is in effect, the alternate address is the one that will
print.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > Adding a New Visitor

Adding a New Visitor

To add a visitor household record:

l From the Church Windows Initial Button Bar or from the member file screen, clickMembership
and click Visitors.

l The Visitor File will appear.

l Click Add. A blank Visitor Household Record and Visitor Individual Record screen will open.

l In the Mailing Label field, enter the visitor’s household name as you would like it to appear on
mailing labels; for example, "Mr. And Mrs. William Sample" or "Mr. William Sample and Mrs.
Wanda Weaver-Sample."

l Enter the rest of the visitor’s household information. Press TAB to advance through the fields.
(See "System Profile" in the Getting Started book of the manuals or help screens for more inform-
ation on changing this setting to accept ENTER to advance through fields.)

l For more information about the fields in the Visitor’s Household record, see "The Visitor House-
hold Record" book in the Membership book or the Help.

l When you have finished entering the visitor household information, either click the Visitor Indi-
vidual Record to begin entering information for the first individual in that household or click Save
to save this new household.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > Delete a visitor house-
hold
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Delete a visitor household

Caution: Deleting a visitor household permanently removes that family’s records from your database.
Once you delete a visitor household, there is no way to recover the information it contained. If the indi-
viduals in the household have left your organization, you may want to mark them as terminated instead.
See "Reason for Termination (Visitors File) " for more information about the Reason for Termination
field.

To delete a visitor’s household and all individuals within that household:
l Make sure that the correct visitor’s household record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Visitor Household Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen: click Yes to delete that record, No to cancel
the deletion. When a visitor household record is deleted, that visitor household number will not be
reassigned.

Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See "Terminating an Individual (Visitors File) " for
more information.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > Household Print (Current
Visitor Household Only)

Household Print (Current Visitor Household Only)

If you would like to print information for this visitor household only, for example, you’d like just one
quick label, then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the visitor household number.
Clicking this Print button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the pro-
cedure is identical to the print process everywhere else in church Windows. See "Report Format " to con-
tinue.

You may also copy the mailing information for this household to another software program where you
can print envelopes. See “Copy Address to another software program (Visitor File)” for more inform-
ation.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > Create Maps from
Addresses in the Visitor File
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Create Maps from Addresses in the Visitor File

You can create maps or driving instructions to a household address in the Visitor File using the N/S/E/W
button. Clicking this button will allow you to create maps or driving instructions to that house by a direct
link to Mapquest.com. See Create Maps from Addresses in Membership for more information.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > Edit Household Inform-
ation (Visitors File)

Edit Household Information (Visitors File)

The Church Windows Visitor Household and Visitor Individual Record screens are always in Edit mode.
To edit a record:

l Click the field you would like to change.

l Make your changes.

l Click Save, or click Cancel to cancel these changes.

You may set Church Windows to automatically save any changes you have made without having to click
the Save button. See "Confirm Changes to Member File " on the "Membership Profile " screen.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Household Record > List Maintenance - City,
State, and Zip Code lists (Visitors File)

List Maintenance - City, State, and Zip Code lists (Visitors File)

Each time you enter a visitor’s household record with a different city-state or Zip code, this new data is
automatically added to the lists for the CityState or Zip code fields. These lists appear when you begin to
type information into these fields, or when you click the drop-down arrow in the field.

You may wish to delete duplications of the same city-state or Zip code, since every new item that you
type into these two fields is automatically added to the lists. You might get a duplication if on one record
you entered Oxford, OH and on another Oxford OH. You would want to delete the entry with the
comma, as the post office does not want punctuation in the labels you print for addresses.

Deletions may be made from either the Member File or the Visitor File.
l To delete an entry, click the box to the left of the City/State field or to the left of the Zip code
field.
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l The Maintain Zip code list box appears or the Maintain CityState list box appears.

l Using the mouse, click the item you wish to delete.

l Continue to tag all of your deletions.

l You may delete all entries by clicking the "Tag all" button or cancel the choices by clicking the
"Un-tag all" button.

l Click OK to save your changes or Cancel to cancel your changes.

Note: Editing an entry on the Maintain CityState list or the Maintain Zip code list does not correct it on
the records that were entered using the incorrect form of the city and state or the zip code. You will
need to edit those individual records and that can easily be done using a mass edit. See “Mass Edit” for
more information.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > The Visitor Individual
Record

The Visitor Individual Record

In the Church Windows Visitor file, the Visitor Individual record contains all of the information that per-
tains to one person.

Add an individual visitor
To add an individual to an existing Visitor Household:

l Make sure that the appropriate Visitor Household Record appears on the left side of the screen.
(Using Find or Prior and Next.)
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l Highlight the Visitor Individual Record side of the screen by either clicking on the Individual but-
ton or clicking anywhere on the right side of the screen.

l Click Add.

l Enter the person's information. For more information about fields in the Individual record, see Indi-
vidual Record - assigned fields in the Getting Started book of this Help system/manual.

l Click Save, and that person will be assigned an individual number that consists of the household
number plus an extension.

l The system will then ask you how you’d like to continue: Add another individual to this household,
Add another household, or Exit the add mode.

l To add another individual to this household, select Add Individual, or select Add Household to
add another household, or select Exit Add to exit the add mode.

It is also possible to transfer an existing individual record into another household. See Transfer an indi-
vidual to another household for more information.

Delete an individual visitor
To delete a Visitor individual's record from Church Windows:

l Make sure that the person's record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Visitors Individual Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen; click Yes to delete that record, No to cancel
the deletion.

Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-the-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See "Terminating an Individual" for more information.

Individual Print (Current visitor Only) 
If you would like to print information for this visitor only, for example you'd like just one quick label,
then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the individual number. Clicking this Print
button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the procedure is identical
to the print process everywhere else in Church Windows. See "Report Format" to continue.

You may also copy the mailing information for this person to another software program where you can
print envelopes. See “Copy Address to another software program” for more information.
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Edit visitor Information 
The Church Windows Visitor Household and Individual Record screens are always in Edit mode. To edit
a record:

l Click the field you would like to change.

l Make your changes.

l Click Save, or click Cancel to cancel these changes.

You may set Church Windows to automatically save any changes you have made without having to click
the Save button. See "Confirm Changes to Member File" on the Membership Profile screen.

Transfer an individual visitor to another visitor household 
There may be times when an individual record should be moved from one household to another.
Examples of this situation might be a young adult moving from the parents' house and into their own
household, or a young couple who gets married and begins a new household.

l Bring the individual's member record to the screen, either using Prior and Next or the Find button.

l Click Options.

l Click Transfer individual. The Transfer individual dialog box will appear. A list on the left
side of the screen will contain all of the individuals in the household that appeared on the screen
in the Member File. If you are transferring only selected individuals, click on the names of the
people you wish to transfer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then
click again to deselect it.

l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a new
household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing Household will
bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you choose to transfer
the person/people into a NewHousehold, you may enter the information for the new household by
clicking on Enter New HouseholdInformation or bring over the information from the existing
household by selecting Paste Current Household Information.

l Click OK to transfer the individuals, or click Cancel to cancel these changes and return to the
Member file screen.

l If you transfer someone out of a household and there are no members left in the household, a
screen will appear asking if you wish to delete the household. Click Yes to delete the household;
click No to leave it.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > The Visitor Individual
Record
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The Visitor Individual Record

In the Church Windows Visitor file, the Visitor Individual record contains all of the information that per-
tains to one person.

Add an individual visitor
To add an individual to an existing Visitor Household:

l Make sure that the appropriate Visitor Household Record appears on the left side of the screen.
(Using Find or Prior and Next.)

l Highlight the Visitor Individual Record side of the screen by either clicking on the Individual but-
ton or clicking anywhere on the right side of the screen.

l Click Add.

l Enter the person's information. For more information about fields in the Individual record, see Indi-
vidual Record - assigned fields in the Getting Started book of this Help system/manual.

l Click Save, and that person will be assigned an individual number that consists of the household
number plus an extension.

l The system will then ask you how you’d like to continue: Add another individual to this household,
Add another household, or Exit the add mode.

l To add another individual to this household, select Add Individual, or select Add Household to
add another household, or select Exit Add to exit the add mode.

It is also possible to transfer an existing individual record into another household. See Transfer an indi-
vidual to another household for more information.

Delete an individual visitor
To delete a Visitor individual's record from Church Windows:

l Make sure that the person's record appears on the screen.

l Highlight the Visitors Individual Record side of the screen.

l Click Delete.

l Church Windows will show a confirmation screen; click Yes to delete that record, No to cancel
the deletion.

Keep in mind that it is not necessary to "delete" a person to keep them from appearing on reports or
labels. If a person who passes away or leaves the church is deleted as soon as they leave, then you will
not be able to use Church Windows to create your end-of-the-year reports that need to know how many
people left the church during the year. A better way to remove these people from your system is to give
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them a code in their Reason for Termination field. See "Terminating an Individual" for more information.

Individual Print (Current visitor Only) 
If you would like to print information for this visitor only, for example you'd like just one quick label,
then click the small printer button that appears to the right of the individual number. Clicking this Print
button will take you directly to the Report Format screen; from that point on, the procedure is identical
to the print process everywhere else in Church Windows. See "Report Format" to continue.

You may also copy the mailing information for this person to another software program where you can
print envelopes. See “Copy Address to another software program” for more information.

Edit visitor Information 
The Church Windows Visitor Household and Individual Record screens are always in Edit mode. To edit
a record:

l Click the field you would like to change.

l Make your changes.

l Click Save, or click Cancel to cancel these changes.

You may set Church Windows to automatically save any changes you have made without having to click
the Save button. See "Confirm Changes to Member File" on the Membership Profile screen.

Transfer an individual visitor to another visitor household 
There may be times when an individual record should be moved from one household to another.
Examples of this situation might be a young adult moving from the parents' house and into their own
household, or a young couple who gets married and begins a new household.

l Bring the individual's member record to the screen, either using Prior and Next or the Find button.

l Click Options.

l Click Transfer individual. The Transfer individual dialog box will appear. A list on the left
side of the screen will contain all of the individuals in the household that appeared on the screen
in the Member File. If you are transferring only selected individuals, click on the names of the
people you wish to transfer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then
click again to deselect it.

l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a new
household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing Household will
bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you choose to transfer
the person/people into a NewHousehold, you may enter the information for the new household by
clicking on Enter New HouseholdInformation or bring over the information from the existing
household by selecting Paste Current Household Information.
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l Click OK to transfer the individuals, or click Cancel to cancel these changes and return to the
Member file screen.

l If you transfer someone out of a household and there are no members left in the household, a
screen will appear asking if you wish to delete the household. Click Yes to delete the household;
click No to leave it.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > Visitor Individual Fields

Visitor Record Individual Fields

The Individual Visitor Record contains the following fields... 

 Visitor Individual Number
This field is a system-assigned number, comprised of the visitor household number and an extension. A
number assigned to an individual within a household will begin with a 9.

If you want to change the order of the members in a household, you can easily do so. Changing their
order will change the last digit of the Visitor Individual Number.

To rearrange household members, click the Reorder button on the Household Members bar (located on
the Household side of the screen). The Reorder Individuals screen opens up showing the names of the
individuals in that household. At the right side of this list is the word "Order" that appears with an up
arrow above it and a down arrow below it.

To move an individual, highlight the name of the individual by clicking on the name in the list. To move
the individual up toward the top of the list, click the up arrow until the name appears where you would
like it. To move the individual down on the list, click the down arrow. Click the OK button to close the
box. The individuals in the household will be re-ordered and will have new Individual numbers.
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For example, if you'd like the person whose individual number is "xxxxx-5" to appear first, then you must
click the up arrow and move him into the first position on the list. When you close the Reorder box, his
individual number will now be "xxxxx-1". Everyone else will have been moved down one position and
their individual number will reflect the change.

Name Fields
First Name 
This field will hold up to 30 characters of the person’s first name.

Title 
This field will hold up to 12 characters to store this person's title, i.e. Mr., Mrs., Rev., Dr., etc.

Preferred First Name 
This area is to store the preferred first name, or nickname. This field will hold up to 30 characters. You
would mark the Use on Reports box if this person would like their nickname to be used on reports and dir-
ectories. If the Use on Reports box is checked, then the Preferred First Name will be the name showing
in the Household Members box.

Middle Name 
This field will hold up to 30 characters.

Middle names may be displayed on reports, excluding the church directory. See "Membership Profile "
to tell the system to print middle names on reports.

Last Name 
Maximum characters for this field is 30. When you are entering a new individual, this field defaults to
the last word in the Mailing Label field. When you click Find, this field becomes a List field called
Name, from which you may select a person's name to Find.

If a person has a suffix after their last name, it is very important that the suffix be entered into the Suffix
field. It is important that the Last Name field contain only the last name with no commas or suffixes.
The system will insert a comma in between the last name and the suffix automatically on reports.

Suffix 
Maximum characters for this field is 5. This field is for suffixes like Jr., II, etc. If a person has a suffix
after their last name, it is very important that the suffix be entered into the Suffix field. It is important
that the Last Name field contain only the last name with no commas or suffixes. The system will insert a
comma in between the last name and the suffix automatically on reports.

Giver #
The number that is placed is kept track of in the Donations module. If you wish to make changes to the
number, click the # sign next to the field, and use the Manage #s screen to make your changes. View the
Giving associate with the Giver # by clicking the button with the envelope on it. To View and Enter
Pledges for the Giver #, click the button with the blue ribbon on it.

Personal Information Fields

javascript:void(0);
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All of the fields in the lower section of the Visitor File Individual record are used to track additional
information about each person. Church Windows was shipped to you with some fields already entered
here; you may enter more of your own completely customized fields. The fields you create may be used
to track any additional information that your organization may need. For more information about adding
your own customized fields, see "Add a Custom Field".

Birth Date
In Church Windows, all date fields require 8 characters. (You must enter a 4-digit year.) If you do not
know a part of the date, you may enter question marks, i.e. 05/??/19??. Church Windows uses the birth
date to calculate ages both for reporting purposes and to display in the Household Members section of
the Household Record. When entering dates, just enter the numbers; Church Windows will add the
slashes for you.

Visitor Family Relation 
Each person in your Visitor File should have a code in the Family Relation field to indicate their pos-
ition in the household. Their entry in this field will display next to their name in the list of Household
Members at the bottom of the Household Record. This field comes to you with some sample codes
entered for you to choose from; you may add your own codes and definitions to this list if you wish.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

School Grade
This is a two-character field to track a person's year in school. (Always use two digits for first through
ninth grades. If a person is in first grade, it is important to enter "01" here instead of "1".) It may be used
to track preschool and post-high school grades as well as K through 12. The system can automatically
advance everyone’s school grade for you, see Advance School Grade for more information.

Gender
This field is a List field, accepting "M" or "F" to indicate a person's gender.

Work Phone 
This is a telephone number field used to track an individual's work phone number.

Individual Comments 
l Click the Individual side of the screen to highlight it, or click the Visitor Individual Record but-
ton in the button bar.

l Click the Comments button (a hand writing in a book) to bring the Individual Comments section
to the screen.
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l Type in the information you wish to store in this section. Delete information using the delete or
backspace keys. The text will wrap around to the next line or you may use ENTER to advance to
the next line.

l Click Save, then click the Individual Record button at the top to return the screen to normal.

l Once Comments exist for the Individual displayed, then the Comments button will show an "I" in
the book.

There is no limit to the amount of information that this field will hold. If you have entered more inform-
ation than will display on the screen, then use the up or down arrows on the scroll bar to view the rest of
the information.

Individual Alternate Address 
To store an alternate address for an individual (a college student, for example):

l Highlight the Individual record side of the screen or click the individual icon.

l Click the Visitor Alternate Address button. (The mailbox.)

l Enter the date range that this address is to be effective: MM/DD to MM/DD. (No year is required
here, since people usually have the same patterns from year to year.)

l Enter the alternate address and phone information.

l Click Save, then click the Individual Record button at the top to return the screen to normal.

l Once an alternate address exists for the individual displayed, then the button will change from an
empty mailbox to a mailbox with its flag raised, a letter in the box, and an "I" next to it.

When an Individual alternate address is in effect, then all labels printed for that person will use the
alternate address. In addition, if the address for that person is copied over to another software in order to
print an envelope with the address on it and the alternate address is in effect, the alternate address is the
one that will print.

Status Code
This field is a List Field designed to indicate a person’s relationship to the church, including visitors.
You may create your own categories with this List Field. Some examples for members might be – act-
ive, inactive, baptized, child, associate. Visitor codes might be - active visitor, potential, other, etc. This
field is unique in that not only can you create your own status categories, but also you can tell the system
whether or not this particular status code is regarded as a "member" status code.

You indicate whether a status code is a member status or not on the list of available codes for this field.
Click the down arrow next to the Status Code field to see a list of all codes. You will see that this list
has an extra column calledMember, and each code has a box in this column that may be checked. For
each code in your list that indicates a status of a member of the church, click in its corresponding box to
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place a check mark there. For each code in your Status box that indicates a non-member, be certain to
leave the Member column unchecked. For reporting purposes later, you can then limit searches only to
"visitors" and then it would automatically print only those who have a "visitor" status code in their indi-
vidual records. Correspondingly, if you limited a search to "members," no visitors would appear on the
list.
The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The items will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Include on Directory
This field is a List field, which means that it will only accept predefined codes as entries. In most other
fields in Church Windows, you may add, edit, and delete these codes, but the codes in Include on Dir-
ectory may not be changed. For a person to appear on any directories that you print, there must be a code
entered in their Include on Directory field.

l A Yes code means the person is to be included on the directory.

l A No code means the person is NOT to be included on the directory.

Each person who is to be included on the directory must also have the Directory/Report Order field filled
in. The Directory/Report Order field tells the computer how members of the family relate to one another.

Most list fields may be hidden so they do not appear on the screen. If you hide the Include on Directory
field in both the Member File and the Visitor File, the Directory function will not be available.

Note: If you are a user updating to Church Windows 2007 from a previous version (2004 or
earlier), the existing Include on Directory field data will be transferred to the Directory/Report Order
field and the Include on Directory field will be automatically populated based on whether or not there
was data in the old Include on Directory field.

Directory/Report Order
This field is a List field, which means that it will only accept predefined codes as entries. In most fields
in Church Windows, you may add, edit, and delete these codes, but the codes in Directory/Report
Order may not be changed.

This field tells the computer how members of the family relate to one another. In directories and reports,
it defines the way people will be listed.

These codes are:

Primary - This denotes the person whose name should appear first in the directory listing. (The husband,
for example.) One and only one person in each household must be designated as Primary.

Secondary - This denotes the person whose name should appear second in the directory listing. (The
wife, for example.) Only one person in each family may be designated as Secondary, but it is not
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required to have a Secondary person in every household.

Child (w/family) - This denotes a child's name that should appear with the family in the listing. Give all
children in each household a code of 3 for Child. If any children have a different last name from the
Primary person, that last name will also be printed in the directory.

Secondary/primary separately - This listing would be used when a couple has two different last
names. In this case, one person in the couple would get a code of 1 for Primary and the other would get a
code of 4 for Secondary/Primary separately. The listing will appear twice - once under one last name
and again under the other. For example, if a wife has retained her maiden name, then the husband would
be designated as 1 for Primary, and the wife would have a 4 in her record. Then, the family would be lis-
ted under "Jones, John/Adams, Mary", and also "Adams, Mary/Jones, John" and people can find them in
the directory no matter which last name they know them by.

Individual separately - This means that particular person lives in a household with other people, but
would appear by themselves in their own entry on the directory. This might be used for children who are
over eighteen but still living with their parents, for roommates, or for older parents living with their adult
children.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.
Also, in creating custom report formats, Church Windows uses the Directory/Report Order field to
place family members on reports correctly. The system will not know how members of the family relate
to one another unless this field is filled in.

If you choose to print a church directory from Church Windows, each person on the directory must have
a ‘Yes’ in the Include on Directory field and must have the Directory/Report Order field filled in. Some
organizations choose to print a character such as an asterisk after some people’s names in the directory.
This character might indicate that they are a member, a certain kind of member, or a non-member. An
example might be to print an asterisk next to a member's non-member spouse. If you would like a char-
acter such as this to be printed after the first name, then in that person's Directory/Report Order field,
enter the code number (1-5) to indicate how they should appear, then enter an asterisk (or other char-
acter) after the code number in that field. That character will appear after the first name in the directory

Reason for Termination 
This field is a List field. A one, two, or three-character code which you have designed may be
entered here and the definition will appear beside it. Some choices might be transfer, death, etc. (If
you have a denominational version of Church Windows, then the codes and definitions may
already exist based on your denomination’s annual reporting requirements.)

Any visitor with a code in their Reason for Termination field will be automatically removed from all
reports, lists, and Finds. They effectively "disappear" from your system. After a person has a reason for
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termination, then the only way to include this person on a report or Find is by specifically asking for ter-
minated people. For more information, see "Terminating an Individual" or "Printing Reports to Include
Terminated People".

Keep in mind that when someone has a Reason for Termination, their Household record will still be act-
ive and will show up on reports or labels that are limited to "All Households". To avoid this, base your
household reports or labels on "All Persons" and a certain Mailing Code or range of Mailing Codes
instead.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. Open the list field so you
see the list of codes and their description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The codes will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

Termination Date 
This is a date field used to track the date a visitor left your organization. When entering a date into a
date field, you need only enter the numbers; Church Windows will add the punctuation. Note that the
year is four digits, not two. If you are unsure of part of a date, enter question marks.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > Visitor Field Controls

Visitor Field Controls

These handy buttons give you more control over the visitor information fields.

Order of Fields (Visitor Individual Record) 
To change the order in which the visitor Individual fields appear on the screen:

l From the Visitors screen, click Options and choose Customize Fields. Click on the Add/De-
lete/Rearrange Fields for Visitor File tab at the top.
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The order in which fields appear in this list is the order that they appear on the Individual record. To
change a field’s position on the screen, you would simply move it up or down in this list.

Click the field you would like to move. At the right side of this list is the word "order" that appears with
an up arrow above it and a down arrow below it. To move the field up toward the top of the list, click the
up arrow until the field appears where you would like it. To move the field down, click the down arrow.

Changing field order in Visitors works exactly the same way. Use the "order" arrows up or down to
move the field as desired.

Once the field appears where you would like it, either continue on with your work on this screen, or
click OK to make your changes final and return to the Members or the Visitors screen.

E-mail Button (visitors) 
Next to the printer and directions buttons on the Member/Visitor Individual Record is the E-mail button.

Clicking this button will allow you to create and send an e-mail directly to that person using your default
E-mail program.

Clicking on an individual's e-mail icon immediately opens the e-mail service to a new message. Church
Windows will automatically place the e-mail address in the To box. All you need do is write the mes-
sage and click Send.

If an individual has more than one e-mail address, CW will provide both e-mail addresses in the TO box.
You may send the e-mail to both addresses or delete the one you do not wish to use.
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For more information, see

l "Getting Ready to Use the E-mail Feature in Church Windows;"
l "E-mail a Message to One Person;"
l "E-mail a Message to Several People;"
l "Sending Reports Through E-mail."

Copy Address Button 
Next to the printer and directions buttons on the Member/Visitor Individual Record is the Copy Address
button.
Clicking this button will allow you to copy the address for this person to another software program where
you can print the name and address directly on an envelope. See “Copy address to another software pro-
gram” for more information.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > Terminating an Individual
(Visitors File)

Terminating an Individual (Visitors File)

In Church Windows, any individual who has an entry in the Reason for Termination field will not appear
on reports or attendance information. Some churches’ policy is to keep records of people who have ter-
minated their membership so that they may accurately and easily fill out denominational reports that
require this information at the end of the year. To learn more about terminating people, see ...

l "Terminating an Individual (death, transfer out, etc.) ";
l "Printing Reports or "Finding" to include terminated people;"
l "Re-activating a terminated person."

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > Advance School Grade
(Visitors File)

Advance School Grade (Visitors File)

Church Windows has a utility that will change people’s entry in their School Grade field to the next
higher grade.

To learn more about the Advance Year in School utility, see Advance School Grade.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > Advance School Grade
(Visitors File)

Advance School Grade (Visitors File)

Church Windows has a utility that will change people’s entry in their School Grade field to the next
higher grade.
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To learn more about the Advance Year in School utility, see Advance School Grade.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > The Visitor Individual Record > Advance Classes in
Groups/Classes (Visitors File)

Advance Classes in Groups/Classes (Visitors File)

Church Windows has a utility that will change people's entry in their Groups/Classes field to the next
higher group or class. This routine will allow you to advance the total membership of a group or selected
members in the group.

See Advance Classes in Groups/Classes.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > Visitor Reports > Visitor Reports

Visitor Reports

SelectingMembershipand Reportswill bring up the reports options that are the same from the reports
button off the Membership Portal. For more detailed information on how all the reports screens work,
see the reports section under the Membership Portal topic of this help interface.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > Visitor Reports > Visitor Reports

Visitor Reports

SelectingMembershipand Reportswill bring up the reports options that are the same from the reports
button off the Membership Portal. For more detailed information on how all the reports screens work,
see the reports section under the Membership Portal topic of this help interface.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > Transfer from the Visitor File to the Member File > Trans-
fer Visitor to Member File

Transfer Visitor to Member File

You can transfer someone from the Visitor File to the Member File at any time. When you transfer
someone to the Member File, all of their attendance and personal visit history transfers with them, so no
information is lost.

When you would like to move someone from the Visitor File to the Member File:

l First, bring the appropriate member record to the screen either by using the Prior and Next but-
tons, or by using the Find.

l Click Options at the top of the screen. Click Transfer to Member File. The Transfer to Member
File screen will appear. Any information that existed in that person's visitor record will appear in
this transfer screen.
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l If you would like to transfer the entire household of people to the Member File, click the radio
button beside Transfer Household and all individual(s) to the Member File. If you would like
to transfer only selected people into the Member File, click the radio button beside Transfer
only selected individual(s) to the Member file.

l If you are transferring only selected individuals, click the names of the people you wish to trans-
fer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then click again to deselect it.

l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a new
household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing Household will
bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you choose to transfer
the person/people into a New Household, you may enter the information for the new household by
clicking on Enter New Household Information or bring over information from the existing house-
hold by selecting Paste Current Household Information. The personal information will auto-
matically transfer over.

l Click OK to complete the transfer to the Member file.

Once a person is transferred into the Member file, you may continue adding or editing information on the
member individual record screen.

You are here: Membership > Visitors > Transfer from the Visitor File to the Member File > Trans-
fer Visitor to Member File

Transfer Visitor to Member File

You can transfer someone from the Visitor File to the Member File at any time. When you transfer
someone to the Member File, all of their attendance and personal visit history transfers with them, so no
information is lost.

When you would like to move someone from the Visitor File to the Member File:

l First, bring the appropriate member record to the screen either by using the Prior and Next but-
tons, or by using the Find.

l Click Options at the top of the screen. Click Transfer to Member File. The Transfer to Member
File screen will appear. Any information that existed in that person's visitor record will appear in
this transfer screen.

l If you would like to transfer the entire household of people to the Member File, click the radio
button beside Transfer Household and all individual(s) to the Member File. If you would like
to transfer only selected people into the Member File, click the radio button beside Transfer
only selected individual(s) to the Member file.

l If you are transferring only selected individuals, click the names of the people you wish to trans-
fer. This selection is a toggle; you can click the name to select it, then click again to deselect it.
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l Click the radio button to choose whether this person/these people should be entered as a new
household or as an addition(s) to an existing household. Clicking on Existing Household will
bring a drop-down list from which to choose the appropriate household. If you choose to transfer
the person/people into a New Household, you may enter the information for the new household by
clicking on Enter New Household Information or bring over information from the existing house-
hold by selecting Paste Current Household Information. The personal information will auto-
matically transfer over.

l Click OK to complete the transfer to the Member file.

Once a person is transferred into the Member file, you may continue adding or editing information on the
member individual record screen.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Using the
Find Button

Using the Find Button

Clicking on the Find button will allow you to look for and "Find" one certain record or a group of
records. You may base this Find on the information in any field in the Household or Individual records in
the Member file or the Visitor file. The Find button in conjunction with the Find Grid is a very powerful
tool that you may use to view or edit your membership data as well as print reports and labels or create
export files.

To find a certain record or group of records from the Members or Visitors screen:

l Click Find.

l Click the field that contains the criteria you would like to search by.

l Enter the information into that field. (Ex: You would like to bring up a list of everyone who is in
grade 11; click the School Grade field and type "11" in that field. Do not type in the quotes.)

l If you want to combine criteria for this Find, then click the other fields and enter your information.
Click Go when you are ready to perform the Find.

If only one person meets the criteria of your Find, then that person’s individual record will appear on the
screen. If more than one person meets your Find criteria, then these people will appear on the Member
Find Grid or the Visitor Find Grid. (See "Results of a Find - The Find Grid " for more information.)

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Using the
Find Button

Using the Find Button

Clicking on the Find button will allow you to look for and "Find" one certain record or a group of
records. You may base this Find on the information in any field in the Household or Individual records in
the Member file or the Visitor file. The Find button in conjunction with the Find Grid is a very powerful
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tool that you may use to view or edit your membership data as well as print reports and labels or create
export files.

To find a certain record or group of records from the Members or Visitors screen:

l Click Find.

l Click the field that contains the criteria you would like to search by.

l Enter the information into that field. (Ex: You would like to bring up a list of everyone who is in
grade 11; click the School Grade field and type "11" in that field. Do not type in the quotes.)

l If you want to combine criteria for this Find, then click the other fields and enter your information.
Click Go when you are ready to perform the Find.

If only one person meets the criteria of your Find, then that person’s individual record will appear on the
screen. If more than one person meets your Find criteria, then these people will appear on the Member
Find Grid or the Visitor Find Grid. (See "Results of a Find - The Find Grid " for more information.)

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Using the
Find Button

Using the Find Button

Clicking on the Find button will allow you to look for and "Find" one certain record or a group of
records. You may base this Find on the information in any field in the Household or Individual records in
the Member file or the Visitor file. The Find button in conjunction with the Find Grid is a very powerful
tool that you may use to view or edit your membership data as well as print reports and labels or create
export files.

To find a certain record or group of records from the Members or Visitors screen:

l Click Find.

l Click the field that contains the criteria you would like to search by.

l Enter the information into that field. (Ex: You would like to bring up a list of everyone who is in
grade 11; click the School Grade field and type "11" in that field. Do not type in the quotes.)

l If you want to combine criteria for this Find, then click the other fields and enter your information.
Click Go when you are ready to perform the Find.

If only one person meets the criteria of your Find, then that person’s individual record will appear on the
screen. If more than one person meets your Find criteria, then these people will appear on the Member
Find Grid or the Visitor Find Grid. (See "Results of a Find - The Find Grid " for more information.)
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You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Capabilities
of a "Find"

Capabilities of a "Find"

NOTE: A FIND done in the Member file will not find visitors; a FIND done in the Visitor file will not
find members .If you want a report to include both members and visitors, use Reports. See the Reports
section in the Membership Portal topic for more information.

Combining information:
You may Find using as many fields for filtering criteria as you like. For example, you could find anyone
of a particular gender, in a particular grade, with a particular mailing code and geographic area.

Case-specific:
The search is not case-specific. For example, to find everyone whose first name is Bob, in the first name
field you may type in "Bob," "bob," or "BOB."

Find by Name:
When you click the Member or Visitor Find button, the Last Name field becomes a list field called
Name. To Find based on a person's name, either click the down arrow that appears at the right of this
field, or begin typing the last name of the person you wish to find. A list of all members or visitors in
your database will appear. You can continue typing the person's name until it is highlighted in the list and
then press ENTER to select it or you can use the mouse and the arrows on the scroll bar to move to that
person's name on the list, then click it to select it.

Find by City State or Zip Code:
When searching on City State, or Zip code, once you begin typing, a list will appear. You needn't type
the entire entry. Once you see the choice you want, you can click that choice to insert it. You may also
use the asterisk to indicate a wild card or a colon to indicate a range while finding on City State or Zip
Code. See those topics below for more information.

Find on Alternate Address:
From the Member screen or from the Visitor screen, click Find, select the Individual side of the
screen, click the Alternate Address button, and place an asterisk (*) in the alternate address line 1.
This will bring to the Find Grid everyone who has any information in the first line of the individual
alternate address.

Find on a range of information:
You may Find on a range of criteria using a colon (:). For example, if you wanted to Find a group of
people who are in high school, then in the school grade field, you would enter "09:12". Church Windows
will then find everyone who is in grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.
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You may use a colon to Find based on any range of information. To Find on a range of codes in a List
field, then type in the first code, a colon, and the last code. The system will find everyone who has any
code between (and including) the first and last. The order of codes is based on the order that they appear
in the drop-down list of codes for that field.

You can Find on a range of dates in a date field - just type all 8 digits of the first date, a colon, and all 8
digits of the last date. (Type just the digits, no slashes.) For example, to Find everyone who became a
member of your church in the year 2003, click Find, and in the Membership Date field, type
01012003:12312003. (Do not type the period.)

Find on a portion of information:
Using an asterisk (*) as a wild card, Church Windows will also Find on part of a field. You may place
the asterisk at the beginning or end of the field, or both. For example, you might like to find everyone
who lives on a street named Main. Click on Find, then on the first address line type *Main*. This will
find everyone who has the word "Main" in their first address line, regardless of what is before or after
the word "Main" (Main Boulevard, Main Avenue or Main Street.)

You could use the asterisk in any field you wish. For example, you could get everyone whose birthday is
in January by finding on "01*" in the Birth date field. This tells the system to find everyone whose birth
date field starts with 01 regardless of what follows the 01. Or you could Find someone whose home
phone is in a certain area code by finding on the area code followed by an asterisk. You may place the
asterisk before the information to find all those whose fields end with that information. For example, to
get a report of everyone who joined your church in a certain year, you could find on "*2003" in the Mem-
bership Date field. This asks the system for everyone whose Membership date ends in 2003, regardless
of what comes before it.

Find All Households:
To get a list of all households entered into your Church Windows Members or Visitors database, click
Membership, Members or onMembership, Visitors. Click Find, then select the Household record
(either by clicking anywhere in the left side of the screen or by clicking on the Household record icon),
and click on Go. Note that only household fields will display on the Find Grid.

Find All Individuals:
To get a list of every individual entered into your Church Windows Members or Visitor database, click
Membership, Members or onMembership, Visitors and then on Find. Click Go. Both household and
individual fields will display on the Find Grid.

Keep in mind that to have fields from Individual records appear on the grid, then a field from the Indi-
vidual Record must be a factor in your Find. For example, if you'd like all individuals who have a certain
Mailing Code to appear on the grid, and you performed a Find on that Mailing Code, then only House-
hold Records will appear on the Grid, since Mailing Code is a Household field. To have Individuals
appear on the grid, either click on the "person" icon to highlight that side of the screen, or place an aster-
isk (*) into an Individual field as part of your Find. We suggest you place this asterisk into the Name
field, since everyone has a name.
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Along the same line, if you would like to sort the records on the grid by an Individual field, then Indi-
vidual information must appear on the grid. Alphabetically by last name, then first name is the way that
most people like their grid sorted, but you cannot sort alphabetically if your Find was based on House-
hold information only.

Finding on Comments, Groups/Classes, Skills/Interests, or Alternate Addresses:
You may also find a record or group of records based on information in the Comments,
Groups/Classes, Skills/Interests, or Alternate Address sections. For example, to Find those people in
a certain group or groups, from the Member screen or from the Visitor screen, click the Find button,
and click either the Groups/classes button or the Skills/interests button to display that area of the
screen. Click the Select item(s) to find button. The list of all of your groups and classes or skills and
interests will appear. Select the groups or skills you would like to find by clicking on the gray record
selector button to the left of the code. (Hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard to select more than
one group or skill.) Click the Highlight item(s) to find then click here button. You may combine the
groups or skills criteria with any other member or visitor criteria for your Find. Click Go to activate the
Find and bring those who meet the criteria to the Grid. In Groups/Classes and Skills/Interests, you may
do a Find on any of the fields containing data on that person's membership in Groups/Classes or Skill-
s/Interests. For example, you could ask to find all the people who had a Role of "C" for Chairperson in
Groups/Classes. You could do a Find on Transfer Date or Transfer Reason. Or you could do a Find on
everyone who has a Level in Skills/Interests of "P" for Professional.

Important note:When you do a Find on Group/Class membership, it is not date-sensitive to the start
and end dates of their group membership. Finding on a Group or Class will bring to the Find Grid every-
one who has that Group or Class on their Individual record, regardless of their start and end dates.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Saving Find
Criteria

Saving Find Criteria

If you have a complicated set of Find criteria that you might use frequently, you can save that set of Find
criteria so you don’t have to re-type it every time. For example, let’s say you frequently use Find to ask
for everyone who has a Status code of Active, an Occupation of Retired, and a Skill/Interest of Garden-
ing (to round up those volunteers to work on the flower beds!). Instead of clicking Find and re-entering
the criteria, you could save that Find for use later.

To save Find criteria:

l From the Member or Visitor screen,

l Click Find and enter your criteria into the fields.

l Click Go to display the Find Grid with everyone who meets that set of criteria.
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l On the Find Grid, click the Save button. The Save Find Criteria screen will appear. This screen
will list the criteria of this Find and the sort order that the Find Grid is currently using, and at the
bottom is a space for you to type a name for this Find selection. Type a name into this field (such
as "VOLUNTEER GARDENERS" for the above example). The name will automatically appear
in all capital letters and it may only include letters or numbers – no characters such as punctuation
may be a part of the Saved Find name.

l Once you have entered a name, click Save. The system will give you a message that it has saved
the Find criteria. Click Close to exit the Save Find Criteria screen.

l The system will not allow you to give two Saved Finds the same name. If you try to save a Find
selection using a name that already has been used for another Saved Find, then the system will
tell you that it is a duplicate name and ask that you try again. At this point, you may either choose
a different name for your new Find selection, or you may rename or delete the old one in order to
use that name for the new one. To rename or delete the old one, click the Maintain List of Saved
Finds button. To rename the existing Saved Find, click the Rename Saved Finds tab at the top of
the screen, click the down arrow in the Old Name field to select that existing Saved Find, type a
new name into the New Name field, and click Rename Saved Find. If you’d like to delete that
existing Saved Find, then click the Delete Saved Finds tab at the top of the screen, select the
Find you’d like to delete, and click the Delete Saved Find button. This will remove that Saved
Find from your list. After either process, click the Close button on the Maintain List of Saved
Finds screen to return to the Save Find Criteria screen, where you can now save the new Find
criteria with that name.

l Remember that this process saves the selection criteria, not the people whose names appear on
the Find Grid. If you run a Saved Find later, you might get different people on the Find Grid, since
next time, different people may meet that set of criteria if there have been changes made to your
membership data, such as adding or terminating members.

l Remember that finds are done in EITHER the Member file or the Visitor file. A find done in the
Member file will not find visitors; a find done in the Visitor file will not find members. For our
example find, you may want to set up a similar find in Visitors to find all visitors interested in
Gardening.

l Remember that Saved Finds in the Visitor File are separate from Saved Finds in the Member File.
A find created and saved in the Member File will not be available to use in the Visitor File. A
find created and saved in the Visitor File will not be available to use in the Member File.

Important note about Saved Finds: If you are using passwords in Church Windows, then each person
(or password) will have their own separate list of Saved Finds.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Using a
Saved Find
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Using a Saved Find

Important note about Saved Finds: If you are using passwords in Church Windows, then each person
(or password) will have their own separate list of Saved Finds.

Once you have saved a set of Find criteria with a name, then you can easily re-run that Find again later.
Keep in mind that in doing so, you are using only that same set of criteria; it does not mean that you’ll
always get the same results on the Find Grid, because different people could meet that criteria at any
time.

To use a Saved Find:

1. On the Members screen, RIGHT-click on the Find button. A list of all Saved Finds that were cre-
ated using this password will appear.

2. Left-click the Saved Find that you’d like to run. The system will immediately start that Find and,
if more than one record meets the criteria of that Find, then the Find Grid will appear. You may
then print reports or work with the Grid as you normally would.

Remember that finds are done in EITHER the Member file or the Visitor file. A find done in the Mem-
ber file will not find visitors; a find done in the Visitor file will not find members.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Using the "Find" Button > Editing or
Deleting Saved Finds

Editing or Deleting Saved Finds

Important note about Saved Finds: If you are using passwords in Church Windows, then each person (or
password) will have their own separate list of Saved Finds. Remember, too, that finds may need to be
done in both the Member file and the Visitor file to get all the appropriate names.

Once you have saved some sets of Find criteria, you may then edit those Saved Finds. You may edit the
names of the Saved Finds, or you may delete the Saved Finds. You accomplish these tasks on the screen
calledMaintain List of Saved Finds. You may open this maintenance screen one of two ways:

1. On the Members or Visitors screen, RIGHT-click on the Find button. A list will appear that
includes all of your existing Saved Finds, and the top item on this list is Maintain List of Saved
Finds. Left-click that item, and the Maintain List of Saved Finds screen will appear.

2. Once you have performed a Find and the screen is displaying the Find Grid, click the Save but-
ton. On the Save Criteria screen that appears is a button forMaintain List of Saved Finds.
Click this button to edit or delete a Saved Find.

Once the Maintain List of Saved Finds screen is open:
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l To change the name of an existing Saved Find, click the Rename Saved Finds tab at the top of
the screen. In the Old Name field, click the down arrow and select the existing Saved Find that
you’d like to rename. Type the new name into the New Name field (you may not use the name of
any other existing Saved Finds), and click the Rename Saved Find button. The system will con-
firm your change, then change the name of that Saved Find.

l To delete an existing Saved Find, click the Delete Saved Finds tab at the top of the screen. Click
the down arrow to select the Saved Find that you’d like to delete, then click the Delete Saved
Find button. The system will confirm your change, then tell you that this Saved Find has been
deleted.

When you have finished making your changes to your existing Saved Finds, click the Close button.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Res-
ults of a Find - The Find Grid

Results of a Find - The Find Grid

If only one person fits the specifications of the Find you have performed, then only that person's record
will appear on the Member or Visitor Household and Individual record screen. If more than one person
meets the criteria of the Find, then this list of people will appear on the screen in the Member Find
Grid or the Visitor Find Grid. This grid is a very convenient way to work with a list of people. You
can look at and manipulate the data in many records at the same time. There is usually much more
information on the Grid than you can see at once; if you click the right arrow on the scroll bar at the bot-
tom of the screen, then the Grid will scroll to the right and show you the other fields. Click the down
arrow in the scroll bar to the right of the Grid to see more records.

Pictured below is a sample of the Find Grid.

Both in this picture and in your system, when you get to the Member or Visitor Find Grid, you may
notice that it seems like there are duplicate records. In most cases, there are not. If your Find included
information from the Individual record, it may appear that way because there can be many individuals in
the same Household. The information that appears on the grid first is household information: Household
number, Mailing Label, Address 1, etc. Since individuals in the same household have the same house-
hold information, that household information will be repeated for each individual.

For the sake of clarity, while working in the Find Grid, keep in mind that "fields" are the pieces of
information whose titles appear at the top of the grid. "Mailing Label", "Address Line 1", and "House-
hold Number" are examples of Fields. On the other hand, each Individual or Household on the grid is a
"Record". Records stretch horizontally across the grid, while Fields are vertical columns.
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You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Res-
ults of a Find - The Find Grid
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Results of a Find - The Find Grid

If only one person fits the specifications of the Find you have performed, then only that person's record
will appear on the Member or Visitor Household and Individual record screen. If more than one person
meets the criteria of the Find, then this list of people will appear on the screen in the Member Find
Grid or the Visitor Find Grid. This grid is a very convenient way to work with a list of people. You
can look at and manipulate the data in many records at the same time. There is usually much more
information on the Grid than you can see at once; if you click the right arrow on the scroll bar at the bot-
tom of the screen, then the Grid will scroll to the right and show you the other fields. Click the down
arrow in the scroll bar to the right of the Grid to see more records.

Pictured below is a sample of the Find Grid.

Both in this picture and in your system, when you get to the Member or Visitor Find Grid, you may
notice that it seems like there are duplicate records. In most cases, there are not. If your Find included
information from the Individual record, it may appear that way because there can be many individuals in
the same Household. The information that appears on the grid first is household information: Household
number, Mailing Label, Address 1, etc. Since individuals in the same household have the same house-
hold information, that household information will be repeated for each individual.

For the sake of clarity, while working in the Find Grid, keep in mind that "fields" are the pieces of
information whose titles appear at the top of the grid. "Mailing Label", "Address Line 1", and "House-
hold Number" are examples of Fields. On the other hand, each Individual or Household on the grid is a
"Record". Records stretch horizontally across the grid, while Fields are vertical columns.
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You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Dis-
play Criteria
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Display criteria

To see the criteria by which this group has been found and sorted, click the Criteria button. A box will
appear that lists what people appear on the Member or Visitor Find Grid (the Find criteria you used)
and the order that they are sorted by on the Grid.

Also, the total number of records appearing on the Find Grid is shown in the title bar at the top of the
screen. The title bar at the top of the Grid shows "Member Find Grid - XX records" – or "Visitor Find
Grid – XX records" - where XX is the number of records that meet your criteria.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Edit
the find results

Edit the find results

You can edit a record from the grid just as easily as you can from the actual record screen:

l Click the field that you wish to edit.

l A cursor will appear in that field.

l Make your changes. To delete data that is already in the field, use the delete or backspace key.
Once you move the cursor anywhere outside that field, your changes will be saved.

l If that field is a List field, then a down arrow will appear on the right side of that field; clicking
on that arrow will bring up that field's dialog box which lists all of the possible codes and defin-
itions. You may use this dialog box to continue.

l Your changes are saved when you move the cursor to another field.

l Any changes that you make here on the Find Grid will carry over to the Household and Individual
records.

You may also edit records on the Grid using Mass Edit or Group/Skill Assignment. See "Mass Edit
(from the Find Grid)" or "Group/Skill Assignment (from the Find Grid)" for more information about these
functions.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Go
To Record

Go To Record

To move from the grid to a certain household or individual record, click anywhere on that record to high-
light it, then click the Go To button. That person’s record will appear on the Household and Individual
record screen. To return to the Member or Visitor Find Grid, click the Display Find Results button on
the Button Bar on the Member file or Visitor file screen. (It appears between the Next button and the
Household Record button after you have performed a Find.) The same grid will appear until you per-
form another Find.
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You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Refresh the Find Grid

Refresh the Find Grid

Clicking on the Refresh button will force Church Windows to re-read all of the information in each
record in the grid, updating the information to its most current state. This button would be useful after
you have made changes to the information displayed in the grid, and would be especially helpful if these
changes would affect the sort order. Simply click Refresh whenever you want to make sure that the
information showing is completely up-to-date. Keep in mind that if you have changed a person’s inform-
ation in such a way that they no longer meet the criteria of your Find, then they will be removed from the
Grid when you click Refresh.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Cus-
tomizing the Find Grid

Customizing the Find Grid

There are several ways to customize the Member or Visitor Find Grid to suit your purposes:

1. You may choose which information fields from all of the available data will appear on the grid.
(See "Choose fields to display".)

2. You may choose the order in which these fields appear on the grid. (See "Moving field position
within the grid".)

3. You may decide the order in which the member or visitor records on the grid are sorted. (See
"Sort Order (on the Member Find Grid)".)

4. You may change the appearance of the grid. (See "Find Grid Appearance - Row and Column
Size" or "Find Grid Appearance - Colors and Text ".)

5. You may rename or delete Saved Finds. (See "Editing or Deleting Saved Finds ".)

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Choose fields to display

Choose fields to display

You may select any household or individual information fields to display on the Member or Visitor Find
grid, in any order. Keep in mind, though, that you may only display fields from the individual records if
individual information was included when you did the Find. (See "Capabilities of a Find".) To change the
fields that appear on the grid:
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l From the Member or Visitor Find Grid, click Options. The Grid Options screen will appear.

l The screen will default to showing the View information. There are three lists of fields showing.
The two lists on the left are the lists of list of all possible fields to display: one for Available
householdfields and one for Available individualfields. The list on the right is a list of the fields
that will display on the grid. The order in which fields appear in the Fields to Display list is also
the order in which they will appear on the grid.

l You design the Fields to Display list by selecting from the Available householdfields and Avail-
able individualfields lists.

l If you wish to start with an empty list, click on Delete All to remove all the fields from the list of
chosen fields.

l Or if you'd rather, you may edit the list that appears instead of starting with an empty list. To
remove a field from the list, click that field name in the Fields to Display list to select it, then
click the Delete button.

l Add a field to the list either by double-clicking on an item in one of the Available fields lists, or
by clicking once on an item in that list, then clicking on Add.

l To add every Household field to the list of fields to display, click the Add All button that appears
next to the Available householdfields list.

l To add every Individual field to the list of fields to display, click the Add All button that appears
next to the Available individualfields list.
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l To rearrange the order in which fields appear on the grid, use the Order buttons (up and down
arrows) that appear at the right of the Fields to Display list. To move a field up toward the top of
the list, click that field name to select it, and click the up arrow button until the field has moved to
the desired position. To move a field down in the list, click that field name, and use the down
arrow button.

l If you would like the display list you have created to be the default grid for all Finds that you per-
form, then click the Save as default box to put a check mark there. If you use passwords in
Church Windows, then this will be the default grid when you enter Church Windows using your
password.

l Click OK to exit this screen, or click Cancel to cancel your changes and exit this dialog box.

Note: Remember that changes made to the Member File Grid do not affect the Visitor File Grid. If you
wish to change both grids, you must go to the Member file and do a find to get to the Member Find Grid.
You must go to the Visitor file and do a find to get to the Visitor File Grid.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Mov-
ing field position within the grid

Moving field position within the grid

You may change the position of any of the fields (columns) that display on the Member or Visitor Find
Grid. You may make this change in one of two ways:

Method #1; Select Grid Options from a Menu:
l Click the Options button at the top of the grid. The Grid Options screen will appear.

l This screen defaults to showing the View tab, where you will make the field order changes.

l The Fields to Display list shows the fields that will display on the grid and the order in which
they will appear. Top to bottom on this list equals left to right on the grid.

l To move a field on the grid, select that field name in the Fields to Display list, then use the up or
down Order buttons that appear at the right of this list.

Method #2; Use drag-and-drop with the Mouse:
l On the Member or Visitor Find Grid screen, click the column heading that you would like to
move. The column itself will become highlighted. Let go of the mouse button.

l Click the column heading again, but this time hold down the mouse button and drag the column to
the left or right.

l Let go of the mouse once the column is where you would like it to be.
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l You may also move more than one column at a time. This method will only work if the columns
you would like to move currently appear next to each other. Click the first column heading you
would like to move, and without letting go of the mouse, move the mouse pointer over the other
columns you would like to move. Once the columns are all highlighted, let go of the mouse button.

l Now click anywhere in the highlighted column headings again, and hold down the mouse button to
drag the columns to the left or right.

l Let go of the mouse once the columns are where you would like them to be.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Sort
Order (on the Find Grid)

Sort Order (on the Find Grid)

There are two ways to sort information on the Find Grid.

 If only a primary sort (one column) is needed then by right clicking on the column heading you can
choose to sort information in ascending or descending order.

OR

If you need to sort on a combination of fields:
Note: If you wish to change the sort order in both the Member and the Visitor find grids, you must make
the changes in both the Member file/Find Grid and the Visitor file/Find Grid.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Find
Grid Appearance (Colors and Text)

Find Grid Appearance (Colors and Text)

You may change how the Member or Visitor Find Grid looks on your screen. You may make the text
bold or not, and you may change the colors of the lines on the grid. To make these changes:

l On the Find Grid, click the Options button. This will bring up the Grid Options screen.

l At the top of the Grid Options screen, click the Appearance tab.

l A check mark in the Bold text box will make the text on the grid will appear in bold. If this box is
empty, then the text will appear in a normal font. Click to mark or clear the box.

l If the 3-D Background box is marked, then the grid will appear in gray with a 3-D appearance.
Click to mark or clear the box.
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l The 3-D Background box must be clear in order for you to be able to edit row colors. If the 3-D
Background box is clear and the Alternate Row Color box is clear as well, then the grid will
appear in flat white.

l If you mark the Alternate Row Color box, then you will be able to define two different colors for
the rows: one color for even rows, one color for odd rows. When you clicke of the Change but-
tons beneath the even or odd row colors, you will be able to select from a color palette and apply
a different color to the rows.

l To make these appearance changes become the default for the appearance of your grid, then mark
the Save as default box. If you use a password to get into Church Windows, then this default will
only apply when you start Church Windows with your password. Other people’s passwords will
not be affected.

l Click OK to close the Grid Options screen and apply your changes, or click Cancel to close this
screen and discard your changes.

Note: If you wish to change the grid appearance in both the Member and the Visitor find grids, you must
make the changes in both the Member file/Find Grid and the Visitor file/Find Grid.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid > Find
Grid Appearance (Row and Column Size)

Find Grid Appearance (Row and Column Size)

On the Member or Visitor Find Grid, you may easily change the height of the rows and width of the
columns if you wish.

l When you change the height of a row, then all rows on the grid will become that size. To change
row height, move the mouse pointer to the far left of the grid, to the column of gray record
selector buttons. Hover the mouse pointer over a horizontal line. When the mouse pointer
becomes a line with arrows on either side, then click and drag the line up or down to make the
rows larger or smaller. When you let go of the mouse button, then all rows on the grid will be as
large or as small as you have made the one row.

l When you change the width of a column, only that column’s width will be affected. To change
column width, move the mouse pointer to the heading line that contains the field names. Hover the
mouse pointer over a vertical line on either side of the field name whose width you’d like to
change. When the mouse pointer becomes a line with arrows on either side, then click and drag
the line to the left or right to make the column larger or smaller. When you let go of the mouse but-
ton, then that column will remain at the width you have selected.

Note: If you wish to change the grid appearance in both the Member and the Visitor find grids, you must
make the changes in both the Member file/Find Grid and the Visitor file/Find Grid.
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You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Selecting records (In the Find Grid)

Selecting records (In the Find Grid)

In the Member or Visitor Find Grid, you may highlight or "select" records. This is useful in printing,
mass editing, and using Group/Skill Assignment from the grid, because when you use these functions
while records are selected, then only the selected records will be included or affected. The method of
selecting records conforms to the Windows standards used while in Windows Explorer: Click,
CTRL+Click, and SHIFT+Click.

l To select just one record, simply click to highlight it. You may also click the gray record
selector button at the left side of the grid to select a record.

l To select more than one record, hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard while clicking on
the records.

l To select a range of records, click to highlight the first record in the range, hold down the
SHIFT key on your keyboard, and click the last record in the range. All records in between will
be selected as well.

l To select all records on the grid, click the Select all button at the top of the screen.

l To clear all selections, click the small gray button at the top left corner of the grid information,
just to the left of the field name column headings. (This gray button is the top button in the record
selector column.) Clicking the Refresh button will clear all selections as well.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Selecting a Block of Records

Selecting a Block of Records

To select a large consecutive group of records in the Member or Visitor Find Grid:

l Click the first record in the range to highlight it.

l Scroll down to the last record in the range, and hold down the SHIFT key while clicking the last
record. The entire range of records will be selected.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Select All Records (On the Find Grid)
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Select All Records (On the Find Grid)

On the Member or Visitor Find Grid, you may select or highlight all records by clicking on the Select
All button.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Removing Record Selections (In the Find Grid)

Removing Record Selections (In the Find Grid)

To un-select a record that has been highlighted on the Member or Visitor Find Grid:

l Click a different record without holding down the CTRL or SHIFT keys. Or

l To clear all selections, click the small gray button at the top left corner of the grid information,
just to the left of the field name column headings. (This gray button is the top button in the record
selector column.) Clicking the Refresh button will clear all selections as well.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Results of a Find - The Find Grid >
Close the Find Grid

Close the Find Grid

On the Member or Visitor Find Grid, clicking on the Close button will close the grid and return the
screen to the MembersFile or the Visitors File. You may return to this same grid by clicking on the
Grid button in the Button Bar. (This button appears between the Next and the Household record but-
tons.) You may keep returning to the same grid until you have performed another Find.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Printing from the Find Grid > Print the
Find Grid As Seen

Print the Find Grid As Seen

Once you have built your Member or Visitor Find Grid so that it appears exactly they way you would
like to see it on the printed page, you may easily print the Grid "as seen".

In order to build the Grid as you would like to see it on the page:

l First, perform a Find in the Member File or the Visitor File to get the desired people to appear on
the Find Grid. See "Using the Find Button" for more information.

l Then, make sure that the people on the Grid are sorted in the order you would like. See "Sort
Order (on the Find Grid) " for more information.
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l Lastly, make sure that only the fields that you want to print appear on the Grid, and make sure
that they appear in the order you would like to see them on the report. See "Choose Fields to Dis-
play" and "Moving Field position within the Grid".

l Once the Find Grid is ready to be printed "as seen", then click the Print Grid button. See "Print
Grid Options" to continue.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Printing from the Find Grid > Print the
Find Grid As Seen

Print the Find Grid As Seen

Once you have built your Member or Visitor Find Grid so that it appears exactly they way you would
like to see it on the printed page, you may easily print the Grid "as seen".

In order to build the Grid as you would like to see it on the page:

l First, perform a Find in the Member File or the Visitor File to get the desired people to appear on
the Find Grid. See "Using the Find Button" for more information.

l Then, make sure that the people on the Grid are sorted in the order you would like. See "Sort
Order (on the Find Grid) " for more information.

l Lastly, make sure that only the fields that you want to print appear on the Grid, and make sure
that they appear in the order you would like to see them on the report. See "Choose Fields to Dis-
play" and "Moving Field position within the Grid".

l Once the Find Grid is ready to be printed "as seen", then click the Print Grid button. See "Print
Grid Options" to continue.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Printing from the Find Grid > Print Grid
Options

Print Grid Options

After you design your Find Grid and click the Print Grid button, the Print Grid Options screen will
appear:
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Heading Options
In the Heading Options section, you may decide how you’d like headings to appear on this report. If you
do want a heading on this report, then type the heading text into the field called Type in desired head-
ing. You may also choose to include the current time and date in the report headings by marking the
Include Date in Heading or Include Time in Heading boxes.

If you choose to Include Heading on Every Page, then headings will print on each page, and you will
be able to select one of the page number options as well.

If you choose to Include Heading on First Page Only, then you will not have the option to include page
numbers at the top of the pages.

If you choose No Headings, then you will not have the options to type in a heading or include the time or
date, and the option to include page numbers at the top will not be available.

Include Criteria in Footer
Mark this box with a check if you would like the query definition to appear at the bottom of the page. If
you choose this option, then the Page numbers at Bottom option will not be available.

Allow Variable Row Height
If you would like the row height to adjust itself according to the amount of data in the field, then mark
this box with a check.
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Page Number Options
If you do not want page numbers to appear on your printout, then select No page numbers. If you have
selected to include headings on every page, then the Page numbers at top option will be available. If
you have NOT selected to include criteria in the footer, then you will be able to choose Page numbers
at bottom if you would like them placed at the bottom of each page.

Preview
If you would like to view a print preview before this grid report is sent to the printer, then mark this
box. If this box is clear, then when you click Next, your report will be sent directly to the printer.

Select Printer
If you are using Church Windows on a network, or if you have more than one printer connected to your
computer, then you may use the Select Printer button, which brings up the Page Setup screen. Here
you may indicate on which printer you would like this report printed. Also, if you would like to print your
report on a different size of paper, or in Portrait or Landscape format, then you would make these
changes here as well. You may also set paper margins here.

On the Page Setup screen is a Printer button where you may change the printer and the properties for
that printer.

Next/Cancel
When you have finished making the selections for this report, click Next to continue; if you have marked
the Preview box, your report will appear on the Print Preview screen, where you may view it or send it
to the printer. If you have not marked the Preview box, then your report will be sent directly to the selec-
ted printer.

If you do not wish to print your report, or if you wish to close the Print Grid Options screen, then click
the Cancel button.

You are here: Membership > "Find" and the Find Grid > Printing from the Find Grid > Printing
from the Grid

Printing from the Grid

In Church Windows Membership, from the Member File and from the Visitor File, you can print reports
and labels, create a custom report, create mail-merge files, and export data from the Find Grid. In work-
ing from the grid, you can choose exactly which records or group of records you would like to print or
export. You can print the information from all of the records on the grid, or you may select only certain
records to print. The order in which the records appear on the grid is the order in which they will print on
your report or labels.
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When performing your Find, keep in mind that if you would like to print information from Individual
records on your report or labels, then a field in the Individual record must be a criteria of your Find. For
example, if you would like to print labels for all individuals who have a certain mailing code and you per-
form a Find solely on that mailing code, then your labels will be able to contain only information from
the Household record, since the mailing code field is a household field. The best way to handle a situ-
ation like this is to perform a Find on two criteria: that mailing code, and enter an asterisk (*) into the
Name field (in the Individual record). In this way, you will be able to print information from fields in
both the Household and the Individual records.

If you would like to sort households in alphabetical order, you must have Individual information included
as criteria of your Find, since there is no first name or last name field in the Household record.

To print reports from the Member Find Grid, first perform a Find in the Member File or the Visitor File
to bring the selected people to the Grid. (See "Using the Find Button".) Then, make sure that the records
are sorted on the Grid in the order that you would like them to appear in on the report or labels. (See
"Sort Order (On the Find Grid)".) If you would like your report or labels to include only certain records
on the Grid instead of all of them, then select those records. (See "Selecting Records (In the Find
Grid)".)

Once your people appear on the Find Grid in the desired way, then click the Print button at the top of
the Grid. The Report Format screen will appear, and the printing procedure from here is the same as
anywhere else in the program. (See "Report Format" to continue.)

You are here: Membership > Group/Skill Assignment > Group/Skill Assignment

Group/Skill Assignment

In Church Windows, you may use the Group/Skill Assignment feature to quickly add groups or skills to
your people’s records. If you open the Group/Skill Assignment function from the Member File screen or
from the Visitor File screen, then you will be able to choose from a list of all individuals and visitors in
your database.

From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes / Skills/Interests
Assignment,

or

From the Members File (Membership, Members) or from the Visitors File (Membership, Visitors),
click Options and choose Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment.

l At the top right, click radio button to select Groups/Classes or Skills/Interests.

Or, to add a new group, click on the Add Groups/Classes button, then create the new group's code
and definition. Click Add to add that new group, and then click Close to close the list of all groups. Use
the same method to add a new skill: click on the AddSkills/Interests button, enter the code and descrip-
tion of the new skill/interest, click Add to add the new skill, then click Close to close the list of skills.

l If you selected Groups/Classes, click the Level box and select the Division, Department, and
Category under which the class you want is listed. If you did not set up Divisions, Departments
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and Categories, select [All Groups/Classes].

l After you have selected either Groups/Classes or Skills/Interests, click the down arrow in the
Select box and choose the specific group or skill that you wish to enter people into.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description.

l On the left side of the screen, there will be a list of all individuals in your database (this list will
include people from both Members and Visitors). At the right of the screen, there will be a blank
box for you to put the members' names in. (If there are already people who are members of this
group or skill, their names will appear in the list box on the right.)
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l To select a person, clickce on that person's name to highlight it. (Click the down or up arrows or
use the scroll bar to see other people.) Note that if you have selected to "Display address on indi-
vidual dropdowns" on the System Profile screen, then when you hold the mouse pointer over a per-
son's name, a pop-up box will appear that lists their name and first address line. This may help
identify people who may have the same names.

l To add this person to this group, either double-click on that person's name, or click the gray box to
the left of the code to select it and then click the Add button.

That person's name will appear in the list on the right; this is now the list of members of this group.

You may also select people from the list using the keyboard. In the field above the names on the left,
begin typing a person's last name, first name. The list will scroll to highlight the closest match to the
name you are typing. When the correct person is highlighted, press ENTER to add that person to the list.
Then continue typing the next last name, first name.

Continue in this manner until you have entered as many group members as you wish.

l If you wish to add every member in the left column to this group, class, skill, or interest, just click
the Add All button.

l To remove one single name from the list of group members, click that name in the right column to
highlight it, and then click the Delete button.

l To remove all group members from this group (i.e., to empty the list on the right), click the Clear
button.

l When the list is complete, click Save. If you have been entering names into a group or class, then
the system will then ask if you'd like to enter a date range that would indicate these people's valid
dates of membership in this group. Enter the date range as MM/DD/YYYY without the slashes.
If you enter a date range here, it will be entered on all of the records of the individuals you just
added to this group in this session. You are not required to enter dates here. There are no Start
and End Dates for skills/interests.

l Click OK on that message, and the information for this group will be saved, and this group will
now appear on all of these new group members' individual records.

l You may select another group or skill and continue to add members, or you could click Close to
close this screen.

You are here: Membership > Group/Skill Assignment > Group/Skill Assignment
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Group/Skill Assignment

In Church Windows, you may use the Group/Skill Assignment feature to quickly add groups or skills to
your people’s records. If you open the Group/Skill Assignment function from the Member File screen or
from the Visitor File screen, then you will be able to choose from a list of all individuals and visitors in
your database.

From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, Attendance, Groups/Classes / Skills/Interests
Assignment,

or

From the Members File (Membership, Members) or from the Visitors File (Membership, Visitors),
click Options and choose Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment.

l At the top right, click radio button to select Groups/Classes or Skills/Interests.

Or, to add a new group, click on the Add Groups/Classes button, then create the new group's code
and definition. Click Add to add that new group, and then click Close to close the list of all groups. Use
the same method to add a new skill: click on the AddSkills/Interests button, enter the code and descrip-
tion of the new skill/interest, click Add to add the new skill, then click Close to close the list of skills.

l If you selected Groups/Classes, click the Level box and select the Division, Department, and
Category under which the class you want is listed. If you did not set up Divisions, Departments
and Categories, select [All Groups/Classes].

l After you have selected either Groups/Classes or Skills/Interests, click the down arrow in the
Select box and choose the specific group or skill that you wish to enter people into.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description.

l On the left side of the screen, there will be a list of all individuals in your database (this list will
include people from both Members and Visitors). At the right of the screen, there will be a blank
box for you to put the members' names in. (If there are already people who are members of this
group or skill, their names will appear in the list box on the right.)
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l To select a person, clickce on that person's name to highlight it. (Click the down or up arrows or
use the scroll bar to see other people.) Note that if you have selected to "Display address on indi-
vidual dropdowns" on the System Profile screen, then when you hold the mouse pointer over a per-
son's name, a pop-up box will appear that lists their name and first address line. This may help
identify people who may have the same names.

l To add this person to this group, either double-click on that person's name, or click the gray box to
the left of the code to select it and then click the Add button.

That person's name will appear in the list on the right; this is now the list of members of this group.

You may also select people from the list using the keyboard. In the field above the names on the left,
begin typing a person's last name, first name. The list will scroll to highlight the closest match to the
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name you are typing. When the correct person is highlighted, press ENTER to add that person to the list.
Then continue typing the next last name, first name.

Continue in this manner until you have entered as many group members as you wish.

l If you wish to add every member in the left column to this group, class, skill, or interest, just click
the Add All button.

l To remove one single name from the list of group members, click that name in the right column to
highlight it, and then click the Delete button.

l To remove all group members from this group (i.e., to empty the list on the right), click the Clear
button.

l When the list is complete, click Save. If you have been entering names into a group or class, then
the system will then ask if you'd like to enter a date range that would indicate these people's valid
dates of membership in this group. Enter the date range as MM/DD/YYYY without the slashes.
If you enter a date range here, it will be entered on all of the records of the individuals you just
added to this group in this session. You are not required to enter dates here. There are no Start
and End Dates for skills/interests.

l Click OK on that message, and the information for this group will be saved, and this group will
now appear on all of these new group members' individual records.

l You may select another group or skill and continue to add members, or you could click Close to
close this screen.

You are here: Membership > Group/Skill Assignment > Group/Skill Assignment (from the Find
Grid)

Group/Skill Assignment (from the Find Grid)

If you open this function through the Member Find Grid or the Visitor Find Grid, then only the people
who appear on the grid will be available to add to a new group or skill. Thus, if you entered from the
Member Find Grid, you will not be able to add any visitors to the group or skill. And, if you entered from
the Visitor Find Grid, you will not be able to add any members to the group or skill. If both members and
visitors will be in the group or skill, you will need to do the assignment from both segments of the pro-
gram or use Group/Skill Assignment from Options on either the Member screen or the Visitor screen.
Keep in mind that if you have not included a field from the Individual Record as a criterion of your Find,
then the Group/Skill Assignment option will not be available to you. To access Group/Skill Assignment
from the Find Grid:

l First, perform a Find to bring your selected people to the Find Grid.

l Then click the Assign button. The Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignment screen will
appear. Once you select a group or skill, then the list of people to choose from will only contain
those people who appear on the Find Grid.
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If you wish to make this group of people even smaller, you can select records on the grid. Any records
that are selected on the grid will be the only people who will appear on the Groups/Classes/Skill-
s/Interests Assignment screen. If no records are selected, then all records on the grid will appear.

l To select a record on the Grid, click that record to highlight it. To select more than one record at
the same time, hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard while clicking on records. To select a
range of records, click the first record in the range, then hold down the SHIFT key on your key-
board while clicking on the last record in the range.

l Once the appropriate records are highlighted, click the Assign button. The Groups/Classes/Skill-
s/Interests Assignment screen will appear, and once you choose a group or skill, then only those
people whose records are highlighted will appear in the list to select from.

l See Group/Skill Assignment for details on using this function.

You are here: Membership > Group/Skill Assignment > Report from Group/Skill Assignment

Report from Group/Skill Assignment

On the screen, you can easily create a report, mailing labels, or an export file for the members of a cer-
tain group or skill.

l To open the Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignmentscreen, open the Member file (Mem-
bership, Members) or the Visitors File (Membership, Visitors), then select Options, and
Groups/classes/skills/interest Assignment.

l Then, select the group or skill. (It could easily be one that you were just adding or deleting mem-
bers to.) To select a group or skill, at the top right, click radio button to select Groups/Classes or
Skills/Interests.

l After you have selected either Groups/Classes or Skills/Interests, click the down arrow in
Groups/Classes/Skills/Interests Assignmentthe list box to the right and choose the specific
group or skill that you wish print a report for.

l Click the Report button at the top of the screen. The Report Format screen will appear, and you
will then be able to create a report, mailing labels, or a mail-merge file for the list of group or
skill members. See Report Format to continue.

You are here: Membership > Mass Edit > Mass Edit

Mass Edit

Mass Edit will edit the information in one field in many Member or Visitor records at once, saving the
time of touching and changing each record individually. To accomplish this change, all you need to do is
to tell Church Windows which field you would like to change, what information you would like to
change, and what the new information should be.
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To have Church Windows touch every record during its search, then enter the Mass Edit from the Mem-
ber record screen or from the Visitor record screen. For Church Windows to search through and change
information in only a certain group of records, then perform a Find in either the Member File or the Vis-
itor File to get this certain group displayed in the Member or Visitor Find Grid, and then enter the Mass
Edit from the grid. (See "Mass Edit from the Find Grid".)

Important - The ability to "Undo" a Mass Edit:
Since Mass Edit has the ability to change so much information so quickly, the system has a very import-
ant option available to you. This is the capability to "Undo" a Mass Edit after it has been completed.

Before you use Mass Edit, make sure that this option is turned on. From the Initial Button Bar, choose
Membership, Special Functions, andMembership Profile. On the Membership Profile screen is a
box labeled Backup member file before mass edit. Make sure that this box has a check mark, then
click OK to close the Membership Profile screen.

With this option enabled, the system will back up your existing membership data before performing a
mass edit. That way, after the mass edit is finished, if you find that the results are incorrect, you can
return to the mass edit screen and click the Restore button. This will return your data to the state it was
prior to the last successful mass edit. Since all information entered since that mass edit will be lost, it is
recommended that you carefully check the results of any mass edits immediately, so that if you need to
you can undo the mass edit right away and not risk losing any subsequent changes.

To use Mass Edit:

l Click Options.

l Choose Mass Edit. This screen will appear:
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To use Mass Edit to place a new value into ALL records:
l First, select the field you would like to affect. In the Field box, click the down arrow, scroll down
to the particular field, and click that field.

l Leave the Search text box empty and just enter the new value in the Replace with box.

l When you are ready, click Go to begin the Mass Edit. The system will confirm the changes you
are about to make and ask if you would like to continue with the mass edit. Answer Yes to con-
tinue, No to stop the mass edit. If you answer Yes, then the system will make the changes, and
then give a message letting you know how many records it has changed. If you click OK on this
message, then the mass edit will be completed and the records will be changed. If you click
Cancel on this message, then the system will not complete the mass edit and the changes will not
be made.

To use Mass Edit to replace an existing value with another value:
l First, select the field that contains the information you would like to change. In the Field box,
click the down arrow, scroll down to the particular field, and click that field.

l Enter the value to be replaced into the Search Text box. If the field you have selected above is a
List field, then you can click the down arrow to select a code to enter in the Search Text box.

l To search for and replace only one word when there are other words in that field, type the word in
the Search Text field, and mark the Match whole word only box with a check mark. When this
box is marked, then Church Windows will only see a match as being that word surrounded only by
a space or a field end on either side.

l To search for and replace information that may not constitute a word (in that it may not be sep-
arated from other information by a space), then in the Search Text field, put an asterisk (*) either
before, after, or on both sides of the information. This asterisk acts as a "wild card", telling
Church Windows that anything can be in that position and still match that search.

l To have the search be case-sensitive, which means that information will only match the original
information if it is in the same upper- and lower-case format, then click the Match case box to
mark a check there.

l In the Replace with box, enter the new value or click the down arrow and select your choice.

l When you are ready, click Go to begin the Mass Edit. The system will confirm the changes you
are about to make and ask if you would like to continue with the mass edit. Answer Yes to con-
tinue, No to stop the mass edit. If you answer Yes, then the system will make the changes, and
then give a message letting you know how many records it has changed. If you click OK on this
message, then the mass edit will be completed and the records will be changed. If you click
Cancel on this message, then the system will not complete the mass edit and the changes will not
be made.

To use Mass Edit to place the new value only in fields that are currently blank:
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l First, select the field you would like to edit. In the Field box, click the down arrow, scroll down to
the particular field, and click that field.

l Leave Search text blank, and be sure to mark the Blank fields only box below with a check
mark.

l Enter the new value into the Replace with box.

l When you are ready, click Go to begin the Mass Edit. The system will confirm the changes you
are about to make and ask if you would like to continue with the mass edit. Answer Yes to con-
tinue, No to stop the mass edit. If you answer Yes, then the system will make the changes, and
then give a message letting you know how many records it has changed. If you click OK on this
message, then the mass edit will be completed and the records will be changed. If you click
Cancel on this message, then the system will not complete the mass edit and the changes will not
be made.

You are here: Membership > Mass Edit > Mass Edit

Mass Edit

Mass Edit will edit the information in one field in many Member or Visitor records at once, saving the
time of touching and changing each record individually. To accomplish this change, all you need to do is
to tell Church Windows which field you would like to change, what information you would like to
change, and what the new information should be.

To have Church Windows touch every record during its search, then enter the Mass Edit from the Mem-
ber record screen or from the Visitor record screen. For Church Windows to search through and change
information in only a certain group of records, then perform a Find in either the Member File or the Vis-
itor File to get this certain group displayed in the Member or Visitor Find Grid, and then enter the Mass
Edit from the grid. (See "Mass Edit from the Find Grid".)

Important - The ability to "Undo" a Mass Edit:
Since Mass Edit has the ability to change so much information so quickly, the system has a very import-
ant option available to you. This is the capability to "Undo" a Mass Edit after it has been completed.

Before you use Mass Edit, make sure that this option is turned on. From the Initial Button Bar, choose
Membership, Special Functions, andMembership Profile. On the Membership Profile screen is a
box labeled Backup member file before mass edit. Make sure that this box has a check mark, then
click OK to close the Membership Profile screen.

With this option enabled, the system will back up your existing membership data before performing a
mass edit. That way, after the mass edit is finished, if you find that the results are incorrect, you can
return to the mass edit screen and click the Restore button. This will return your data to the state it was
prior to the last successful mass edit. Since all information entered since that mass edit will be lost, it is
recommended that you carefully check the results of any mass edits immediately, so that if you need to
you can undo the mass edit right away and not risk losing any subsequent changes.
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To use Mass Edit:

l Click Options.

l Choose Mass Edit. This screen will appear:

To use Mass Edit to place a new value into ALL records:
l First, select the field you would like to affect. In the Field box, click the down arrow, scroll down
to the particular field, and click that field.

l Leave the Search text box empty and just enter the new value in the Replace with box.

l When you are ready, click Go to begin the Mass Edit. The system will confirm the changes you
are about to make and ask if you would like to continue with the mass edit. Answer Yes to con-
tinue, No to stop the mass edit. If you answer Yes, then the system will make the changes, and
then give a message letting you know how many records it has changed. If you click OK on this
message, then the mass edit will be completed and the records will be changed. If you click
Cancel on this message, then the system will not complete the mass edit and the changes will not
be made.

To use Mass Edit to replace an existing value with another value:
l First, select the field that contains the information you would like to change. In the Field box,
click the down arrow, scroll down to the particular field, and click that field.

l Enter the value to be replaced into the Search Text box. If the field you have selected above is a
List field, then you can click the down arrow to select a code to enter in the Search Text box.
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l To search for and replace only one word when there are other words in that field, type the word in
the Search Text field, and mark the Match whole word only box with a check mark. When this
box is marked, then Church Windows will only see a match as being that word surrounded only by
a space or a field end on either side.

l To search for and replace information that may not constitute a word (in that it may not be sep-
arated from other information by a space), then in the Search Text field, put an asterisk (*) either
before, after, or on both sides of the information. This asterisk acts as a "wild card", telling
Church Windows that anything can be in that position and still match that search.

l To have the search be case-sensitive, which means that information will only match the original
information if it is in the same upper- and lower-case format, then click the Match case box to
mark a check there.

l In the Replace with box, enter the new value or click the down arrow and select your choice.

l When you are ready, click Go to begin the Mass Edit. The system will confirm the changes you
are about to make and ask if you would like to continue with the mass edit. Answer Yes to con-
tinue, No to stop the mass edit. If you answer Yes, then the system will make the changes, and
then give a message letting you know how many records it has changed. If you click OK on this
message, then the mass edit will be completed and the records will be changed. If you click
Cancel on this message, then the system will not complete the mass edit and the changes will not
be made.

To use Mass Edit to place the new value only in fields that are currently blank:
l First, select the field you would like to edit. In the Field box, click the down arrow, scroll down to
the particular field, and click that field.

l Leave Search text blank, and be sure to mark the Blank fields only box below with a check
mark.

l Enter the new value into the Replace with box.

l When you are ready, click Go to begin the Mass Edit. The system will confirm the changes you
are about to make and ask if you would like to continue with the mass edit. Answer Yes to con-
tinue, No to stop the mass edit. If you answer Yes, then the system will make the changes, and
then give a message letting you know how many records it has changed. If you click OK on this
message, then the mass edit will be completed and the records will be changed. If you click
Cancel on this message, then the system will not complete the mass edit and the changes will not
be made.

You are here: Membership > Mass Edit > Mass Edit from the Find Grid

Mass Edit from the Find Grid

In Church Windows, you have the ability to use the Mass Edit function from within the Member or Vis-
itor Find Grid. Used this way, the system will search through and change information in only a certain
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group of records instead of your entire Member or Visitor File.

l First, perform a Find to get this certain group displayed in the Find Grid. (See "Using the Find
Button" for more information about performing a Find.)

l If you click the Mass edit button without highlighting any records on the grid, then the mass edit
will have access to all records that appear on the grid.

l If you wish, you may select certain records in the grid and have the Mass Edit to affect these
records only. Select a record by clicking to highlight it. To select more than one record at a time,
hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard while clicking on records. To select a range of
records all at once, highlight the first record in the range, and hold down the SHIFT key on your
keyboard while clicking on the last record in the range. Once the appropriate records are selected,
click the Mass edit button to open the Mass Edit screen. Then, when you perform the mass edit,
make sure to mark the Selected records only box with a check mark. In this way, the records in
the grid that are not selected will not be affected by this Mass Edit.

See "Mass Edit" for further information.

You are here: Membership > Mass Edit > Mass Editing Telephone Area Codes

Mass Editing Telephone Area Codes

A very common use of the Mass Edit function is to change area codes, since many area codes are chan-
ging around the country. To Mass Edit area codes:

l From the Members or the Visitors screen (Membership, Members orMembership, Visitors),
choose Option, andMass Edit.

l In the Field box, click the down arrow and select Home Phone.

l In the Search Text box, type in the current area code followed by an asterisk. (Ex.: 614*)

l In the Replace With box, type in the new area code with NO asterisk. (Ex: 740)

l Click OK; the system will confirm the change before it performs the Mass Edit.

l Performing the Mass Edit in this way will change the area code for every household whose area
code is 614.
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l If you would like to change the area code for only certain households, then you can select these
people using the Member or Visitor Find Grid and selecting the records to change:

1. On the Members screen or the Visitors screen, click Find, bring the cursor to the Home
Phone field, and type in the area code that is changing, followed by an asterisk. Click Go,
and the households with that area code will appear on the Grid. 

2. Since typically area code changes are based on the telephone prefixes, it may be helpful to
sort the grid by Home Phone to group records together by prefix. At the top of the grid,
click Options. Click the Sort tab. Click the Delete all button to remove the current sort
fields. Under Household fields at the top left, double-click Home Phone to move it to the
list of fields to sort by. Click OK to close this screen and re-sort the grid in Home Phone
order.

3. On the Grid, select (or "highlight") the households whose area codes will be changing.
Select a record by clicking to highlight it. To select more than one record at a time, hold
down the CTRL key on your keyboard while clicking on records. To select a range of
records all at once, highlight the first record in the range, and hold down the SHIFT key on
your keyboard while clicking on the last record in the range.

4. Once those records are selected, click the Mass Edit button.

5. Make the same selections as above in the Field, Search Text, and Replace With fields,
except mark the Selected records only box with a check mark.

6. Click Go, and the program will confirm the change before executing the Mass Edit.

You are here: Membership > Mass Edit > Mass Edit – "Undo" the results

Mass Edit - "Undo" the results

While performing a Mass Edit, the system gives you two different opportunities to stop, cancel, or oth-
erwise undo the changes it is making:

l After you click Go to start the mass edit, the system confirms the changes you are about to make
and asks if you would like to continue.

l If you answer No here, then the mass edit will stop.

l If you answer Yes to the above message, then the system will perform the mass edit, then bring
up a message that tells you how many records it changed. If you click Cancel here, then the
changes will be reversed and the mass edit will not be completed.

If you click OK on the above message, then the mass edit will complete and the records will be
changed. You do still have another option to "Undo" those changes, however.
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Since Mass Edit has the ability to change so much information so quickly, the system has the capability
to "Undo" a Mass Edit after it has been completed.

Before you use Mass Edit, make sure that this option is turned on. From the Initial Button Bar, choose
Membership, Special Functions, andMembership Profile. On the Membership Profile screen is a
box labeled Backup member file before mass edit. Make sure that this box has a check mark, then
click OK to close the Membership Profile screen.

With this option enabled, the system will back up your existing membership data ("data" is both the Mem-
ber File AND the Visitor File) before performing a mass edit. That way, after the mass edit is finished,
if you find that the results are incorrect, you can return to the mass edit screen and click the Restore but-
ton. This will return your Member File and your Visitor File data to the state it was prior to the last suc-
cessful mass edit. It is recommended that you carefully check the results of any mass edits immediately,
so that if you need to you can undo the mass edit right away and not risk losing any subsequent changes.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Attendance

Attendance

The Attendance portion of Church Windows is an easy and powerful way to keep track of attendance at
church functions and for church groups and classes. (To skip directly to step-by-step instructions on
recording attendance, see Step by Step to Recording Attendance) This component can do several things:
it can

l Record the names of the people who attended an event or group/class;

l Track the total attendance at an event or group/class (since the "head count" often differs from
the number of names you have);

l Record an additional facet of people's attendance at an event, such as whether or not they par-
ticipated in Communion. (You may rename "Communion" and use it for anything else you like.)

l Copy attendance from one date/event/group/class to another - because you do not have to re-
select each person who attended on the new date, you save time and keystrokes!

l Track up to six items of Additional Information for a group/class, such as how many children
learned their Bible verses for the day, or how many people brought their Bibles to class.

l Maintain General Meeting Notes about that event or group/class: perhaps you will comment on
how well the class went, or whether or not you had good participation in the discussions or activ-
ities. You might make a note of the major items of discussion at a committee meeting, or note that
Mr. or Mrs. XXX appears to be an effective group leader.

l Identify Lesson Studied so you can track topics or Bible verses used as the basis for class.

l Identify Attendance Factors - factors might have affected attendance at this event, or group/-
class meeting. Was there inclement weather? Perhaps it was a holiday weekend?
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l Advance people from one class to the next efficiently.

l Produce reports on individuals attending or group totals

l Produce reports on those who have not attended within a given time frame.

Before we begin with recording attendance, it is important to discuss the difference between "Events"
and "Classes." These are two different entities. Events are those functions that everyone in your data-
base (from the Member file and the Visitor file) can attend. Examples of events would be your worship
services. Classes consist of your list of Groups/Classes or committees. In the Membership module of
Church Windows, people from both the Member File and the Visitor File may be enrolled as members of
Groups/Classes. (See Groups and Classes and Setting up your Groups/Classes for more information
about creating your list of groups and recording people as members of these groups.) Only people who
are already members of a group or class will be listed as Enrolled when you pull up that group or class
through Attendance Entry. Everyone else in the Member and Visitor Files will be listed as Not
Enrolled. Those not enrolled may be enrolled in the class at the time you are entering attendance for a
given date or marked as attending but not enrolled in that group/class.

To open the attendance entry screen, clickMembership, click Attendance, and then click Attendance
Entry. Entering attendance for a specific class or event is simply a matter of "check marking" the
names of those who attended the event/class that day. The Attendance Entry screen is pictured below.
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If you would like to adjust the size of the Attendance Entry screen, move the mouse until it hovers over
any of the four sides of the screen. A double-headed arrow will appear. You may make the screen larger
or smaller. It will remain that size until you change it.
You are here: Membership > Attendance > Attendance

Attendance

The Attendance portion of Church Windows is an easy and powerful way to keep track of attendance at
church functions and for church groups and classes. (To skip directly to step-by-step instructions on
recording attendance, see Step by Step to Recording Attendance) This component can do several things:
it can

l Record the names of the people who attended an event or group/class;

l Track the total attendance at an event or group/class (since the "head count" often differs from
the number of names you have);

l Record an additional facet of people's attendance at an event, such as whether or not they par-
ticipated in Communion. (You may rename "Communion" and use it for anything else you like.)
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l Copy attendance from one date/event/group/class to another - because you do not have to re-
select each person who attended on the new date, you save time and keystrokes!

l Track up to six items of Additional Information for a group/class, such as how many children
learned their Bible verses for the day, or how many people brought their Bibles to class.

l Maintain General Meeting Notes about that event or group/class: perhaps you will comment on
how well the class went, or whether or not you had good participation in the discussions or activ-
ities. You might make a note of the major items of discussion at a committee meeting, or note that
Mr. or Mrs. XXX appears to be an effective group leader.

l Identify Lesson Studied so you can track topics or Bible verses used as the basis for class.

l Identify Attendance Factors - factors might have affected attendance at this event, or group/-
class meeting. Was there inclement weather? Perhaps it was a holiday weekend?

l Advance people from one class to the next efficiently.

l Produce reports on individuals attending or group totals

l Produce reports on those who have not attended within a given time frame.

Before we begin with recording attendance, it is important to discuss the difference between "Events"
and "Classes." These are two different entities. Events are those functions that everyone in your data-
base (from the Member file and the Visitor file) can attend. Examples of events would be your worship
services. Classes consist of your list of Groups/Classes or committees. In the Membership module of
Church Windows, people from both the Member File and the Visitor File may be enrolled as members of
Groups/Classes. (See Groups and Classes and Setting up your Groups/Classes for more information
about creating your list of groups and recording people as members of these groups.) Only people who
are already members of a group or class will be listed as Enrolled when you pull up that group or class
through Attendance Entry. Everyone else in the Member and Visitor Files will be listed as Not
Enrolled. Those not enrolled may be enrolled in the class at the time you are entering attendance for a
given date or marked as attending but not enrolled in that group/class.

To open the attendance entry screen, clickMembership, click Attendance, and then click Attendance
Entry. Entering attendance for a specific class or event is simply a matter of "check marking" the
names of those who attended the event/class that day. The Attendance Entry screen is pictured below.
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If you would like to adjust the size of the Attendance Entry screen, move the mouse until it hovers over
any of the four sides of the screen. A double-headed arrow will appear. You may make the screen larger
or smaller. It will remain that size until you change it.
You are here: Membership > Attendance > Attendance Year

Attendance Year

Before you work with the Attendance section of Church Windows, first check to make sure that the cur-
rent year appears in the Attendance section of the Membership Profile:

l From the Church Windows Initial Button Bar, clickMembership.

l Choose Special Functions.

l Choose Settings.

l Make sure that the current year appears in the Attendance Year field. (It needs to be a four-digit
year.)

l Click OK to save your changes and exit this screen, or click Cancel to discard your changes and
exit.
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Note: Upon entering Attendance Entry screen, if the membership profile year does not match the cur-
rent system year, the following message will display:

 "Current year (xxxx) is outside of MEMBERSHIP YEAR (xxxx)."

This is likely to happen if you begin to record attendance in the new year without changing the Settings
to that new year.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Add Events

Add Events

Before you can begin entering attendance information, you must first enter event names into Church Win-
dows. If you entered any groups into Groups/Classes, then these entries will be available to record
attendance, (Sunday School classes, for example), but you also must enter events like Sunday morning
worship into the Events list. The major difference between the two is that while everyone in your data-
base (Members AND Visitors) is available to attend Events and Groups/Classes, people are enrolled in
Groups/Classes. Events are best used for worship services and the like.

To add your first event to the list of Events:

l ClickMembership, Attendance, Attendance Entry

l In the Events and Groups/Classes field, click on the +/- box to the right:

l You will get an option to select either Events or Groups/Classes. Select Events. This will open
the Attendance Event window:
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l In the Code box, enter a code - letter, numbers, or a combination of the two - for this attendance
event. For example, you could enter SW for Sunday AM Worship.

l Tab to the Description box; enter the name of this event, for example, "Sunday Worship."

l Click Add to save this attendance event.

l Continue entering more events, or click Close to close this dialog box, then on Close again on the
Attendance Events dialog box to return to the Attendance Entry screen.

To edit a code or description, click the desired item and click in either the code or description boxes to
directly edit the item. The edit is automatically saved and will affect prior entries to show the new edited
information.

To delete a code, click the minus at the end of the line. REMEMBER: If you have taken any attend-
ance for that existing code and description, you will lose all the attendance for that code in history.

To sort the events in the list simply click on the column heading at the top to sort by that column, either
Code or Description
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You are here: Membership > Attendance > Add Groups/Classes

Add Groups/Classes

Your groups and classes may be set up in a hierarchical structure made up of four component levels:
Division, Department, Category, Groups/Classes.

See
l "Groups and Classes,"
l "Setting up your Groups/Classes,"
l "Entering your list of Groups/Classes"

You do not have to use a hierarchical structure; instead assign a code and description for each class so
that the groups classes are arranged in a logical order. For example, listing all of the Sunday School
classes sequentially, or all the choirs sequentially makes it easier to get reports.

If adding a new group/class to the list during attendance entry, you will need to enroll people in the class
at that same time. See "Step-by-Step to Recording Attendance" for more information.

Add a New Class
To add a new class to the list of all groups and classes, click the AddNew Groups/Classes button. The
Setup Groups/Classes box will open. See List Fields - Entering Codes and Setting Up Your
Groups/Classes for more information.

Keep in mind that only people who are already members of a group or class will show in the class list
when the Enrolled button is clicked. Clicking the Not Enrolled button will allow you to show that
someone NOT enrolled in the class attended the class on a given date. See Add Attendance Names –
Step 4 for more information.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Step-by-Step to Recording Attendance

Step-by-Step to Recording Attendance

Step 1 - Select event/group/class and the date for which you would like to enter attendance.
Before you can begin recording attendance, you must first specify an event or group/class and a date for
this attendance entry.

In the upper left, you can check or uncheck Events or Groups/Classes to minimize the the items shown
in the dropdown lists. This will make it easier to find the event or group/class you desire:
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If you are recording attendance for an event such as your Sunday worship, click the down arrow in the
Division, Departments, Category box and select All Events. If you are recording attendance for a
class, select the Division, Department and Category under which that this group/event is entered. If
you did not set up a hierarchical structure to your groups/classes, select All Groups/Classes. If you wish
to see a complete list of all events and all groups/classes, select All Events and All Groups/Classes.

In the Event/Class box, click on the drop-down arrow and then click the name of the event or group/-
class for which you are recording attendance. There is a column on the right that is checked to indicate
whether it is an event rather than a Group/Class:

If you need to add an event to the list or have not yet added your church events to the system, click on
the plus sign next to the dropdown to add it:
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See "Add Events" for more information. If you need to add a new class to the list, click Add New
Class. See "Entering your list of Groups/Classes" for more information.

To specify a date for this event or group/class, enter the date (MM/DD) into the field to the right of the
Event/Class box. The year will default to the year specified in your Membership Profile screen. To
change this year, see "Attendance Settings - Communion, Year and Absences."

If you have selected an event, then the list of all members and visitors entered into your database appear
in the box below. If you have selected a particular group or class, then only those persons who are mem-
bers of that group or class will appear in the box when the Enrolled button is clicked. If someone who is
not a member of the class attended that day, you may click Not Enrolled and mark them as attended.
You may also choose to add them as a member of the class. See “Attendance - Add New Member”
and/or “Attendance – Add New Visitor.”

Step 2 - If you wish, enter the total number of people who attended this event into the Persons
Present box.
Enter the total number of people who attended the selected event into the Persons Present box.
Although Church Windows keeps a running total of all of the people that you record as attending this
event, there are times when the list of names of people who attended an event or group/class will differ
from the actual number of people who attended. Sometimes people don't "sign in" or they prefer to
remain anonymous.

Attendance reports in Church Windows can calculate average attendance and create graphs for events
based on the entries in the Persons Present box.

Step 3 - If you wish, enter the total amount of contributions collected during this event into the $
collected box.
To keep track of the total amount of contributions that were received at a certain event, just enter the dol-
lar amount into the box next to the $. Dollar amounts entered here are for informational purposes only
and have no effect on the Donations and Accounting modules.

NOTE: If you would like to enter more details as to who gave the money, you can click on the Detail
button and further breakdown the total collected by various groups and persons:
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The details screen will open:

You can see how you have the ability to split up persons and amount given for a more detailed record,
with the totals shown below.

Step 4 - Begin adding people to the attendance list for that event.
Recording attendance in Church Windows is simply a matter of designating from the list of names in the
Name box which people attended the event/group/class.

1. Use the scroll bar to find names.

Names are available in the Person dropdown field. If you selected an event, then the list of all
members and visitors entered into your database appear in the box below. If you selected a par-
ticular group or class, then the members of that group or class will be listed as Enrolled. Indi-
viduals marked with a reason for termination will not appear for attendance unless you check
Inactive & Terminated above the Person search field..

For a group/class everyone not currently enrolled listed in the Member File and the Visitor File
will be on a separate tab as Not Enrolled. Scroll to that person's name and use the mouse to click
and put a check mark in the Present box. To add a new member or visitor to the system during
attendance entry, see below. Those not enrolled may be enrolled in the class at the time you are
entering attendance for a given date or may be marked as attending but not enrolled in that
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group/class.

l If everyone in the group/class attended the meeting, you may right-click the column and
left-click Check All. The system will put a check mark in the Present box for all the
enrolled members of the group/class.

l If everyone in a household attended an event, you can click to put a check mark in the
Present box for one member of the household. Then, right-click the column heading
Present, and left-click Check Entire Family. The system will put a check mark in the
Present box for all members of the household. To remove an individual family member
from the Attendance List, click to remove the check from the Present box for that family
member. To remove the entire family from the Attendance List, right-click the column
heading Present, and left-click Uncheck Entire Family.

l Alternatively, you can highlight multiple people in the Name box (using the shift or control
key), right-click the column heading Present, and left-click Check Selected. The system
will put a check mark in the Present box for all the selected names.

2. Use the keyboard to enter names:

l Bring the cursor to the Person box and begin typing any part of the name you desire.

As you type, Church Windows will move down the list to the closest match to the name
you are typing. When the name of the person you are looking for appears, click the mouse
to select the name. When you select the name from the search list, it will automatically
mark them present and show them highlighted in the list of names below. You may then
continue by beginning to type the name of the next person on your list.You can click on the
Enrolled or Not Enrolled tabs to mark attendance for anyone. Each tab will show you a
count of the total enrolled/unenrolled and the total marked present. You can also click on
the Comments tab to enter comments if desired.

If this was a day when Communion was observed, see Communion - Step 5 for
information. 
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3. Copy the attendance from one date to another or from one event/group/class to another.
This method is particularly useful if your attendance is fairly constant from one date to another.
Simply copy the previous period's list over to the new date, add those who were not there on the
previous date but are here this date, and/or delete from this date's list those who were present on
the previous date but are not here this date. This method can also be used to copy the attendance
from one event/group/class to another event/group/class on the same date or a different date.

From the Attendance Entryscreen:

l Select the event/group/class whose attendance you want to copy in the Event/Class box.

l Enter the date that you want to copy over (i.e., the previous date). Click Copy Attendance.
The Copy Attendance screen will open.

l The event/group/class and the date you are copying the attendance from are listed under the
From section.

l In the To section, select the event/group/class that you want to copy the attendance to from
the drop-down menu.

l Enter the date you wish to use. Use MM/DD/YYYY format.

l There are 3 Copy Options:

l If you want the names copied from the old entry to the new event/class/date, click
the box beside Copy number of persons present to put a check mark in the box.

l If you want the amount of money given at that event copied from the old event/-
class/date to the new event/class/date, click the box beside Copy $ amount given to
put a checkmark in the box.

l If you want the comments to be copied, then put a check in copy comments.

l If you want to delete the old attendance entry, click the box beside Delete attend-
ance for "xxx (title of event)" from "xxx (date of event originally entered) after
copying? This delete capability will most often be used if attendance was originally
recorded for the wrong date and you'd like to correct the date itself.

l Click Copy to complete the copying of the attendance from one event/class/date to another;
click Cancel to cancel the copying of attendance. If attendance for that event/class/group
already exists for the date specified, a message will notify you of that and will ask if you
wish to overwrite it. Click Yes to overwrite the attendance on that date; click NO to cancel
the copy process.

To add a new member to a group/class during Attendance Entry:
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If you have been clicking Present for the names of people who are in attendance for that day, and
come across the name of someone who attended but is not enrolled in the class, and is now to be
enrolled, Click Not enrolled.

l Using the scroll bar, or by typing in the last name of the person, find the person you want to
add to the class.

l Click to highlight the name then click Enroll at the end of the line.

To mark someone has having attended a group/class without enrolling him or her in the
class:

l Click Not Enrolled.

l Using the scroll bar, or by typing in the last name of the person, find the person you want to
mark as have attended that event/group/class.

l Click to place a check mark in the Present box.

For more information on adding new members or visitors to your database during attendance
entry, see Attendance - Add New Member or Attendance - Add New Visitor for information.

To continue marking people present, click the radio dot by Enrolled. When finished entering
attendance for that event/group/class, click Save to save the entries.

Step 5 - Identify those people who took Communion, if applicable. 
Once you have entered people into the attendance list for a certain event, you may then designate those
who have communed at this event. To identify those who took Communion, click to put a check mark in
the column Communion.

If you prefer, you can mark Communion for everyone who attended that day at one time. After marking
each person Present (see Add attendance names – Step 4), right-click the Communion title, then left-
click Check ‘Communion’for All that are checked as Present. The system will place a check mark
in the communion column for only those people who are marked Present. To remove someone from the
Communion column, click to remove the check in the Communion column.

Note: Attendance can be registered at the same time you mark someone as taking Communion. Click to
put a check mark in the column Communion. That person is now identified as being present that day. If
you subsequently clear the check mark in the Communion box, the Present box will remain checked.

When finished identifying those who took communion that day, close the screen and your entries auto-
matically save.
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Step 6 - Fill in the appropriate Additional Information columns for the event/group/class.
To track Additional information for a group or class:

First you must identify what you wish to track on the Setup Groups and Classes screen. See Entering
your list of Groups/Classes. On the Attendance Entry, when you select a class and date for which you
wish to record attendance, you will see a column for each additional information item you identified that
should be tracked for this class.

l Each column will be identified by the code given the information you wish to track. Hovering the
mouse over the code in the column will give you the description of the code.

l Click to put a check mark in the box for everyone who meets the criteria for that additional inform-
ation. For example, perhaps you want to track whether the children in the 4th grade class learned
the Bible verses for that week's class. You will then click to put a check mark in the Learned
Verses box for each child who learned the verses.

l If all the people in the class met the criteria for the additional information - i.e., learned their
verses for class, right-click the code for Learned Verses in the column heading and select Check
'x' for Selected that are checked as Present.

Note: Attendance can be registered at the same time you mark someone as having met the criteria for
one of the additional information codes. Click to put a checkmark in the column for the code being
tracked. That person is now identified as being present that day. If you subsequently clear the check
mark in the code being tracked, the Present box will remain checked.

If you have a class in which one or more of the Additional Information items is NOT going to be tracked
for a given week, you may hide the appropriate column(s).

l Right-click the column title for the code you do not wish to track in this class.

l Select Hide/Show Column.

l Click the code you wish to hide.

The column will again show when you next open the Attendance Entry screen for that class.

The additional information will print on the
Attendance Report
. See
Attendance Report
for more information.
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Step 7 - Enter on the Comments tab any "General Meeting Notes," "Lessons Studied," and
"Attendance Factors" that you'd like to record .
On the Attendance Entry screen, there is a third tab labeled Comments. Clicking on this tab allows you
to track information about the event or class that day. General Meeting Notes - This information will
probably pertain to comments on how well this event or class went that day. You may track whatever
information you choose to in this box .Lessons Studied Here - the teacher might record what lessons
were covered in a class, or, for an event, you might record the lessons in the lectionary that day. Attend-
ance Factors [e.g. bad weather]You can track here what factors might have accounted for an especially
small - or large - attendance in an event or class that day. "Snow storm" might be one such comment, or
"guest speaker," a specific holiday or celebration, etc.

Any entries and/or changes you make here will automatically save when you close out of the screen.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Attendance - Add New Member

Attendance - Add New Member

During attendance entry, if you encounter a name that is not showing in the Name list of people who
may attend an event or on the Not Enrolled list for a group/class, you may add them to the Member
File without leaving the Attendance Entry screen.

l Click the + sign at the end of the person line. Select Add Member.

l If this person is not a member of any other household in your database, then click the New house-
hold radio button to select it. You may then type the household information into the left side of the
screen. If the person is a member of a household in your Member file, then click in the Existing
household radio button to select it. A list of all of the households in the Member file will appear.
Use the up and down arrows to scroll to the appropriate household; click the household name once
to select it, and that household's information will appear in the Household Information section of
the screen. You may edit this information if you wish.

l Add the new member's information to the Individual Information section.

l Click OK to save the record and return to the Attendance Entry screen, or click Cancel to dis-
card this record and return to the Attendance Entry screen.

l If you clicked on OK, then this person will be added to the Member File and marked with a check
mark in the Present box for the event/group/class for which you are recording attendance. If this
person should also be enrolled in the group/class, highlight their name and click on the Enroll but-
ton.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Attendance - Add New Visitor
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Attendance - Add New Visitor

During attendance entry, if you encounter a name that is not showing in the Name list of people who
may attend an event or on the Not Enrolled list for a group/class, you may add them to the Visitor File
without leaving the Attendance Entry screen.

l Click the + sign at the end of the Person line. Select Add Visitor.

l If this person is not a member of any other household in your Visitors File, then click the New
household radio button to select it. You may then type the household information into the left side
of the screen. If the person is a member of a household in your Visitors File, then click in the
Existing household radio button to select it. A list of all of the households in the Visitors File
will appear. Use the up and down arrows to scroll to the appropriate household; click the house-
hold name once to select it, and that household's information will appear in the Household Inform-
ation section of the screen. You may edit this information if you wish.

l Add the new visitor's information to the Individual Information section.

l Click OK to save the record and return to the Attendance Entry screen, or click Cancel to dis-
card this record and return to the Attendance Entry screen.

l If you clicked on OK, then this person will be added to the Visitors File and marked with a check
mark in the Present box for the event/group/class for which you are recording attendance. If this
person should also be enrolled in the group/class, highlight their name and click the Enroll button.
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Attendance Options

This screen lets you customize tracking options as well as re-label the fields if desired. You can track
Communion, Excused Absences, both, or neither. Below, you can click on the column on the right under
Custom Label to change what it will show.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Communion Options

Communion Options

Choosing to track communion 
If you wish to track communion participation, you need to alert the system to this fact. Keep in
mind that the communion function can be renamed to track any additional facet of attendance that
your organization may wish to track. (See Renaming Communion below for more information.)

l In the attendance entry screen, click Options.

l Check if you wish to track communion at events (such as Sunday Worship), for groups/classes,
or for both.

l Click OK to exit and save your changes or Cancel to exit and ignore any changes you have made.
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Rename Communion
To change the Attendance module so that "Communion" is named something else:

l In the attendance entry screen, click Options.

l In the Custom Label column, backspace out the word Communion and retype in the title that you
wish to rename it to. Click OK to close the screen and save the change.

Turning off the Communion Tracking Feature 
If your organization would not need to track anything other than attendance at events, you can easily turn
off the communion tracking function.

l In the attendance entry screen, click Options.

l Uncheck if you do not wish to track communion at events (such as Sunday Worship), for groups/-
classes, or for both.

l After you have made all the changes you wish to make in the Membership Profile, then click OK
to exit and save your changes or Cancel to exit and ignore any changes you have made.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Viewing Attendance Lists by Event/Class

Viewing Attendance Lists by Event/Class

In Church Windows, one way to view attendance lists by event is through the Attendance Entry screen.
Here you may view the people who attended an event or class on a certain date and make changes to the
attendance list if necessary.

To view a list of all who attended a certain event or class:

l ClickMembership, Attendance, and choose Attendance Entry.

l To view an event, click the down arrow in the Division, Department, Category box and select
All Events to see a list of events. To view a class, select the Division, Department and Category
under which that group/class is listed or select All Groups/Classes to see a list of all groups/-
classes.

l Click the down arrow in the Event/Class field and click the name of the event, group or class to
highlight the one you want to view.

l The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code,
click the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding
column heading - Description. The items will revert to being sorted by code when you close the
box.

l Click the down-arrow in the Date box to view the dates for which attendance has been recorded
for this event or group/class. Click the date you wish to review.
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The list of all who attended this event will appear in the Name box at the bottom of the screen with a
check mark in the Present column for their name.

From here, you may make changes to the attendance records if necessary (See "Add attendance names -
Step 4" or "Delete (Attendance)" for more information.)

You may also print a report, labels, or create a mail-merge file for those people who attended this event
or class on this date. (See "Attendance Report" for more information.)

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Editing, Deleting, or Copying Attendance Information

Editing, Deleting, or Copying Attendance Information

If you would like to edit attendance information after saving it, then return to the Attendance Entry
screen by clickingMembership, Attendance, and Attendance Entry.

Select the Division/Department/Category for the event or group/class you wish to view. If you have
not set up specific divisions, departments or categories, select All Events and All Groups/Classes to
see a single list of all events and groups and classes. To view just your list of events, select Events;
select Groups/Classes to see a list of all the groups/classes.

In the Events and Groups/Classes box, click the down arrow and choose the event or class whose
attendance information you'd like to edit. In the Date field, type or use the dropdown arrow to select the
date you'd like to edit as well. Once you select the date, the window below will activate and fill with
people and options (or you can use the Person field to search for a specific person):
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To change information for a given attendance entry:

l Once the event or class and the date are entered, then the attendance information that has been
previously recorded will appear on the screen. From here, you may make any changes you need to
make.

l You may mark more people as having attended on that date.

l You may unmark people whom you erroneously marked as present.

l You may edit the amount received and the total number of people who attended.

l You may copy the attendance from that date to another date.

l You may copy the attendance from that event/class to another event or class.

To edit the event, class, or date of attendance, use the Copy Attendance function.

l Select the event/group/class which you want to copy in the Event/Class box.
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l Enter the date that you want to copy over (i.e., the previous date).

l Click Copy Attendance. The Copy Attendance dialog box will open.

l The event/group/class and the date you entered you are copying the attendance from are listed
under the From section.

l In the To section, select the event/group/class that you want to copy the attendance to from the
drop-down menu.

Enter the date you wish to use. Use MM/DD/YYYY format.

If the new date is in a different calendar year than the original date being copied, it will be necessary to
change the Membership Profile to the new year in order to view the attendance on the new date. You
will be asked to confirm that you want to copy the attendance to a different year.

l There are 3 Copy Options:

l If you want all the names copied from the old entry to the new event/class/date, click the
box beside Copy number of persons present to put a check mark in the box.

l If you want the amount of money given at that event copied from the old event/class/date to
the new selection, click on the box beside Copy $ amount given to put a checkmark in the
box.

l If you want to copy the comments, click on the Copy Comments box.
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l If you want to delete the old attendance entry, click the box beside Delete attendance for
"xxx (title of event)" from "xxx (date of event originally entered) after copying? You
would answer Yes to this question if the attendance was originally saved to an incorrect
date.

l Click OK to complete the copying of the attendance from one event/class/date to another; click
Cancel to cancel the copying of attendance. If attendance for that event/class/group already exists
for the date specified, a message will notify you of that and will ask if you wish to overwrite it.
Click Yes to overwrite the attendance on that date; click NO to cancel the copy process.

To completely remove all attendance information for an event and date:

l Select the even/class and the date for which you wish to delete the attendance. The attendance
information for that date will appear.

l Right-click the Present title and left-click Uncheck All.

l Click Delete in the upper right.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Copy Attendance

Copy Attendance

This function is particularly useful if your attendance is fairly constant from one date to another. Simply
copy the previous period's list over to the new date, add those who were not there on the previous date
but are here this week, and/or delete from this week’s list those who were present on the previous date
but are not here this date. This method can also be used to copy the attendance from one event/-
group/class to another event/group/class on the same date or a different date.

From the Attendance Entry screen,
l Select the Division, Department, and Category for the event or group/class you wish to view. If
you have not set up specific divisions, departments or categories, select All Events and All
Groups/Classes to see a single list of all events and groups and classes. To view just your list of
events, select All Events; select All Groups/Classes to see a list of all the groups/classes.

l Select the event/group/class which you want to copy in the Event/Class box.

l Enter the date you entered that you want to copy over (i.e., the previous date).

l Click Copy Attendance.

l The event/group/class and the date you are copying the attendance from are listed at the top of the
window.
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l In the To section, select the event/group/class that you want to copy the attendance to from the
drop-down menu.

Enter the date you wish to use. Use MM/DD/YYYY format.

There are 3 Copy Options:

1. If you want all the names copied from the old entry to the new event/class/date, click the box
beside Copy number of persons present to put a check mark in the box.

2. If you want the amount of money given at that event copied from the old event/class/date to the
new selection, click on the box beside Copy $ amount given to put a check mark in the box.

3. If you want to delete the old attendance entry, click the box beside Delete attendance for "xxx
(title of event)" from "xxx (date of event originally entered) after copying? Answer Yes to
this question if this attendance was originally recorded to an incorrect date.

l Click Copy at the bottom to complete the copying of the attendance from one date to another;
click Cancel to cancel the copying of attendance. If attendance for that event/class/date already
exists for the date specified, a message will notify you of that and will ask if you wish to over-
write it. Click Yes to overwrite the attendance on that date; click NO to cancel the copy process.

l If you need to add someone's name to the list of attendees someone who was not in attendance the
week you copied, see Add attendance names - Step 4 for more information.
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l If you need to delete someone's name from the list for new date because they did not attend that
event, click to remove the check mark in the Present box.

l Click Copy to save the attendance on the new date.

For more information on entering Attendance in Church Windows, see Add attendance names - Step 4
and Attendance - Add New Member or Attendance - Add New Visitor.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Attendance Report

Attendance Report

From the Attendance Entry screen, you may create a report, print lists or labels, or create a mail
merge/export file for the people who are on the attendance list for the selected event. Select the event
and date for the attendance list that contains the people for whom you would like to print a report or
labels, then click the Report button. The Report Format screen will appear; see "Report Format" to
continue.

You may also create reports that include Attendance criteria using the Report/Label Selection screen.
See "Report/Label Selection" for more information.

The Membership Reporting section of Church Windows contains a very thorough attendance reporting
capability, which can generate attendance lists, statistical reports, and graphs. To reach this Attendance
Reporting, click on the wordMembership, then choose Reports, and select Attendance.
Four options will appear: Summary by Person,Summary by Event/Class, Attendance Worksheet,
and Attendance Report.

l Summary by Person will create a report that lists individuals' names and the number of times
that they attended the selected event or class. See "Attendance Summary by Person" to continue.

l Summary by Event/Group/Classes will create a report or bar graph that includes the selected
events and the number of people who attended. See "Attendance Summary by Event/Class" to con-
tinue.

l The Attendance Worksheet will print attendance worksheets for each group or class. Group
leaders may use these worksheets to record attendance information and other pertinent inform-
ation concerning class meetings. On this worksheet, you may choose to include each member's
telephone, address, and birth date information as well. See "Attendance Worksheet" to continue.

l The Attendance Report will print an attendance history chart that lists each member's attend-
ance history for a designated time period. This report prints a grid, listing each attendance date
recorded at the top, and a ' - ' for Absent or an check mark for Present for each person for each
date. It will also give an attendance percentage for each person as well. See "Attendance Report
- Attendance Report" to continue.

You are here: Membership > Reports and Labels > Methods of Creating Reports > Attendance
Reports
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Attendance Reports

In Church Windows, there are many different ways to create attendance reports.

The Membership Reporting section of Church Windows contains a very thorough attendance reporting
capability, which can generate attendance lists, statistical reports, and graphs. To reach this Attendance
Reporting, click on the wordMembership, then choose Reports, and select Attendance.
Four options will appear: Summary by Person,Summary by Event/Class, Attendance Worksheet,
and Attendance Report.

l Summary by Person will create a report that lists individuals' names and the number of times
that they attended the selected event or class. See "Attendance Summary by Person" to continue.

l Summary by Event/Group/Classes will create a report or bar graph that includes the selected
events and the number of people who attended. See "Attendance Summary by Event/Class" to con-
tinue.

l The Attendance Worksheet will print attendance worksheets for each group or class. Group
leaders may use these worksheets to record attendance information and other pertinent inform-
ation concerning class meetings. On this worksheet, you may choose to include each member's
telephone, address, and birth date information as well. See "Attendance Worksheet" to continue.

l The Attendance Report will print an attendance history chart that lists each member's attend-
ance history for a designated time period. This report prints a grid, listing each attendance date
recorded at the top, and a ' - ' for Absent or an check mark for Present for each person for each
date. It will also give an attendance percentage for each person as well. See "Attendance Report"
to continue.

Another option is on the Report/Label Selection screen. Here you may combine Attendance criteria
with other criteria for reports. (As an example, you could get a list of everyone in a certain age group
who has not attended worship in the last 6 months.) Read about this capability in "Combining Mem-
bership and Attendance Data to Create Reports".

You could easily print a report or labels for everyone who attended a certain event or class on a certain
date from the Attendance Entry screen. This would be especially helpful if you need to print this report
directly after entering attendance data. See "Attendance Report" in the Attendance section of this
manual for more information.

You may also print attendance records for a specific person from the Attendance Record screen. See
"Print (Attendance Record)" in the Personal Attendance section of this manual.

You are here: Membership > Reports and Labels > Methods of Creating Reports > Attendance
Report - Attendance Report

Attendance Report - Attendance Report

Using the Attendance Reports you may print an attendance history chart that lists each member's attend-
ance history during a specific date range. This report prints a grid, listing each attendance date recorded
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at the top, and an" - " for Absent or an " X " for Present for each person for each date. It will also give
an attendance percentage for each person.

To create this attendance report:

l ClickMembership, choose Reports, Attendance, Attendance Report.

Tabs - The first tab is Options, where you do your main selections. The items in the list field can be sor-
ted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code, click the corresponding column heading -
Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column heading - Description. The items will
revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

l If you are choosing to print an attendance report for Groups/Classes, then only people who are
members of these groups will be on the reports. If you choose to print a attendance report for an
event, then everyone in your database may be included on the report.

l In the Groups/Classes section of the Member Record screen, there is a field for you to enter a
Role of membership in each group, if you wish. If you use this field, you may limit your report to
those people who have a certain role within a group. To do so, enter that role into the field marked
Role.
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Show Details: when this is checked, the report prints letters under the check mark to show that the per-
son met specific criteria for the day - for example, that this person learned his/her Bible verses for the
day.

Show Individual Totals: when this is checked, the report shows totals on the right side of the report for
each person indicating the total number of times that person met the additional information criteria.

Show Date Totals: when this is checked, the report prints totals at the bottom of the report showing for
each date the total number of people meeting each additional information criteria. It also provides a total
for all the dates and indicates a percentage of times the criteria was met.

l

The second tab is the statndard People screen that are on most reports in the program.

Just use the dropdown to select the field(s) and click the green plus below to add. Further customize by
using the and/or and parens. On the right, you can also select Terminated/Inactive, Members, Visitors,
or a combination.

Fields:
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The third tab is the Fields tab:

The options in this tab allow you to select which field(s) you want from the left dropdown, and either
double click or use the arrows in the middle to bring them back and forth between the available vs. vis-
ible columns. You can also choose what label, if any, you want to show on the report itself. There are
also choices to show other family members and to include a field for designated teachers, if that is set up
correctly in Members.

The next few tabs deal with actual technical layout information such as row heights, column widths, how
you want the information sorted, and fonts and line seperators.

Continue by clicking on Print to compile the report on the Print Preview screen.

You are here: Membership > Reports and Labels > Methods of Creating Reports > Attendance
Report - Attendance Worksheet
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Attendance Report - Attendance Worksheet

Need an attendance sheet for the teachers to mark attendance on? Using the Reports, Attendance
option, you may print attendance worksheets for each group or class. Group leaders may use these work-
sheets to record attendance information and other pertinent information concerning class meetings. On
this worksheet, you may choose to include each member's telephone, address, and birth date information
as well.

To create this worksheet:

l From the Membership Portal, choose Reports, Attendance and Attendance Worksheet.It will
open to the Options tab:

You may create an attendance roster for either your events or for specific groups/classes.

The Events/Groups/classes items can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code,
click the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column
heading - Description. The items will revert to being sorted by code when you close the screen.
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l Select a Date Range and Meeting Frequency. If you have an irregular frequency and want to hand-
write the dates, select "Blanks" and then to the right, select how many columns you want it to
print out, depending on how many dates you have.

l Below the frequency there are options to include members with certain roles, and also include
additional information and/or blank lines at the end to handwrite custom comments.

l Select the group or groups to print worksheets for by clicking on the box(es) to the left. Each
group will get its own worksheet.

Next, you can click on the People tab at the top to further customize the people shown:

l On the left, you can select a membership field, as in most other reports. Use the green plus button
to add your selection to the criteria box below, and use the And and Or buttons to customize mul-
tiple choices.

l On the right, you may choose to show or not to show Terminated/Inactive people, and limit your
report to people in the Member file, people in the Visitor file, or both.

l The attendance worksheet will print a grid with dates of group meetings, beginning and ending
with the date range entered in the Start Date and End Date boxes.

Next, you can click on the Fields tab at the top to select which fields you want to show on the report:

The options here allow you to select which field(s) you want from the left dropdown, and either double
click or use the arrows in the middle to bring them back and forth between the available vs. visible
columns. You can also choose what label, if any, you want to show on the report itself. There are also
choices to show other family members and to include a field for designated teachers, if that is set up cor-
rectly in Members.
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l The next few tabs deal with actual technical layout information such as row heights, column
widths, how you want the information sorted, and fonts and line seperators

l The last tab is the Heading Options tab. The attendance worksheet is for group leaders to use to
record attendance and any other pertinent information about the group meeting. To indicate what
that other information should be, click the Heading Options tab. The Attendance Worksheet
Options dialog box will appear.

l You may indicate what you would like the headings to be. To change the current headings, simply
click on the heading title. Use the Delete or Backspace keys to delete the information there, and
type in the new heading name.

l If you would like to change the spacing of the headings, pick one of the headings, click in the Spa-
cing column to open a drop-down menu, and select the spacing desired.

l Once you have the headings configured as desired, you can click on the green plus at the top and
save it under whichever name you type in and use it in the future, and have multiple heading set-
tings for different worksheets.
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When you have made your selections on this screen, click Print to compile the report on the Print Pre-
view screen. You can also export the report to a desired file type.

The report will default to printing in landscape format. This may be changed to portrait in the Select
Printer settings. If you have elected to track additional information, the codes will appear in the columns
by each person's name. You may then mark which criteria the student met that day.

You are here: Membership > Reports and Labels > Methods of Creating Reports > Attendance
Report - Summary by Event/Groups/Classes

Attendance Report - Summary by Event/Groups/Classes

The Attendance Summary by Event/Groups/Classes option will create a report in table form, listing
the events selected, the dates that attendance was recorded for those events or classes, and the attend-
ance totals for that event or class. You may also create a color bar graph using this attendance inform-
ation.

To create a Summary by Event/Groups/Classes Attendance report, click the wordMembership,
choose Reports, then Attendance, and select Summary by Event/Groups/Classes. The Attendance
summary by Events/Groups/Classes screen will appear.

l The date range will default to the entire current year. You can use the dropdown or type in the
boxes if you want to change to a different range or a single date.
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l If you are going to report on an event, place a check mark in the Events box. If you would like to
report on a group/class, place a check mark in the Groups/Classes box. Note that Communion is
considered an event and, if selected, will be treated as its own event and include statistics from
every Communion marked, regardless of which events or classes are also selected for this report.

l If you are reporting on a group/class, select the Division, Department, Category in which that
class is listed. Selecting a Division, Department, Category narrows the list you see. If you have
not set up specific divisions, departments or categories, leave those fields blank and you will see
a list of all the events/groups/classes in the list box to the right.

The Events/Groups/classes items can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code,
click the corresponding column heading -Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column
heading - Description. The items will revert to being sorted by code when you close the screen.

l To select an event or class to be included on your report, click the name of that event or group/-
class to highlight it. Holding the control key down as you click allows you to include as many
events or classes on this report as you wish. Clicking on a highlighted event or class will de-select
it. To select all available events or classes, click Select all.

l If you would like this report to be in a weekly format, listing attendance information for each
week in the date range, then click the Weekly radio button to select it. If you would like your
report to list attendance totals by month, then click the Monthly radio button. If you would like
this report to list yearly totals for each event, then select the Annually radio button.

l If you select only Groups/Classes, under the Order By section in the middle, you can choose
Order by option will appear: if you would like the report sorted by date, select the radio dot by
Date. If you would like the report items sorted first by Division, Department and Category and
then by date select the radio dot by Division, Department, Category. If you have not set up Divi-
sions, Departments, and/or Category, select Date.

l If you will be creating a graph from the Summary by Event report, the report MUST be
Ordered by Date. Keep in mind that the simpler the graph is, the easier it is for people to read
and understand. (For example, a graph of Weekly attendance for an entire year for 2 or more
events might have too much information to be very clear and helpful.)

l Click Next to compile the report on the Print Preview screen. You may send the report to the
printer from there, or to create a graph, click the Graph button at the bottom right side of the
Print Preview screen. The system will create a bar graph that contains the information that
appears on the printed report.

You are here: Membership > Reports and Labels > Methods of Creating Reports > Attendance
Report - Summary by Person

Attendance Report - Summary by Person

To create a Summary by Person Attendance report, from the membership portal, select Reports, then
Attendance, and select Summary by Person. The Attendance Summary by Person screen will
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appear:

l Two formats are available for this report.

l Summary looks at all the events or classes and compiles a table showing Name, the total
number of times each person has attended any event or class, the last date they attended
any event or class, and the name of the last event or class they attended.

l Detail allows for the selection of specific event or group/class. You may ask for only
those people who Did not attend an event or group/class. You may also limit your report to
include only those people who have attended the selected event or group/class a certain
number of occasions, or a range of number of occasions. Enter this range into the Atten-
ded Number of times boxes, with the lowest number in the range in the first box, and the
highest number in the range in the second. With this option, you may also ask the report to
Include the number of times attended, to Include the last date attended each selected
group or class, and to include AdditionalInformation, such as how many students learned
their verses for that week, or brought their Bible to class.
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l If you would like this list to include all events, then mark a check mark in the Event(s) box at the
very top right. If you would like this list to display all groups or classes, then mark a check mark
in the Groups/Classes box. Note that Communion is considered an event and, if selected, will be
treated as its own event and include statistics from every Communion marked, regardless of
which events or classes are also selected for this report.

l To select a class to be included on your report:

l Be certain you have checked only the box beside Groups/Classes.

l Select a Division, Department, Category for the event you wish to view. If you have not
set up specific divisions, select the class from the list in the Select box.

l Click the name of that event or group/class to highlight it.

The Groups/classes items can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading -Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description. The items will revert to being sorted by code when you close the screen.

l You may include up to twenty events or classes on this report at a time. (If you select sev-
eral events/groups/classes, you may need to reduce the font size and print the report in land-
scape format. If you select several events or groups/classes, a message will appear if the
data is going to be cut off at the right edge of the paper.) Clicking on a highlighted event or
class will de-select it. To clear all selections, click the Clear button.

l You may specify a range of attendance dates to be included on this report. Enter your date range
into the Date range boxes; enter the earliest date into the first box, and the latest date into the
second.

The second tab is the People tab:
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l Just use the dropdown to select the field(s) and click the green plus below to add. Further cus-
tomize by using the and/or and parens. On the right, you can also select Terminated/Inactive,
Members, Visitors, or a combination.

l The next few tabs deal with actual technical layout information such as row heights, column
widths, how you want the information sorted, and fonts and line seperators.

l Click Print to compile the report on the Print Preview screen. You may send the report to the
printer from there.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Personal Attendance > Attendance Record

Browse Attendance

In Church Windows, you may view a certain person's attendance records using the Browse Attendance
dialog box. There are three different routes to reach this Attendance Record: from the Membership
Portal, and through the Members or Visitors screen.
To open Browse Attendance from the Membership Portal:

l Choose Attendance.
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l Choose Browse Attendance.

To reach the Attendance Record through the Member File screen or the Visitor File screen:

l At the top of the screen, click the wordMembership.

l Select Attendance.

l Choose Browse Attendance.

l The Browse Attendance screen will appear.

The Browse Attendance screen is pictured below. Select a person from the list, or leaving the person
field blank will the attendee field with everyone. See below the image for more information regarding
this screen and its options:
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View by Event and/or Group/Class - In the Browse Attendance screen, you may limit the screen to
only show attendance for a certain event or class.

l Check Events and/or Groups/Classes to see only Events or only Groups/Classes, or check both to
see them all.

l Use the Division/Department/Category dropdown to limit your list if desired, or leave it blank if
you either have none defined or just want them all included.

l Click the dropdown in the Events and Groups/Classes field. The items in this list can be sorted
either by the Code or by the Description by clicking on the appropriate header at the top of the
columns.

l The selected Event or Group/Class will appear in the grid below, as well as any occasions that
each person has attended.

Note: To view this persons attendance for all events and Groups/Classes, check both boxes in the upper
left and do not select anything in the Events and Groups/Classes field.

View by a Certain date range - The Browse Attendance screen will default to the current calendar
year:

To change the date range, either use the dropdown for the Month/Year field to select a specific month,
or you can also use the -Yr/+Yr buttons to quickly toggle back and forth between years.

Change Dates, Columns & Sort Button - If you would rather specify a custom inter-month date range
as well as further customize the report, click on the Change Dates, Columns & Sort button on the left.
This will bring up a window to let you pick specific days as well as column, sorting, and font options
(this window may be sized like any other window):
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Here, as in most other reports in the program, you can enter the date range, customize your available vs.
visible columns, select different grouping and sorting, and choose your fonts. You can also choose to
show codes for your selections, or the actual Description. It will default to the Code in order to conserve
space.

Click the down arrow to get an alphabetized list of everyone in your database. Visitors will have a (V)
next to their name. Click the X button to clear the field, use the left and right arrows to go lower or
higher in the alphabet. in order to quickly add an attendance entry for the selected person, click on the
Add Attendance button on the right.

For more information on adding attendance on the fly as well as other maintenance that can be per-
formed on this Browse Attendance screen, see Browse Attendance Maintenance.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Personal Attendance > Attendance Record
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Browse Attendance

In Church Windows, you may view a certain person's attendance records using the Browse Attendance
dialog box. There are three different routes to reach this Attendance Record: from the Membership
Portal, and through the Members or Visitors screen.
To open Browse Attendance from the Membership Portal:

l Choose Attendance.

l Choose Browse Attendance.

To reach the Attendance Record through the Member File screen or the Visitor File screen:

l At the top of the screen, click the wordMembership.

l Select Attendance.

l Choose Browse Attendance.

l The Browse Attendance screen will appear.

The Browse Attendance screen is pictured below. Select a person from the list, or leaving the person
field blank will the attendee field with everyone. See below the image for more information regarding
this screen and its options:
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View by Event and/or Group/Class - In the Browse Attendance screen, you may limit the screen to
only show attendance for a certain event or class.

l Check Events and/or Groups/Classes to see only Events or only Groups/Classes, or check both to
see them all.

l Use the Division/Department/Category dropdown to limit your list if desired, or leave it blank if
you either have none defined or just want them all included.

l Click the dropdown in the Events and Groups/Classes field. The items in this list can be sorted
either by the Code or by the Description by clicking on the appropriate header at the top of the
columns.

l The selected Event or Group/Class will appear in the grid below, as well as any occasions that
each person has attended.

Note: To view this persons attendance for all events and Groups/Classes, check both boxes in the upper
left and do not select anything in the Events and Groups/Classes field.

View by a Certain date range - The Browse Attendance screen will default to the current calendar
year:
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To change the date range, either use the dropdown for the Month/Year field to select a specific month,
or you can also use the -Yr/+Yr buttons to quickly toggle back and forth between years.

Change Dates, Columns & Sort Button - If you would rather specify a custom inter-month date range
as well as further customize the report, click on the Change Dates, Columns & Sort button on the left.
This will bring up a window to let you pick specific days as well as column, sorting, and font options
(this window may be sized like any other window):

Here, as in most other reports in the program, you can enter the date range, customize your available vs.
visible columns, select different grouping and sorting, and choose your fonts. You can also choose to
show codes for your selections, or the actual Description. It will default to the Code in order to conserve
space.
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Click the down arrow to get an alphabetized list of everyone in your database. Visitors will have a (V)
next to their name. Click the X button to clear the field, use the left and right arrows to go lower or
higher in the alphabet. in order to quickly add an attendance entry for the selected person, click on the
Add Attendance button on the right.

For more information on adding attendance on the fly as well as other maintenance that can be per-
formed on this Browse Attendance screen, see Browse Attendance Maintenance.

You are here: Membership > Attendance > Personal Attendance > Attendance Record Main-
tenance
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Attendance Record Maintenance - There are other actions you can perform in the Browse Attendance
screen, here are a few:

Add (Attendance Record) 
To add an attendance event for the selected person:

l Select the desired person in the person field, then click the Add Attendance button on the right.
The Add Attendance screen will appear:

l Down below, enter the date of this attendance event.

l In the Events or Group/Class field, click the down arrow to see a list of all events and classes,
or just start typing the code or description.

l Select an event or class by clicking on it.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or by the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description. The items will revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.

l If this person took communion at this event, then click the Communion box to mark it with a
check mark. If not, then leave the box blank.

l Click Save to save this new attendance entry.

l Click Close to return to the Attendance Record. This new event will appear in that person's grid.

Edit (Browse Attendance) 
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The Browse Attendance screen is always in edit mode. To change anything about a person's attend-
ance, simply click and make your changes. Your changes will be saved automatically when you move to
another record or close the Personal Attendance screen.

Delete (Browse Attendance) 
To delete an event from a person's Attendance Record:

l Make sure that the correct person's attendance record is showing

l Uncheck the Present box for the item you would like to delete.

l That person’s attendance for that date will be deleted when you move to another record or close
the Personal Attendance screen.

l

Print (Attendance Record) 
A Report button appears at the top of the Browse Attendance screen. When you click this button, the
information that currently shows on the Browse Attendance screen will be compiled into a report on the
Print Preview screen. To change what appears on the report, simply change what appears on the
screen.

Cancel (Attendance Record) 
The Cancel button is designed to undo any changes you may have made to a person's record. If you have
added or deleted any attendance events, then decided that you don't want to save those changes and
would like to return the record to how it appeared the last time you opened it, then click Cancel. Note,
however, that for Cancel to work correctly, you may not change the event in the All Events/Classes
box. When you change the event in this box, then Church Windows saves any changes you have pre-
viously made.

You are here: Membership > Visits > Visits

Visits

Church Windows is capable of keeping track of all visits and personal contacts made with people in the
Members File and the Visitors File. You may record the date of the visit, who made the visit, the pur-
pose of the visit, a date for any follow-up, and any additional comments. Using this information, you can
also create reports based on any combination of this data.

To reach the Visits file:

l ClickMembershipfrom the Membership Portal
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l Choose  Visits. The Visits screen will appear:

This screen is very similar to the Attendance screen, but more basic. At the top, there is the Person field
with a dropdown to find the people you need, the X to clear the field, the plus sign to add someone to the
member or visitor file, and the left and right arrows to scroll through the people alphabetically.
Whomever is selected here determines what shows in the main Person Visited vield below. If no one is
selected then the Person Visited field will have everyone in the entire database, as pictured above.

Note: To change the setup and configuration of the Visits screen, click on the button below the Person
field labeled Change Dates, Filter, and Sort, and the Filter Visits screen will appear. For more inform-
ation on this screen, see the topic detailing these options in the Visit Maintenance section.

Add Visit - This button opens the main New Visit screen to add new visit information. It will bring up
information related to the individual selected in the Person field, or it will be blank if no one is selected:
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Here again, there is a person box in the upper left to make your selection by either using the dropdown or
just starting to type in a name. If you find that you need to add an individual, just click the + sign at the
end of the line and then choose to add a member or a visitor. On the new window, make the appropriate
selections and enter the new individual, then click OK. The added person will now be on the screen to
add new visit information. There is an Inactive and Terminated checkbox above the Person field. If this
is not checked, then you can only find people who do not have a reason for termination filled in on their
record.

The other fields are straightforward; Reason, Visited By, and Location. You can either use the drop-
down to select predefined options or the +/- sign to add new ones. Then simply fill in the Length of Visit
and Followup Date fields if desired. You can then add a comment in the Comments field below if
needed.

Copy Visit To - Use this field to copy to the individual or also to different family members. You can
also select if it will include comments and/or a followup date when copying the visit to other family mem-
bers.
You are here: Membership > Visits > Visits
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Visits

Church Windows is capable of keeping track of all visits and personal contacts made with people in the
Members File and the Visitors File. You may record the date of the visit, who made the visit, the pur-
pose of the visit, a date for any follow-up, and any additional comments. Using this information, you can
also create reports based on any combination of this data.

To reach the Visits file:

l ClickMembershipfrom the Membership Portal

l Choose  Visits. The Visits screen will appear:

This screen is very similar to the Attendance screen, but more basic. At the top, there is the Person field
with a dropdown to find the people you need, the X to clear the field, the plus sign to add someone to the
member or visitor file, and the left and right arrows to scroll through the people alphabetically.
Whomever is selected here determines what shows in the main Person Visited vield below. If no one is
selected then the Person Visited field will have everyone in the entire database, as pictured above.

Note: To change the setup and configuration of the Visits screen, click on the button below the Person
field labeled Change Dates, Filter, and Sort, and the Filter Visits screen will appear. For more
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information on this screen, see the topic detailing these options in the Visit Maintenance section.

Add Visit - This button opens the main New Visit screen to add new visit information. It will bring up
information related to the individual selected in the Person field, or it will be blank if no one is selected:

Here again, there is a person box in the upper left to make your selection by either using the dropdown or
just starting to type in a name. If you find that you need to add an individual, just click the + sign at the
end of the line and then choose to add a member or a visitor. On the new window, make the appropriate
selections and enter the new individual, then click OK. The added person will now be on the screen to
add new visit information. There is an Inactive and Terminated checkbox above the Person field. If this
is not checked, then you can only find people who do not have a reason for termination filled in on their
record.

The other fields are straightforward; Reason, Visited By, and Location. You can either use the drop-
down to select predefined options or the +/- sign to add new ones. Then simply fill in the Length of Visit
and Followup Date fields if desired. You can then add a comment in the Comments field below if
needed.

Copy Visit To - Use this field to copy to the individual or also to different family members. You can
also select if it will include comments and/or a followup date when copying the visit to other family mem-
bers.
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You are here: Membership > Visits > Visits Record Fields

Visits Record Fields

The "Visited by" field - Adding/editing Entries 
In Visits, the Visited by field is a list field, which means that this field will only accept entries that you
have already defined. Before you begin working with the Visits section of Church Windows, it is a good
idea to begin with a few choices in this field that represent the people who will be doing the visits. Even
just one for your pastor would be just fine. You can always add, edit, or delete as necessary.

The easiest way to add to or edit the entries in the Visited by field is through the Add button.

To add people to the Visited by field:

l In the Visits screen, click Add. The Enter New Visit screen will appear.

l Click the arrow to the right of the Visited by field. The Visited by dialog box will appear that con-
tains the list of codes and definitions for your people who will be performing the visits.

l The Visited by dialog screen opens.

l Click Add Items.

This screen functions exactly like those for other list fields in Membership, and you may add, edit, or
delete items from here. Add a new code and definition using the Add items button. For more inform-
ation about using this dialog box for list fields, see "List Fields - Entering Codes" in the List Fields sec-
tion of this Help.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the
corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description. The codes will revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.
Once you have Visits recorded for people, then you may also open the Visited By dialog box right from
the Visits screen:

l In the Visits screen, click on one of the existing Visited by entries.

l Click the arrow that appears to the right. The Visited by dialog box will appear, where you may
make changes as described above.

The "Reason" field - Adding/editing Entries 
In Visits, the Reason field is a list field, which means that this field will only accept entries that you
have already defined. Before you begin working with the Visits section of Church Windows, it is a good
idea to begin with a few choices in this field that represent the reasons for the visits or contacts. Even
just one would be just fine. You can always add more reasons, edit existing reasons, or delete reasons
you no longer need.

The easiest way to add to or edit the entries in the Reason field is through the Add button.
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To add reasons to the Reason field:

l In the Visits screen, click Add. The Enter New Visit screen will appear.

l Click the arrow to the right of the Reason field. The Reason dialog box will appear that contains
the list of codes and definitions for your reasons for visits or contacts.

This screen functions exactly like those for other list fields in Membership, and you may add, edit, or
delete items from here. Add a new code and definition using the Add items button. For more information
about using this dialog box for list fields, see List Fields - Entering Codes.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the
corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description. The codes will revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.
Once you have Visits recorded for people, then you may also open the Reason dialog box right from the
Visits screen:

l In the Visits screen, click one of the existing Reason entries.

l Click the arrow that appears to the right. The Reason dialog box will appear, where you may
make changes as described above.

 The "Location" field - Adding/editing Entries
In Visits, the Location field is a list field, it comes pre-populated with common location codes. You can
always add more locations, edit existing locations, or delete locations you no longer need.

The easiest way to add to or edit the entries in the Location field is through the Add button.
To add locations to the Location field:

l In the Visits screen, click Add. The Enter New Visit screen will appear.

l Click the arrow to the right of the Location field. The Location dialog box will appear that con-
tains the list of codes and definitions for your reasons for visits or contacts.

This screen functions exactly like those for other list fields in Membership, and you may add, edit, or
delete items from here. Add a new code and definition using the Add items button. For more information
about using this dialog box for list fields, see List Fields - Entering Codes.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click the
corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding column head-
ing - Description. The codes will revert to being sorted by code when you close the box.
Once you have Visits recorded for people, then you may also open the Location dialog box right from
the Visits screen:

l In the Visits screen, click one of the existing Location entries.
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l Click the arrow that appears to the right. The Location dialog box will appear, where you may
make changes as described above.

You are here: Membership > Visits > View another Visits Record

View another Visits Record

On the Visits screen, the Name field displays the name of the person whose Visits record is currently
showing.

Click the down arrow at the right of this field to view an alphabetized list of everyone in your database,
including members and visitors. Visitors are marked with a (V) to the right of their name.

To view another person's visits record, scroll down to their name in this list, and click that name to
select it. That person's visits record will appear.

You may also scroll through your members and visitors alphabetically using the arrow buttons at the top
of the Visits screen. Right-facing arrows scroll forward, toward the beginning of the alphabet, while
left-facing arrows scroll backward toward the end of the alphabet.

You are here: Membership > Visits > Visits Record Maintenance

Visit Maintenance

Adding a visit 
To add a visit to a person's Visits record:

l Make sure the correct person's visitation record appears on the screen. (See "View another Visits
Record" for more information.)

l Click Add. The New Visit dialog box will appear.
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l Enter the date that this visit occurred (MM/DD/YYYY).

l In the Visited by field, click the down arrow. The Visited by dialog box will appear.

l If the person who made the visit is listed in the box, then click that name and click Add item to
record to enter it into the Visited by field. (Double-clicking on the name will enter it into the
record, also.) If the person who made the visit does not appear in the list, or if this is the first time
you are entering a visit and the field is empty, then see "The "Visited by" Field - Adding/editing
Entries" for more information.

The items in the list field can be sorted either by the code or the description. To sort by code, click
the corresponding column heading - Code. To sort by the description, click the corresponding
column heading - Description. The codes will revert to being sorted by code when you close the
box.

l In the Reason field, click the down arrow to see the Reason dialog box of options for this field.
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l If the reason that you wish to enter is listed in the dialog box, either click the reason and click
Add item to record or double click the reason to enter it into the Reason field. If the reason you
wish to enter is not listed and you would like to add it to this list, or if this is the first time you are
entering a visit and the field is empty, see "The "Reason" Field - Adding/editing Entries" for more
information.

l In the Location field, click the down arrow to see the Location dialog box of options for this
field.

l If the reason that you wish to enter is listed in the dialog box, either click the reason and click
Add item to record or double click the reason to enter it into the Location field. If the reason
you wish to enter is not listed and you would like to add it to this list, or if this is the first time you
are entering a visit and the field is empty, see "The "Location" Field - Adding/editing Entries" for
more information.

l In the Follow-up date field, enter the date for a follow-up activity, if applicable, by using the drop-
down calendar option.

l Enter any additional comments about this visit in the Comments field, if you wish.

l You have the option to copy the visit to All family members, Primary/Secondary members or to
the Children only. If you choose to include the visit on other family member records, you can
also elect whether to include the comments and follow up date on the other family member
records.

l Click Add, and the visit will be added to this person's record.

l Continue adding visits in this way if you like, or click Cancel to return to the Visits screen.

Deleting a visit 
To delete a visit from a person's record:

l At the main Visits screen, make sure that the correct person's visits record is showing by select-
ing them in the Person field at the top left.

l The selected person's visit records will appear below. You may have to click on the minus sign on
the left to expand it and see their history.

l Click on the red minus sign on the right to delete:
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l If a visit had been added to other family members’ records, the visit will only be deleted from the
record that is being viewed.

Editing a visit 
Once you have entered a visit for a specific person, you can edit any of that information directly from
the Visits screen.

l Select the visit you wish to edit so it is highlighted. Once highlighted, you can click directly into
the fields in that row to edit, either by using the dropdown to change, the X to clear, or the +/- to
add a new entry, as needed. Your changes will be saved automatically when you close this
screen.

Changing the Appearance of the Visits Screen
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l When you click on the Change Dates, Filter & Sort button below the Person field at the top, the
Filter Visits screen will come up:

Options Tab

Here you can filter by person, visit date range, follow up date, duration, visited by, reason, location, com-
ments, and you can also select a few report options. Once you make your selections and click OK, the
Visits screen will filter to only visits with those criteria.

Columns, Group and Sort, and Fonts Tabs

These are the standard tabs on most customization screens in the program. Here you can add or remove
visible columns, have them sorted differently, and change the font to your preferences.
You are here: Membership > Visits > Visits Reports from the Visits screen

Visits Reports from the Visits screen

In Church Windows, you may create reports based on Visits information in two different ways:

l By clickingMembership, then Reports, then Visits. OR

l On the Visits screen, by clicking the Report button.
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l The Visit Print Options screen will appear.

l If you opened this screen by clicking the Report button on the Visits screen, you may limit your
report to include visits to the Current person only. Using either reporting method, you may limit
reports to include visits to people who are entered in the Member File only, visits to people who
are Visitors only, or visits to All people. Click the appropriate radio button at the top of this
screen to make your selection.

l If you would like your report to include those people who did NOT receive a visit instead of those
who did, then click in the Not visited box to mark it with a check mark. Because you enter a date
range for when they have not been visited, it is possible that some had visits prior to that date
range. If you wish your report to include dates and reasons for prior visits, put a check mark in
Include prior visit information. If you do not want that information included, uncheck Include
prior visit information.

l If you wish the report to include terminated persons who have been visited or not visited, put a
check mark in the box Include terminated persons.

l If you wish to include Comments from the visits on the report, put a check mark in Comments.

l You may limit your report to include only those visits within a certain time frame. Enter that range
into the Visit Date boxes. These dates will default to the current year. You may change them to
include prior years.
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l You may create a report to include only those people who are scheduled for a follow-up visit in a
certain time period. If you wish, enter these dates into the Follow-up Date boxes.
(MM/DD/YYYY)

l You may include on this report only those people who were visited by a certain pastor or staff
member. To see a list of those pastors or staff members available, click the down arrow in the
Visited by box. This list will include those people who have been entered into the Visited By list
in the Visits module. Select a person by clicking on his or her name in the list. If you do not wish
to limit your report to those who were visited by a certain person, then leave "Any" in this field.

l You may also limit your report to those people who were visited for a specific reason. To see a
list of all available reasons, click the down arrow in the Reason box. This list will include only
those reasons that have been entered into the Reason list in the Personal Visits module. Select a
reason by clicking on it. If you do not wish to limit your report to those who were visited for a cer-
tain reason, then leave "Any" in this field.

l You may determine in which order you would like this report sorted. To see a list of the sort
options available, click on the down arrow in the Sort Order box. To select a sort option, click it
in that list. If you do not select an option, the report will default to sort the people visited by the
person who visited them.

l Mark a check mark in the Preview box if you would like to see a print preview before the inform-
ation is sent to the printer. Using the preview option allows you to actually see what the report
format will look like, so that you can go back and make changes or correct errors before the
information is printed.

l To change the left margin on this report, click the Options button and change the measurement in
the Left margin field.

l To change the fonts for this report, click the Font button. On the Fonts screen, you will be able to
change fonts for the report heading lines and the text.

l To change from your default printer to a different printer for this report, click the Select Printer
button. The Printer Selection screen will also give you the opportunity to change other format
options for this report, such as page orientation and printing style.

l Click Next to compile your report on the Print Preview screen, where you may view or print it.
See The Print Preview Screen for more information.
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Email
When clicking the Reports button from the Membership Portal and selecting Email, OR while in Don-
ations, clicking on Reports/Export and then Send Email button, it will open the Email window. There are
3 tabs here; People, Giving/Pledging, and Accounts. The Email window can also be accessed from
Donations by selecting Reports and then Email.

NOTE: Once you have selected the appropriate options in any tab in the Reports screen, you have the
ability to save the all selections you have made in all the tabs by clicking on the small disc button to the
right of the Saved Selections field at the bottom, at any time, no matter which tab you are in, and name
it appropriately. From that point on, you can access that specific report any time you go back into the
reports screen.

The window will open to the People tab on the Step 1 - "Select who should receive the email" window.
This is the first step in creating your report.

Membership Field Dropdown - This allows you to select which fields you want to see on the report.
When you choose a field, it will then bring up other information relevant to that field. For example,
selecting Groups/Classes will bring up a seperate window so you can select any of the Groups or
Classes you have set up:
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As another example, if you select Age, you will have a few options to choose right beneath it:

Once you make your selection, to add it to the report criteria below, click on the Selecion button with the
green plus sign right below it. It will add it to the criteria box below. For example, if you want to add
ages greater than 65 to the criteria, just use the Membership Field dropdown to select Age like above,
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then select the "greater than" option, and put 65 in the first box. Then click on the green plus sign. It will
add it and look like this:

Once you have at least one criteria in the box below, you can either continue selecting options for the
report with just one criteria, or use the Membership Field dropdown again to select additional options.
Continue adding as many different membership fields that you would like to show, but before you can
click on the green plus for additional criteria, you need to either click the AND or OR button on the right
to tell it how you want the selection applied. Then you will be able to click on the green plus button. So
for this example, selecting age greater than 65 and is presently in the adult choir, it will look like this
when both criteria are selected:
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Other fields in the People tab:

The right side of the People tab contains other general options to further dictate who you would like to
see on the report:

l At the top, you can specify Giver# options. You can select people with or without giver numbers,
a certain range of giver numbers, or a defined range. To define a range, click on the green plus
sign to open the interface that allows you to name and define a custom giver# range.

l At the bottom right you can also choose to include Membership Groups , Donations Groups, or
Donations individuals.

l At the very bottom, you can select, add, delete, etc any saved selections you have entered in pre-
vious sessions.

Once you have entered all options necessary for the people you would like to see, you can continue on to
the next tab, Giving/Pledging.

Giving/Pledging Tab
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This screen allows you to select options to show those who did or did not give or pledge, or to show cer-
tain date ranges for the givers and/or pledgers. There are also options to select to show the different com-
binations of types of pledges as well as including those that recieve statements, gives with family, and
date range:

Accounts Tab - This tab lets you decide which accounts you do or do not want to show. As in other
reports in Church Windows, you can use the arrows in the middle, or just double click on the actual
accounts to bring them back and forth between the Available account field and the Selected account
field. You could also click on the Select All or Clear All buttons to move the entire list of accounts back
and forth. Once the account list is correct for what you would like to see, you can continue to the last
tab, the Sort tab.

Once your selections are made, clicking the Next button will bring you to the Email Options screen.
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This is where you set up the settings for emailing, view sent email logs, customize the email message
and signature, as well as another chance to select or deselect the people you wish to be emailed. This
can be tricky to set up correctly, please reference the topic "Sending Emails from Church Windows " on
page 259for specific information.
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Labels
When clicking the Reports button from the Membership Portal, and then selecting Labels, OR while in
Donations, clicking on Reports/Export and then on Lists & Labrels and then Labels, it will open the
Labels window. There are 5 tabs here; People, Giving/Pledging, Accounts, Sort, and Options. The
Labels screen can also be accessed from Donations-Reports-Lists/Labels.

NOTE: Once you have selected the appropriate options in any tab in the Labels screen, you have the
ability to save the all selections you have made in all the tabs by clicking on the small disc button to the
right of the Saved Selections field at the bottom. You can do this at any time, no matter which tab you
are in, and name it appropriately. From that point on, you can access that specific label format any time
you go back into the Labels screen.

The window will open to the People tab on the Step 1 - Select who should have labels printed win-
dow. This is the first step in creating your report:

Membership Field Dropdown - This allows you to select which fields you want to see on the report.
When you choose a field, it will then bring up other information relevant to that field. For example,
selecting Groups/Classes will bring up a seperate window so you can select any of the Groups or
Classes you have set up:
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As another example, if you select Age, you will have a few options to choose right beneath it:

Once you make your selection, to add it to the report criteria below, click on the Selecion button with the
green plus sign right below it. It will add it to the criteria box below. For example, if you want to add
ages greater than 65 to the criteria, just use the Membership Field dropdown to select Age like above,
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then select the "greater than" option, and put 65 in the first box. Then click on the green plus sign. It will
add it and look like this:

Once you have at least one criteria in the box below, you can either continue selecting options for the
report with just one criteria, or use the Membership Field dropdown again to select additional options.
Continue adding as many different membership fields that you would like to show, but before you can
click on the green plus for additional criteria, you need to either click the AND or OR button on the right
to tell it how you want the selection applied. Then you will be able to click on the green plus button. So
for this example, selecting age greater than 65, then clicking the green plus button, then clicking on
groups/classes and choosing those presently in the adult choir, then "AND", then the green plus again, it
will look like this:

Other fields in the People tab:

The right side of the People tab contains other general options to further dictate who you would like to
see on the report:

l At the top, you can choose the "Giver#" field, you can select people with or without giver num-
bers, a certain range of giver numbers, or a defined range. To define a range, click on the green
plus sign to open the interface that allows you to name and define a custom giver# range. For
example, maybe children giver numbers are 100-250, and you need to run different reports often
without having to type in the range every time.

l At the bottom right you can also choose to include Members, Visitors, Groups , Donations
Groups, or Donations individuals.

Once you have entered all options necessary for the people you would like to see, you can continue on to
the next tab, Giving/Pledging.

Giving/Pledging Tab
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This screen allows you to select options to show those who did or did not give or pledge, or to show cer-
tain date ranges for the givers and/or pledgers. There are also options to select to show the different com-
binations of types of pledges. Below is an image of this screen for reference:

Accounts Tab - This tab lets you decide which accounts you do or do not want to show. As in other
reports in Church Windows, you can use the arrows in the middle, or just double click on the actual
accounts to bring them back and forth between the Available account field and the Selected account
field. You could also click on the Select All or Clear All buttons to move the entire list of accounts back
and forth. Once the account list is correct for what you would like to see, you can continue to the last
tab, the Sort tab.

Sort (Name) Tab - This tab does not relate to which criteria you have selected. It simply gives you
options to sort the results a different way, regardless of what criteria is selected.

Options tab - The only option here is to enter the date of the mailing. This is used to determine the
address to use if there are alternate addresses . For example, if someone is in school for the fall, it will
then know to send it there if the mailing date falls within that time frame.

Clicking on the Next button at the bottom will bring you to the Step 2 - select the label layout screen:
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This is where you can specify the label type and layout. Use the dropdown to see the preloaded label
formats and choose the specific label type you are using:

Most standardized labels are in this list. If you find that you need to customize your label layout further,
you can click on the Edit Label to the right. This will open the Report Designer that is available from
other reports, and you can customize what fields you want, where you want them, and the sizes of any
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field. Clicking on New Label will open the designer with a blank palette to start from scratch. This is a
new detailed tool that lets you change the intricate details of each field on your report; size, position, sep-
arators, headers and footers, etc. This is a very involved tool and usually only used by those very famil-
iar with customization and designing that have specific requirements. The standard report options are
usually sufficient, so before using this tool, make sure there is not already a format that will suit your
needs.

The bottom half of the window will allow you to select and/or deselect the people/groups from the cri-
teria that you selected. You can select or deselect individual boxes, or use the check all/uncheck all but-
tons at the bottom. Once you have your selections made, you can click on the Print button and it will
take you the Print Preview screen. See "Print Preview "
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Reports/Directory/Export
When clicking on the Reports button from the Membership Portal, and then selecting Reports/Dir-
ectory/Export, it will open the Print Membership Reports window. There are 4 tabs here; People,
Giving/Pledging, Accounts, and Sort.

NOTE: Once you have selected the appropriate options in any tab in the Reports screen, you have the
ability to save the all selections you have made in all the tabs by clicking on the small disc button to the
right of the Saved Selections field at the bottom, at any time, no matter which tab you are in, and name
it appropriately. From that point on, you can access that specific report any time you go back into the
reports screen.

The window will open to the People tab on the Step 1 - Select who should appear on the report:

Membership Field Dropdown - This allows you to select which fields you want to see on the report.
When you choose a field, it will then bring up other information relevant to that field. For example,
selecting Groups/Classes will bring up a seperate window so you can select any of the Groups or
Classes you have set up:
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As another example, if you select Age, you will have a few options to choose right beneath it:

Once you make your selection, to add it to the report criteria below, click on the Selecion button with the
green plus sign right below it. It will add it to the criteria box below. For example, if you want to add
ages greater than 65 to the criteria, just use the Membership Field dropdown to select Age like above,
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then select the "greater than" option, and put 65 in the first box. Then click on the green plus sign. It will
add it and look like this:

Once you have at least one criteria in the box below, you can either continue selecting options for the
report with just one criteria, or use the Membership Field dropdown again to select additional options.
Continue adding as many different membership fields that you would like to show, but before you can
click on the green plus for additional criteria, you need to either click the AND or OR button on the right
to tell it how you want the selection applied. Then you will be able to click on the green plus button. So
for this example, selecting age greater than 65, then clicking the green plus button, then clicking on
groups/classes and choosing those presently in the adult choir, then "AND", then the green plus again, it
will look like this:
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Other fields in the People tab:

The right side of the People tab contains other general options to further dictate who you would like to
see on the report:

l At the to right, in the "Giver#" field, you can select people with or without giver numbers, a cer-
tain range of giver numbers, or a defined range. To define a range, click on the green plus sign to
open the interface that allows you to name and define a custom giver# range. For example, maybe
children giver numbers are 100-250, and you need to run different reports often without having to
type in the range every time.

l Below that in the "Include" field, you can select to include Membership Groups , Donations
Groups, or Donations individuals.

l At the very bottom you can also choose any previously saved report selections you have set up
and saved in the past.

Once you have entered all options necessary for the people you would like to see, you can continue on to
the next tab, Giving/Pledging.

Giving/Pledging Tab

This screen allows you to select options to show those who did or did not give or pledge, or to show cer-
tain date ranges for the givers and/or pledgers. There are also options to select to show the different com-
binations of types of pledges:
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Accounts Tab - This tab lets you decide which accounts you do or do not want to show. As in other
reports in Church Windows, you can use the arrows in the middle, or just double click on the actual
accounts to bring them back and forth between the Available account field and the Selected account
field. You could also click on the Select All or Clear All buttons to move the entire list of accounts back
and forth. Once the account list is correct for what you would like to see, you can continue to the last
tab, the Sort tab.

Sort Tab - This tab does not relate to which criteria you have selected. It simply gives you options to
sort the results a different way, regardless of what criteria is selected.

Once you have made all your selections in all of the tabs, you can click the Next button at the bottom to
get to the Selections for Membership Report screen:
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The first step is to select the report format in the upper left. There are six types, and selecting any of
these will result in different options in the dropdown below. There are many different types and options,
and you can also click on New and create a report that lets you utilize the Select Fields button on the
right. This will open up the Column Selector window (except for Directory report type, which is pre-
determined by the "Include on Directory" fields in their individual files). This is where you can select
between the Available and Visible columns as in other reports. For more detailed information on report
formats, click here.

To the right of this are 2 other tabs, Report Options and All Information Options. These let you fur-
ther customize what and how you want other items to show on your output.

The bottom half of this window allows you to do a final select and/or deselect of people and groups on
the reports. The list contains every person, group, class, etc. that meets the criteria of your report para-
meters. The will all default to having a check in the Print column so that they will appear on the report.
However, if you want to deselect anyone or anything, you can take the check out of the box to exclude
them from your report. There are options at the bottom to select or deselect all with one click, along with
a Back button if you need to return to make changes to the report criteria itself. Once you are ready to
produce your report, the final two buttons are Export and Print. As in other export and print tools, the
Export will give you options of the format of file to create and whether or not you want to save it or dir-
ectly email it. Clicking on the Print button will bring up the preview screen.See "Print Preview The print
button will take you to a preview screen so you can see what it will look like and give you final options
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of page setup, size, adding a watermark, etc. as well as buttons at the top to take you directly to the
export and print screens. "
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Selection Report Formats
When you are creating reports and have selected all your criteria, clicking on the Next button will bring
up a screen that will allow you to choose from a variety of pre-existing report formats that come imbed-
ded in the program, or let you create and customize your own:

The six options at the top are report options that have been created already and include information that
is usually used on most reports, in a format that is simple and easy to read. You can select any one of
them to preview as long as the criteria is met for having the correct field. (see blue text below, which
will explain the prerequisite settings needed in the Membership profile. In the example above, you can
see that selecting Basic for report type requires the 'Directory/Report Order' to be filled out correctly
in the Membership Record under the Personal Information section on the right hand side. For more
information on that field click here.

If you have determined that none of the pre-existing formats fit your needs and you need to add or
remove the different columns that are showing, you will not be able to edit the pre-existing reports, you
will need to pick one that closest fits your needs, and then select "New". This will bring up the New
Report Setup screen with a couple generic parameters:

If needed you can change it to Landscape if you wanted to make a report that prints side-
ways/lengthwise, and if you need it to be something other than 8.5x11 inches. Make sure you name the
report appropriately as to make it easier to recognize in the future. Once you name it and click OK, only
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then will it allow you to click on the 'Select Fields' button to the right of the report name, and will bring
up the Column Selector:

Column Selector

This screen allows you to move columns back and forth between what will be visible on the report and
what will not, similar to many report screens in the program. On the left hand sides are the columns that
are not showing but are available to be shown if desired. On the right side are the columns that are cur-
rently selected to be shown:

You can either highlight the column and use the arrows to bring it back and forth, or double click on it to
move it to the other side. Underneath the Visible Columns field is a box for the Display Name. You can
edit this to label this field differently on the report without changing the actual column name, it will only
show that way on the report.

Also to the right of the report name field on most report screens is an Edit Button. This will take you to
the Report Designer. This is a new detailed tool that lets you change the intricate details of each field
on your report; size, position, separators, headers and footers, etc. This is a very involved tool and usu-
ally only used by those very familiar with customization and designing that have specific requirements.
The standard report options are usually sufficient enough that customizing using the Column Selector is
all that is needed, so before using this tool, make sure there is not already a format that will suit your
needs.
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You are here: Membership > Bulk Mail > Church Windows' Compliance with USPS Require-
ments

Church Windows' Compliance with USPS Requirements

Church Windows accommodates US Post Office requirements for discounted bulk-rate mailings. If you
choose to prepare your mail to meet USPS requirements for discounted mailings, then you may take
advantage of these features of Church Windows. Please speak to a representative at your local Post
Office for detailed information about their requirements for bulk mailings.

There are two facets to these requirements that concern Church Windows: sending your data to an out-
side organization for CASS certification and NCOA processing, and printing barcodes on mailing labels. 

Church Windows also works in conjunction with Postage $aver, a program that is a PAVE-Gold cer-
tified program that processes your bulk mailings in a manner that may reduce your mailing costs. PAVE-
Gold is the highest level of certification that a program can attain with the United States Postal Service
(USPS). We have chosen Postage $aver as our partner to make Church Windows more powerful in the
administration of your organization’s mailing capabilities. Use Postage $aver for mailings of over 200
pieces. This program is available for $95. Contact Church Windows Sales at 800/533-5227 or
sales@churchwindows.com for more information.

For help in using Postage $aver after you’ve installed it, see Postage $aver and Church Windows in the
Postage $aver book.

If you would like to try Postage $aver, you may go to the System Profile in Church Windows and link
Postage $saver to your Church Windows program for a 30-day trial period. After that you will need to
purchase Postage $aver in order to continue using it.

For a more complete explanation of the requirements for bulk mail discounts, we highly recommend read-
ing the information posted by Postage $aver at www.bulkmail.info.

You are here: Membership > Bulk Mail > Church Windows' Compliance with USPS Require-
ments

Church Windows' Compliance with USPS Requirements

Church Windows accommodates US Post Office requirements for discounted bulk-rate mailings. If you
choose to prepare your mail to meet USPS requirements for discounted mailings, then you may take
advantage of these features of Church Windows. Please speak to a representative at your local Post
Office for detailed information about their requirements for bulk mailings.

There are two facets to these requirements that concern Church Windows: sending your data to an out-
side organization for CASS certification and NCOA processing, and printing barcodes on mailing labels. 

Church Windows also works in conjunction with Postage $aver, a program that is a PAVE-Gold cer-
tified program that processes your bulk mailings in a manner that may reduce your mailing costs. PAVE-
Gold is the highest level of certification that a program can attain with the United States Postal Service
(USPS). We have chosen Postage $aver as our partner to make Church Windows more powerful in the
administration of your organization’s mailing capabilities. Use Postage $aver for mailings of over 200

http://www.bulkmail.info/
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pieces. This program is available for $95. Contact Church Windows Sales at 800/533-5227 or
sales@churchwindows.com for more information.

For help in using Postage $aver after you’ve installed it, see Postage $aver and Church Windows in the
Postage $aver book.

If you would like to try Postage $aver, you may go to the System Profile in Church Windows and link
Postage $saver to your Church Windows program for a 30-day trial period. After that you will need to
purchase Postage $aver in order to continue using it.

For a more complete explanation of the requirements for bulk mail discounts, we highly recommend read-
ing the information posted by Postage $aver at www.bulkmail.info.

You are here: Membership > Bulk Mail > CASS Certification and NCOA Processing

CASS Certification and NCOA Processing

Certification needs to be done by a firm certified by the USPS. We have selected Lorton Data in Min-
neapolis as our recommended vendor for this process. Lorton has agreed to accept the input and format
the output disk to match the USPS functions that exist in Church Windows. Included are sample Lorton
order forms filled out as they should be for sending data to Lorton. Questions about sending data to Lor-
ton, pricing, etc. should be directed to them. Please pay special attention to the section where we have
added the text "retain case". Without this notation, your data may be returned in all upper case. It is OK
for your data to be in mixed case as Church Windows will convert to upper case and strip punctuation
when you print mailing labels.

Not sure if you need CASS/NCOA? We recommend reading the general information posted by Postage
$aver at www.bulkmail.info and specifically at http://bulkmail.info/moveupdate.html.

You are here: Membership > Bulk Mail > Creating a file to send away for CASS/NCOA Pro-
cessing

Creating a file to send away for CASS/NCOA Processing

To create a file to send to Lorton Data:

l You can save the file to a folder on your computer and email it. Alternately, use removable media
(e.g. floppy disk, flash drive)

l From the Initial Button Bar, clickMembership, select Special Functions, and Create
CASS/NCOA File.

l At the top of the screen, place a check mark next to the kind of information you wish to export

l Place a check mark next to the item in the Export column for each line of information you wish to
export. Click Check All or Uncheck All to do so in the list of items.

http://www.bulkmail.info/
http://www.bulkmail.info/
http://bulkmail.info/moveupdate.html
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l Click the Export button. When the Export to File screen appears, click the ... button (with the
three dots).

l Choose the location you wish to export your file. By default, the file will be called uspsconv.
Press the Save button. The box next to the button with the three dots that you clicked will show
you the path and name of the file. The file will be saved as a CSV file.

l Click OK and a message will tell you where the file was created and if you would like to open
the folder where the file resides.

l If you are e-mailing Lorton your file, just follow their instructions to send them your uspsconv file.
Otherwise, transfer the file to a newly created media and label it per the instructions on the Lor-
ton form (usually Input), and take another blank media disk and label it "output " per the instruc-
tions. Be sure to put your church name, address and phone number on each piece of media.
Complete the forms per the enclosed samples. Enclose the completed Lorton forms.

Remember that after you send your data away for processing, any name or address changes that you
make before you get your data back will be lost when you restore the output into Church Windows.
Please refrain from making name and address changes until after you install your Output from Lorton or
the USPS.

You are here: Membership > Bulk Mail > Installing your Output from Lorton

Installing your Output from Lorton

Always back up your current data before importing any data from Lorton. Mistakes can happen and your
data is too valuable to be damaged by a faulty disk/file. After using your normal backup procedure, then
open Church Windows so that you are at the Initial Button Bar. (Do not have any areas of Church Win-
dows open.)

Select Membership, choose Special Functions, and Import CASS/NCOA File.

Click the Select File button and locate the file. When you locate it, click the file and click the Open but-
ton.

Click Import to complete the installation of your output from Lorton.

You are here: Membership > End-of-Year in Membership > End-of-Year Procedure in Mem-
bership

End-of-Year Procedure in Membership

In the Church Windows Membership module, only the Attendance function is date sensitive. There is no
actual end-of-year procedure except to set attendance reporting to the new year.

You change the Attendance Year on the Membership Profile screen. ClickMembership, select Special
Functions, and choose Settings. In the Attendance section in the middle, type in the new year’s date
(YYYY). Click OK.
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You are here: Membership > End-of-Year in Membership > End-of-Year Procedure in Mem-
bership

End-of-Year Procedure in Membership

In the Church Windows Membership module, only the Attendance function is date sensitive. There is no
actual end-of-year procedure except to set attendance reporting to the new year.

You change the Attendance Year on the Membership Profile screen. ClickMembership, select Special
Functions, and choose Settings. In the Attendance section in the middle, type in the new year’s date
(YYYY). Click OK.

You are here: System Administration/Features > Exporting Church Windows Information as Text
Files

Exporting Church Windows Information as Text Files

Church Windows is capable of creating export data files that you could use to build reports in other pro-
grams such as spreadsheets or word processors. The procedures to create these text files vary depending
on the information you’d like to include in the text files:

Membership: When in the Membership Portal, the Reports button will give you options for generating
3 types of output, Reports/Directory/Export, Labels, and Email.To export as text, use the
Reports/Directory/Export report generator, and once your criteria is selected and you click next to get
your list of people, along the bottom your 2 options are to Export or to Print. Clicking on Export allows
you to either export or email the output as text.
Donations: Most of the reports have an Export button that leads you to various file format options.

Accounting:: These procedures place your Church Windows data into various file formats, including
delimited ASCII files (Text files) for use in another program.See the article titled Exporting Reports
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Sending Emails from Church Windows

In order for an individual in either the Members file or the Visitors file to be emailed, the recipient must
have a valid email address. In addition, people entered into the Membership database (Members or Vis-
itors) could have more than one email address. For example, you might have a second email address
field for a work email address. 

The first thing to do is to set the email settings. NOTE: If you previously converted to the Don-
ations module and emailed the Donation statements, this has already been done.

Setup the Email Settings

To get here:
→ Membership
→ Reports

→ Email

If you are ready to send an email, you can set the criteria to select the individuals here. For the purpose
of setting up the email settings, click Next.

Different users may set up the email settings for the email account they wish to use for sending the
emails from. The Office Administrator may want to email newsletters or individuals; the Choir Director
may want to email the members of the choirs. Each can configure their own email account from which
to send messages. The information entered for each user will  be saved; it will only need to be entered
once. If you have been using the Donation module to email Donation statements, the information is
already entered and need not be re-entered unless a new user is creating their email settings.

On the Options tab, there is a field for the Email Setting.
l To create a new setting, click the Plus (+) sign beside the field.
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l The Setup SMTP Email screen opens which stores the settings that make it possible for you to
email people out of the database.

The screenshots included here are samples only and are not necessarily what you will use with your pro-
gram. You might need the assistance of the person who set up the email system for your church. The
Church Windows support staff would not know this information.

l Display name (For ‘Email Settings:’ Internal to this program only): The name entered in this
box is the name under which the settings you make on this screen will be saved. This then allows
you to choose a Display Name from the Email Settings box on the Options tab when sending state-
ments by email.  Different groups within the church can be set up with their own Display Name
for different mailboxes and each can send the donation statement from the system. An example
might be “Secretary’s Mailings” (without the quotation marks).

l Outgoing Mail Server (SMTP): Select an existing name from the drop-down box. If you have not
yet set this up, click the Plus (+) sign.
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Note:We recommend that you use the SMTP Host, Port, and SSL information provided by your Internet
Service Provider (ISP). This information can be obtained by searching the Internet or contacting their cus-
tomer support.

A sample might be outgoing.verizon.net

You may, alternatively, be able to use the SMTP server of your Webmail Host; however, many Webmail
hosts have strict limits on the number of emails you can send per day.  If your email is @YourOr-
gName.com, then you may be able to use SMTP settings provided by the host that you purchase your
web space from or the settings for your in-house mail server.

l

When the information has been entered on this screen, be certain to perform the connection test. 
If successful, you should receive a message similar to this:

l Click OK if the connection test was successful. If the connection test fails, the data entered is
wrong.
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l

‘From’ Email Address: Click the Plus (+) sign to enter your (or your organization’s) email
address. This is the address your email will be sent from.  Select an existing email address from
the drop-down box.

l

Username: This is the username for your Outgoing SMTP Mail Server if you used your Internet
Service Provider (ISP) or Username for your ‘From’ Email account if you used your Email host
for your SMTP.

l Password: This is the password for your outgoing SMTP Mail Server (the password you use to
log into your ‘From’ Email if you used your Webmail Host’s SMTP).

l

‘Reply To’ Email Address (If different than ‘From’ Email): Click the Plus (+) sign to set up
the email address people will use to send a reply. (Optional) If a recipient replies to your emails
by clicking ‘reply’, the email will be sent to this address.

It is important that you: Review the information to make sure that all the information you intend to
save is correct. Then click the Send Test Email button. Type an email address that you know you can
immediately access. Click OK and a message will be sent to the email address you specify. Check to
see if you received an email message with the subject “TEST Email” from (the ‘From’ Email Address:
or ‘Reply to Email Address (If different than ‘From’ Email): address you entered. After receiving the
test email, click the OK button on the Setup SMTP Email screen to complete the email setup.
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For information on how to prevent your email from ending up as Spam/Junk/Blocked, click the Question
mark icon and read the tips we have give you.

Email an Individual

InMembership, find the individual’s Household and Individual record or click to open the Contact
List.

l Click the Email icon on the individual’s record.

l If you opened the Contact List, find the individual and click to highlight the name. The person
should show an email address. Click the Email button.
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The email screen opens and the individual’s name shows in the list of names.

l Click to select the Email Setting to use.

l To enter an email message, click the Plus (+) sign beside Email message.
l Compose the email message and enter a Subject if you choose to.

l

The Home tab allows you to set use standard word processing options – such as setting the font
style and size, changing the color of the text, etc.
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l The Insert tab allows you to insert picture or symbols or files in the email.

Here we have attached a file to the email.

Once the email is ready, click on the Options tab to send the email.
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You see the many options available.

Click the one of your choice.

l To send the email, click Send Email.

his screen opens.

l at the bottom of the screen, select the Email Settings being used.
l To send the email, click Send Email at the bottom of the screen.
l If this is a message you might use again, after entering or sending the email, click to Save it.
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The system will confirm that it has been saved. Saving the email means that you will be able to call it
up, make any necessary edits to it, and send it again.

When you close the Message screen, you will be asked if you wish to save this email.

l If this is an email you will send at another time, you can answer Yes and use it again.

Re-use a Saved Email Message

In this example, we are sending an second email to Bob Jones about serving as liturgist in the
Anniversary Service. We saved the first one and now wish to use it again.

l Go to the appropriate Household and Individual Record screen in Membership or use the
Contact List to select the recipient. 

l Click to select the Email Setting to be used.
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l Click the down arrow in the Email Message box and click to select the original one used.

l

Click Send Email.

When you send emails out of church Windows, it provides you with a Results screen providing inform-
ation on the emails sent.

Email a Group of People

The Adult Choir will have an extra rehearsal on a certain date at a certain time in the Choir Room. 
Email the members a reminder notice!

From the Initial Button Bar

l ClickMembership, Reports, Email
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To select the people enrolled in a specific group or class,

l Click the down-arrow in the box ‘Select a membership field, make selections and click Add
Selection.’

So, in this example, we:

l Click on [Groups/Classes].

l

Click to place a check mark in the box for each group to be emailed.
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l After selecting the group(s), click OK.

l Click the + Selection button.

l Because we have asked for a specific group or class, we leave checked the boxes for both Mem-
bers and Visitors checked at the top of the screen . The system will pull only those people
enrolled in the class.

l

Make certain that on the right side of the screen,  the Also Include boxes are unchecked so those
individuals are not added to our list of emails.

l Click Next.

The Email Options screen opens. We see the names of the people in the group(s) we selected.
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l Select the appropriate Email Setting for this set of emails.

l Click the Plus (+) sign beside the Email Message box and enter a new email message or click
the down-arrow to select an message already saved.

l Click Send Email to send the email.

From the Contact List

You can email people directly from the Contact List, which is a listing of everyone entered into both the
Members File and the Visitors File who do not have a Reason for Termination code on their record.

l From almost any screen in Church Windows, click the Contact List button.

l If you are on the Household and Individual Record screen, click to un-check the Link to Member
file box.  If you are on the Initial Button Bar screen, you do not have to un-check the Link to Mem-
ber file box.

l Click to highlight the name of the first person you need to email. Holding the CTRL key down,
click to highlight all the other people’s names.

l Click Email.

l On the Report Format screen, click Send Email
and Bcc.
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Continue on with the instructions as given above.

A very important note about compatibility:

Church Windows will attempt to open your default email client when you choose the email feature. This
should work with most mail programs; however, there are many different email programs available.
Some variation in functionality may occur.  Please check your email program’s documentation for inform-
ation. Church Windows will work with most MAPI-compliant email clients. If Church Windows is
unable to communicate with your email program, it will notify you and paste all the email addresses onto
your clipboard. You will then be able to open a new email message in your email program and simply
paste (Edit/Paste or CRTL-V in most programs) the email addresses into the To or Bcc line.
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NOTE:

l If your church sends bulk emails, go to our website – www.churchwindows.com – and click the
CW Partners tab at the top of the screen. Click to read about using our partner Constant Contact
for your bulk emails.

You are here: System Administration/Features > Sending Reports through E-mail

Sending Reports through E-mail

Church Windows Donations and Accounting reports can be sent through e-mail by clicking the Export
button on any report options screen that makes the button available. Membership and Contribution
reports, however, must first be converted to PDF files.

PDF file stands for Portable Document Format. It is a common format for document sharing on the Inter-
net, and there are viewers for them available for free download. The most common PDF viewer is
Acrobat Reader; it is available on the Adobe website at this address:
http://get.adobe.com/reader/

There are several programs available that create PDF files. Most of them install and perform like
another printer on your computer (you select the PDF printer from the Select Printer menu from any
reporting screen in Church Windows), except that instead of sending a document to be printed on paper,
they create a PDF file on your computer. These programs are generally not free of charge, and come
with varying levels of functionality.

http://www.churchwindows.com/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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